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ABSTRACT
The r esults of a '-five7step ctrticuluk anal psis of'tthe

registered nursimg. piogram at fresno City .Cc liege, :cal.rria, az4
Provided in this booklet. (An analysis cf fel= ether ational -
Programs are provided CE CM. 817 -82G.) the products of Step 1
include a defination.Of the employment opportunity-for thrsfria aid'
a statement of the skills/behaviors/attitudes requite4 for
employment; program curriculum oblective defined specific to,the
stated esoloyeent requirements; performance requirements for le_ 1.
stated program curriculum objective; curriculum objectives .pf !I.
existing voc,ational/occupationa 1 courses. Otesently, required' for
graduation froNrthis program area; and a definition cf the terminal \'
-mastery (cognitive/affective/psychomotor) shich students must achieve
from each nog- occupational /vocational course included in the program.
Step 2 includes a cognitive/affective/psychogotot analysis of each
statedcourte oblective and the criteria cf mastery for each item
identified. Step3 includes an identification-of tems of mastery\
required in each course which represent nobles areas' for the
disadvantaged student;' and diagnosis /identificatidn of the nature Of..,
the problem areas and their percfiived causes in terms of
'student-related and 'curriculum /course- related courses. Step 4
includes a restatement of- the priority problem area as terlinal

. performance objectives, criterion meascres for each., terminal
peiformance objective, learning requirements to achieve each
ctblicotivei, an organization of learning stress', and analysis of.

-11ternate methods and media. Finally, step 5 4noludis specific -
recommenaatians' of program/.course chang4 to eliminate Identified
problems and produce tbe required mastery.. (JR-)
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RESEARCH-AND-DE-4 IGN- -PK/kite--

OAR I CUL UM ANALYSIt

INTRODUCTION;

The largest-task undertaken in cOmpleting Phase II of this project was the

.1

thbrough curriculum assessment of the five vocational education programs focused :-

on by this project (Automotive Mechanics, Electronics, Licensed Vocational

Nursing, Registered Nursing and Office Occupations) This, analysis sought to.

,

identify the speciic hurdfes'Which were prelknting student success; and then to

determine what specific instructional methods media changes would-have tor-be--__

A

I I
T

.

7.1 :

made . to eliminate them,

.

Each team worked to translate tear curriculum from a norm referenced to a

cri'ter'ion referenced b4sis. Employment requirements replaced textbook tablek,
4t 1 .-.

,--of content'iS the basislof determining what should be mastered, IhdivauaT
. ,

mastery replaced 'class s nding as the standard oisuccess'Or:feilurei Ind the

methods-and media of inst ction were reassessed.to determineiftthey were

most appropriate, given th unique needs of the target-students and the
O /J

1 /knowledges/attitudes to be Masiereckcharacteristics of the skil

41.

.

Theprocess used by eacSteam as a highly systematic odC1, It sought to

c
dardize the curriculum analysis steps beingeliminate assumption and-to sta

_

.

applIpd by each of:*the five 4ns uctional design teams. All ieaMd applied the
.

'same steps; inthe same seqdence and against the same ttanderds.of completion.

As much-as possible, the p rocess r mained:a constant. It wad only-the ctwitentP
g

skills/behavior: being analyzed that differed from team to teem, 'The model of
4 :

curriculum analysis that was emplbye can'be found on page3.,'All team members

r.
$ 2,

4
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-were-trainetinitsappl-i-cat torr.--hreddjtien-T-r-ccmsitltanOronrthedevetopers

of the model wor%ed with each design teamras they applied it to their vocational

education program. '

,

There were fOe general steps applied by each team. A listing of.those steps.

can be fowl on pages 5 and b. This ballet has been sectioned and.bound'

according to those five steps. At the beginning of each section, you will be

provided with a general. overvietti of what the team did at that step. You will
04

,then be given4aisting of the analysis functions performed by the team at

;

that step:_ For steps 3 and 4, yeti will also be provided with the detailed'

instructions given to the team and copies of the forms they used. The curriCtiipm

analysis products developed by the team will then be provided in the sequence in

which they were developed.

hope that our effort will be of value.and that the following will'

help elintin'ate the hurdles which are keeping disadvantaged andior handicapped

.

votational.educa tion studedts-from successfully acquiring the

and attitites they require to enter the job market place and;

.
achieye Or independent survival point.

,
4.
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as a minimum-,.
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RESEARCH AND DESIGN PROJECT :. -

, , %
. . .

SPECIFIC WORK ASSIGNMENTS' TO BE COMPLETED BY EACH CURRICULUM DESIGN TEAM. 4.

. 11 . ,
The following five steps will constitute the total scope or work to Wcompleted-
during Phase II of the project. Establish your own work schedules and meeting
times. All work is to be completed by December 16, 1977. :

STEP 1
1.

a) Deriye Employment Requirement; -*a definition .of the employment opportunity
And a statement of the Skills/Behaviors/Attitudes required for employment;

b) Define your Program Curriculum Objective specific to the stated EmPlOyment
Requirements, focus on required final mastery.

. c)",' Derive Performance Requirements for the stated Program Curriculum Objective.
These represent statements of all operating limitations, conditions or

41givens affecting the implementation or content of the Programturriculum
Objective.

d) Translat4,allexisting courses presently required for graduation from your
program areainto curriculum objectives (vocational/occupational courses only).

e) Define the-terminal mastery (Cognitiiie/Affective/Psychomotor) which stu ents
must achieve from each non-occupational/vocational course included.iti yo r
program. .

STEP 2

a) Perform a Cognitiye/Affective/Psychaii66F-
objective taderivi ALL highest levels of
completion of-the course.

17

AnalYsis of each stated course
mastery required for successful

.

Statethey criteria of mastery for each item identified in the Cognitive/
Affective/Psychomotor Analysis. These statements would include the method
of evaluation and the level of performance required of the student (How
and How Well). This statement is nothe exact test item that.the student -
would encounter (Criterion Measure.) ."
Assess each_ course to confirm, that the sequencing of the items of mastery
is correct i cording to-the taxonomies; and that the combined courses will
produce the stery.dimanded by the Employment Requirements and the Program
cerriculum Ob till* (vocational/occupational courses only).

1.7

STEP 3

a) Identify those items of mastery r
problem areas for the disadvantaged student;-i.e., req ed proficiency level's

*sired in each course hich represent

T

No



not'being attained:

iagnose pn.1 y $ el+-pereetve-d-caus

.for performance-deficiencies in terms ,of 1) student related.and*2) curriculum/
% 1.

.course related cales..
.

L
.,

. 0 Prioritize the-identified problem areas according,to their criticality for
.,, .,. continuing success by the'disadvantagpd student.

, ' .I ..
% 9

STEP 4 . . .

.
.i, .

af Resiate the prinrity'prolileM areas, as/Terminal.Performance Objectives,

'13) Derive Qriterion Measures for'each Terminfl Perforflance Objective.'
.

. . .

c)Analyze the Learning Requ'irements to Achieve each Objective. .

d) Organize .the 'learning steps.

e) Analyze alternate Methods and Media.

STEP 5

r ` a) Define specific recommendations of program/course change to eliminate the
identified problems and produce the requiredmastery.

0

-6-
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RESEARCH AND 'DESIGN

. PROJ EGT4-401341a-L

STEPS OF -CURRICULUM ANALYSIS

STEP

a
P.

:if...
'

AS THEIR FIRST STEP/ -THE OsiGN TEAM SEEKS OUT THE
EMPLOYEkS,'STATEMPT OF SKILISiKNOWLEDGES/ATTITPDES REQUIRED'
FOR EMPLOYMENT. HE COLLEGE S VOCArIONALTPROGRAM AND ITS
COURSES ARE THEN TRANSLATED. INTO MEASURABLE PERFORMANCE' 0137. 4
JEcTIVES.

. THIS STEP CLEARLY DEFINES THE'SKILLS/KNOWLEDGES AND $
ATTITUDES. REQUIRED FOR EMPLOYMENT VI-UCH WILL BE THE. ULTIMATE

'' 'REFERENT FOR 'THE ENTIRE PROJECT. IT ALSO TRANSLATES* THE .

COLLEGE.SNOCATIONAL'EDUCATION PROGRAMS INTO, MORE PRECISE
STATEMENTS OF4REQUIRED FINACMASTERY, THIS FINAL.NASTERY

. WILL'BE THE TARGET OF ALL UPCOMING CURRICULUM,ANALYSIS STEPS.

i
SAP 1:

A) DERIVE EMPLOYMENT REQUIREMENTS 4 A.DEFINITION:OF -f
IHE EOLOYMENT.OPPORTUNITY AND ASTATEMENT OF -THE it

/ KILLS /BEHAVIORS /ATTITUDES REQUIRED 'FOR EMPLOYMENT. .
,.

v.

B) DEFINE YOUR PRQGRAM CURRIPLUM owecTrvE SPECIFIC
TO THE 'STATED LM1240YMENT REQUIREMENTS FOCUS ON
REQUIRED:FINAL MASTERY.

c). DERIVE PgRFORMANCE REQUIREMERS FOR THEAPTAtED
PROGRAM LURRICULUMABJECTIVE. THESE. REPRESENT
STATEMENTS 0 ALL OPERATING LIKTATIONSie=CONDI'' .

.

TIONS OR GIVEN AFFEdTINg THEIMPLEMITATION OR
CONTENTOF THE YROGRPO CURRICULUM UBJECTIVE.

!.% ,

. D) TRANSLATE ALI* EXISTING COURSES PRESENTLY REPUIRED.
, FOR GRADUATION FROM YOUR PROGRAM AREA$INTO'CORAIC''

OLUM OBJECTIVES VOCATIONAL/OCCUPATIONAL COURSES. t

ONLY).
.

. , . N . .'-,

E) tEFINE THE TERMINAL MASTERY (COGNITIVE/AFFECTOE/' .t.,

. . .

.
PSYCHOMOTOR) WHICH STUDENTS MUST ACHIEVE FROM EACH . :-.4

NOM.70CCUPATIONAL/VOCATIONAL PURSE...INCLUDED IN YOUR 't
PROGRAM ,

. . .

.
.

.

. . .
. .

. - .

4

14
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' JOB DESCRIPTION:- NURSING SERVICE DEPARTMENT .

-STAFF NURSE: .

4.4

1. JOB SUMMARY: k .
I

Renders nursing Care and related aoistinCe to hospitalized patients'
assigned to medical and ,Surgicalservices; and assists in supervising
auxiliary personnel. Promotes and maintains harmonious relationships
between nursing staff and other departments of the hospital. Is alert

recognizing and identifying symptoms. Directs assign-
. ments and activities of non-professional workers. .Engages. in research

related to improvement in nursing care.

II. .JOB RELATIONSHIPS:'

ti

Relponsible to: The Staff Nurse reports to the Supervisor. 4

Workers'Sugervised: Non-professional nursing personnel on the unit.A

C. Interrelationghi Thee Staff Nurse must work closely with the
. -

nursing personne , medical staff, and other employees of the hospital;
a. of course, the patient and the public.

(

qr. RESPONSIBILITIES AND AUTMORIT1E:

A. Performs any cOmbinatiOn or all' of the following-duties id rendering
nqrsing care to'hofpftalized patients: ..

.

. . ...

1.. Administert medications, dressings, special treatments; exercises
and other nursing serVices, as prescribed.

2clenders assistance to physicians. . . - ,

31 - Obseves wind records temperatures pulse; respiration, blood
pressUre intake and output, and general.itysical and mental

. state on patient record.. , . '

4. Prepares patient for operation by administering prep, medication,
enema, catheterization, obtaininI specimens ofbody fluids for
laboratory analysis. . .

,

5. Arranges for transpovtation of, patient.
6. Receives patients of the strgery. Constantly observes post- .

.
operative condition. -.

.,
; .

.

7. Admits and discharges patients, Receives physician's orders. Carries

them out apprOpriUely. Keeps Kardex file current as well as(Nursing
dare Plans.

B. Positions patient soas to prevent pressure areas. Facilitates
comf(*t of patient using pillows,; back rests and, other-special
aids. Assists physician in adjusting special appliances and

,

apparatus as required.. -

9. .Isolates patients, If necessary, and observes trict medical sepsis
to prevent any spread, insuring compliance of asepsit by otheF stiff
memberg and visitors; explaining such procedure to-the patient.

10. Cooperates with family and patient in planning for home care, teaches
patients special treatments and administration of medications, and
acceptance of limitations imposid by illness or disability. .

11. Initiates judgment in selecting proper treatment for unusualor
uhfavOrahle indications. .

..
.

t
.

.-
.

/

-9-
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12., Aids the physician fn the care of the, patient in the Zmergenty'Room.
Is issourdefui t ,

.? 13.,-Responsiblekfor ftwiedgiof the-patient's condition -at all.ttmett_lt._
ProviOng nursing care according-to.physician's iristructions'andThd
conformance with recogniied nursing techniques and prdtedures, 40

established standards and administrative policies.
14. 'Assists with or institutes -remedial measures for adVerse developments. ''

15. Maintains accurate' and complete:records.
L6. Is- responsible for the orderliness and cleanliness of the at
17. tooperotes with Nurse Supervisor.' 'Listens to and gives report to

othet nutlet;
18.. Performs. other duties in renderA patient care and related quriing

eervftes.
04.0

.p. QUALIFICATIONS:

. Graduation from an accredited school d nursing. Current registration
with' -State Board of Nurse Ekaminersi advanced preparation in medical ,

. or surgical nursing'is preferred.

.8.' Training. and erience: Atleast two yeart of Acent acute hospital
experiencepis esirable.' In-service training1; provided.

C. Job Knowledge: Good knowledge df general nursing theory and practice,,
including those basic knowledge related.to nursing,such,as biological,
physical, social, and medical sciences, and their applicationo fora
better understanding of patient-care probleMs.' 'Thorough knowledgeof
techntques and.methods peculiar-tO medical, surgical and orthopedic

-.nurs4pg, and principles and methods .invoA lvod in performing genet-al
nursing servicesand in. adapting or modifying,standard practic
,care of hospitalized patients. Familiarity with organization
'function of all-departments and polities, regulations and pro
of hospital as

all,-departments

Nursing Ser ice: Kriawledge of, lit

and new deVeldpients 'in nursing f with emphasis o9 medica surgical
and orthopedic nursing.-.Acquatntante with the demands of nursing arig

or
nd
dares

ature-

health fields outside and inside the hospital.
- /7

-

AGREED TO APPROVAL

EMPLOYEE.

DEPARTMENT-firgr.

1

TOMINISTRATORy

4

$

1

4,4
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ViPLOYEE PEFF-6-1--11V) CE'REPORT

NAME OF EMPLOYEE DEP.ARTNIENT

JOB 1111.6 AND GLASS1F1eATION
000

You are encouraged to .14.4. spaces 'naked Continent to explain your rating for cath fact; and .

truces marked Gois to retord spectres; inuttully Weed upon modifications or itiquovements. ti I m 4 0 .
peck the hOx which rrin-tiosely detcrelsot this employee's performance. --. --- .1: Quality.of Work. Consider neatness, accuracy;and degree of excellence. ..,

.Comment ..1_...L -- - .... ...... - - - .4
0

Goals ....... -... -.... _ , - - ' .. i -4. .
. ..

. Vgos *0 **a 400 .0.0
. '

7. Quantity of Work. Consider amount of work piolluced. . . .
,Comma t..-.-.i. ..... . - . ,-- - - - . i . . -'

3
Goals . - ... ., - . .

. -. - f .1

11 0

. .

3..4 nirude.gonsideeto--iliti, to get a ng with. anriaffect on others, willingness to coop. .

crate with supervisors and to c Corm to rifles of work. Interest in self improvement. ."-
i--

Comment. ..v. -. i...,,
'Goals - .... d

. ............ T ....

,4.4 trendpnie. donsi6r absenteeism and tardiness. .-

- Cmunent ..... _____ .....142............ ..... .......... f.

.. . a.

1. Knowledge of Work. Consider how well the employee knows the elements, and techni - .
....

cal quitedients of his jOb. 4
Comm 0 .. - .....,.... -,...... - -

,...

.Goals - - a**** .00.

.
.V 0

6. Reliability. Consider employee's conscientiousness in carrying out duties.
. .

Comments u..,.., . - '.
.

Goals -..i.--. - . . .
. ,..v,........-- .. ____

- . .. .
7. Personal Appearance. Consider appropriateness of fttire, clacnliriess, neatness and gen.

.

eral groOming. . ' . .

...,..... ......... .__ \r - _ ..... _...... _____. 4 '11 / IP"1 .'
ii. Physicalfatness Consider health and physical ability to perform requirements. of then

k

job.
. .. .

Commttnts - - - ..... - -

Goals ».. . - .v,. -
. ...

U - Perrot:name Unsatisfactofy
. improvement needed for performance to Met* egpected standards

NI.- Performance mee's expeEted standards
E. Performance exceeds s xpected standards

"Irfooma Ace

.

13

1

0
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"Check-the-Th
.'

box which most closely .describds tilts employee's performance. .. .
%

U
0

;

1

.-

M
,`

.
, .

E,

.

0

#
and9. Care of E.1..:pment. Consiuer uNtt ano treatment of equipment, supplies and

facilities. ,
. .

Coiiiment ..................... ...... .............._......._
Gals . .. ....... . .., ......

-a

.,
I

. . ,

*

.

.

,

1Q.

.

..,"4 .. 1 ,
A daptablEty. Consider ability to adjust to chasigipg situations and work assign-

. .meats.

Goals . - ' .11.

.

a

6

_

sr' ....a
. .

11. Initiative. Consider willingness to assumeresponsibility and ability to dp so
a

offectiiely. .
. ., , , .

., ...Goals

1 - -.

0
.

.
______ ..... _____.:___.__

- . .
''

12. Juclgemenr. Cor.s:dzr ability to evaluate work circumstances and make .appiopriate
. decisions.

..-.
Comment ,

Goals ....
--1

.

I

.

400

-..

i

,

:

.

.

_

ig... . Maiming. 0.-csider dbility_to program beyond immediatb needs apd.ability to coor-
dinate ictiv.;ies with other persons and/or departments. . . .

.

a

.

.

)

Goals. .., .....t. ...... 40...................................................' . . .. . ...

I-4.
t ,.....

Supervisofy..4ibtliry. Consider to teach, direct and constructively influence
pi:rpm:al-4:e and opinions of otIlers..
COrrarient .::r..- ......... ».. »..... -

-Goals : ...---

k

4

.

.

.

.

.

,

.. a a,
e

et ,

U Pelormance Unsatisfacrory
I In+roveinerit needed for performance to meet expected standards
W- Performance meets expected standards
E - Perfotmance-exceeds expected star.dards
0 - Performance is outstanding

ADDITIONAL PERFORMANCE GOALS AND COMMENTS:

ft.

This orsIustion was discussed with me. Employee's Sigiature

- -12-.
L4

Of'
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, ON THE FO1OWING PAGE YOU ARE PROVIDED WITH AN

ANALYSIS OF THi ENTRYLEVEL .SKILLS/KNOWLEDGES/ATTITOiS

REQUIRED TO SUCCEED IN THIS OCCUPATIAAL AREA. THE INFORM

ATIONIS TAKEN FROM THE DICTIONARY OF OCCUPATIONAL TITLES;
. .

D:O.T., COMPILED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF LAAOR. ti

THIS ANALYSIS IS ONE OF'SEVERAL SOURCES USED BY THE

"OROJECT,DURING PHASE II TO DEFINE THE LEVELS AT WHICH A

STUDENT WOULD HAVE; TO BE ABLE TOPER;()1RM iy ORDER TO ENTER

AND SUCCEED

-TO HELP PUT

IN THIS PROGRAM. THESE LEVELS FURTHER SERVED

LIMITS, ON REMEDIAL PROGRAMS DESIGNED` TO BRING

A STUDENT UP TO ENTRYLEVEL STANDARDS.

7

C

S

a
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RESEARCH DESIGN PROJECT OOR DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS DOT INFDRMATION SHEET

. VOCATIONAL PROGRAM: Nursing

WORKER TRAIT NUMBER THIS VOCATIONAL CLUSTER: .378

JOBS WITHIN THIS VOCATIONAL CLUSTER:"

Job DOT Number

Registered Nurse

Licensed" Vocational Nurse

1
075.378

075.378

(

r' BREAK-DOWN DF VOCATIONAL CLUSTER WORKER TRAIT INFORMATION:

A: CLUSTER:, Nursing

B. JOB:. Reg. Nurse .S.Lic. ioc.Ourse DOT NUMBER 075.378

%C: WIRKER tRAITSRELATED TO DATA, PEOPLE, THINGS:

A. Compilihg

B. Seriing
C. No Significant Relationship'

9,

Q. GENERAL EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPED REQUIRED:

1. Reasoning Development -- Level .4 - Aeply principles-of
rational systems to solve priEfical problems an deal with
a variety of concrete variables In situations where only
limited standardiiation exists. Interpret a variety of

1 instructions furnisheein written, oral, diagrammatic, or
schedule form:

I

ttERialflidliiiCaTIG3

NOV 1 5 1977,
I '

'MP
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D.GENERAL,EDUCATIONAt DEVELOPMENT REQUIRED 't. .

-2. Matematical Development, Level .- Perfoft ordinary arithmetic,
algebraic, and geometric proc dures in-standard, practical
app3ications. .

".
,

f.

-

.4
. :, ,d

.

30LkuageDevelopmemtvLevel Comprehension and expressionAof a
Level' to Traoscrike dicti-tion, make appointments for executive

, and:handle his personal mail,linterview and screen people wishirtg.
to speak to him, .and write routine correspondente on own initiative.
- Interview job applicants'tO determine,work best suited for their

. abilities and experience, and contact einploYers to interest them
in services-oragency.,1-- Interpret technical manuals as well as
drawings and specifications, such as,layouts, blue prints, and
schematics .

Comprehension and exPi-ession of a level to: File, post, and mail
such material as forms, cocks, receipts,and.bills. Copy data
.from one record to another, fill in rdport forms, and typd?11
work from rough draft or corrected,copy. - Interview mem ers (2 b)

E. APTITUDES; Specfic capabilities and abilities required in order to
learn or perform adequately a job duty.

Aptitude -Explan kit

3
7-INTELLIGENCE: General Learnjng Ability.

.

'The.. ability to "catch on" or under-
`

.-

,starid instructions and underlying
principles. Wyllity to reason and make

judgments. Closely, related to doing ..

well in school.
(3) The middle third oftlie pop4lation

possesses a medium degree of the
aptitude, ranging from slightly
below to slightly above average.

V 3 VERBAL: Ability to u derstand meanings- of
. wow -and ideas associ ted with them, and

,
. to use them effectively. To comprehend

language, to understand relationships
between words, and to understand
meanings of whale sentences and pare- .,
graphs. To present information or ideas
cliarl.Y. ,..

,.. (3) See above. e..
, ,

V



3 MOTOR COORDINATION: lAbltity.t
&mate eyes and hands 'Or:fiogeitts
-.rapidly and `accjurately: fir-mbking precise

'.movements with spted.. Ability to make a
movement response accnoktelltanfl quiikly.

(3) See above.
I.

FINGER DEXTERITY: Ability to move the
fingers. ond manipulate shell 'objects with
the fingers rapidly or accurately.
(3) See above.

t,
3 MANUAL DESTERITY: Ability to move the

hands easily and skillfully. To work
with th hands in placing and turding

7 motions.
(3)" Se above.

1
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VOCATIONAL PROGRAM: NURSING (Continued)

LAnguage Oevelo 0921nt (continued) .
1

1 of..househnld to obtain such informatiOas age, oicupati9n,*and number .

of children; to 1)0 used as data for surveys, or economic studies.
- Guide people on tours through historical or public buildings,
describing such features as size, value and points of interest.

1

A.
* *.* * * * * * * * *.* * * * * * * * * * * * * *

t

**,* * * 441.

F. INTERESTS (Continued)

8 -.SitUations involving a preferenca..for acti.V.ties..of an abstract
and creative nature.

C°

19
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E. SPECIFIC VOCATIONAL PREPARATION - Amount of time required to-learn the
techniques needed fte average performance of job dutr

,

6 Over 1 year up to andoncluding 2 years.
4

9

7 Over 2 years up to and including 4 yeati.

4

:-

F. INTERESTS Pgrferences far certaintypes of_work activities or experiences.

4 - Situations involving ,a preference for working for people for their
presumed good, as in the social welfare sense, or for dealing with
people and language in social situations.

6 - Situations involving a,preference for activities concerned with people
and the communication of ideas.

7 Situations involving a preference foi- activitlis o a scientific and
technical nature. (See 2 b)

G. TEMPERAMENTS,- Work situation adjustments requirld....

4.- S1tUationi involving the dirtction, control, and planning of-an
entire activity or the activities of others.

.

5 - Situationsinvolvilig thenecessity of dealing with people in actual
job.duties'beyond gimlpg.and receiving instructioqs.

I

O to

H. PHYSICAL DEMANDS - Physical demand activiti*v7re4uired to perform job tasks

-,4 - Reaching, Handling,Fingering, and/or Feeling:
41) Reaching: Extending the hands and arms in any direction.
(2) Handling: Seizing, holding,raspisig, turnin?, or otherwise

working with the hand or hands (fingEring not involv
(3) -Fingering: Picking, pinching, or otherwise working with

. fingers primarily (rather than with the-whole hand or a
as in handling). °.

(4) Feeling: Perceiving such attributet ofobjects and materials-as
size; shape, temperature; or texture, by means of receptors
in the skin, particularly those of .the. finger .tips.

(1). Talking: Expressing or exchanging ideas by menas of the spoken word.
(2) Hearing:, ,Perceiving the nature of soundi*by the ear.

L. LIGHT WORK - Lifting 20 lbs.,caximum with frequent,lifting and/br
carrying of objects weighing up to 10 lbs. Even through the weight'
,lifted mayObe only a negligible amount, a job is in this category
when it requires.walkinCor.standing to a significant degree, or;
whOn it involves sitting most of the time with a degree of pushing

and pulling-gtamand/or-leg controls. ,

-19-
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, '. RESEARCH. AND DESIGN PROJECT

' ''REGISTERED

.1 - .FrOgraii Curricylum Objectivese

. After completion-of fOur semesters and.a s
College Registered thirsiq§ student )011 be able

r sesii9nrthe Fresno City
_demonstrate, Wyarled

classroom anclinical settings,, hisiher.ability to pipply mil-sing knowledge,
nursing techniques and nursing Intervedtions.requi

-Licensed, Registered Nurse.
d for employment as a

. .
. .

. , .

Successful completion of the Registered Nurs fg 'Program.011 i dete ined
! bb each student's ability to demonstrate mastery, f the specific.e aluation
criteria established for: Fundamental Nursing Theory and.Rrocess,lIntroduction
to MeAical -Surgical Nursing, Maternity Nursing;-Nursing of Adults Old .4

Children, Anatomy, Physiology., General Psychology, Sociology andSpeech.
Specific evalution criteria are stated in each course package: . '.

.
.

,
.
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ED NURSIN,5...-
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Performance Requirements,for the State Program Curriiceu9aPdecfive

.. ,:. 11:.. '7

. .

,e

Z; TO.be awarded an A.A: degree in Nursfrigfrom.tresnbfCity Cdllege, the
nursing.student must demonsqate masteryof'alIle.cpuFsesas out
in'the nursing program caTictilufiln the Catalogue.' .ie

. < ,

2. In the clinical laboratory, provisionmdst bemade fDr supervision of
students that wouldassist every student to arri've II mastery at the
expected level.

,
.)

.

3. Prior to actual hospital laboratory expeelqiidef all Re teredursing
students must demonstrate,mastery of batic,fundaMental nursing'tkills

in a.timulated situation in the n sing laBoxatcht .-_ . s .

4. lib apply for licensure, the studentenrOled in thi Registered Nursing

/ Program at Fresno City College.must complete'the, minimum curriculum,
.

..1 requirements as stated in section 1431.5 of the "talliornia Laws' Relating
to Nursing Education, Licensure and' Practice." '- 4 ' , 4 0I.
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RESEARCH AND DESIGN BROOECT
REGISTERED NURSING'

.
Fund mental.Nursing Theory and Process (Nursing 1 an( 2)

Course Objectives : 1 1

Successful completion 'of the FundamentalAursinp Theory and Process
course, by the end'of the first semester of the first year, will be determined

.
by each student's eilty to demonstrate.mastery of nursing concepts,;under-

: standings, andtechnical skills at a beginning level/in the following areas;

1. ache' Nurse and Patient

2. The Nurse, the Law and Ethics
. (..

. ,

3. Developing Good Nurse-Patient Relationships
4. Practice of Medical Asepsis

, 5. Prfnciples of Body Mechanics

6. The Patient's Environm nt .

7. Admitting, Discharging d Transferring.the Pat The Patient's
Record and Nursing Care, an.

. .. .. p 1 b ..
8. Optainingithe Vital Signs - ,,

9. The Physical Examination

10. Measures to Promote.Personal Hygiene i

11. Measures to Promote Proper Nutrition and to Mairitain Fluid and
Electrolyte Balance'. . t.

12. Measures to Promote Wicise and Activity
13.' Measures to Promote Comfort, Rest and Sleep

4
14. Measures to Promote Elimination from the Large Intestine .

15. Practice of Surgical Asepsis .

..

16. Measures to Promote glimination7from the Urinary Bladder
17. Prepar$ion and Administration of Drugs' Including the Parenteral Route
'18. Mdasures to PromOte,Tisiue Healing
19. Measures to-Promote Respiratory FunctiOnthg
20. The Nurse as anrAssistant .. .

21. Communicable Disease Control r

22. 'Caring for the patient When Death Appears Imminent
23. The Nursing Progess. -

.

I

Classroom and clinical, settings will be useder student learning: Specific
evaluat4on criteria hre stated in the course package..

'25-
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RESEARCH AND DESIGN PROJECT
REGISTERED NURSING

*.44

Introduction to Medical-SurgiCal-Nursing (Nursing 3 and-4).

Course Objectives.

- Successful completion of the course, by !the end of the second semester
of the first year' twill be determined by each student's ability to demonstrate
mastery in the following areae:

._

1. Introduction to Medical-Surgical Nursing
2. Preoperative Care
3. Post-Anesthesia Recovery Room
4. Maintaining Fluid and Electrolyte*Balance-
S., Care of Patients Who Have Cancer .......

6. Care of Patiehts with Problamspf the Reproductive System
:

7. Care of Patients with Conditions of the Breast
8. Introduction to Care of- the Aged
9. Conditions of Illness-

10. Growth' and Development
'.,11. Nutrition - ,

Classroom end clinical settings will be utilized for student, Learning,.
Specific evaluation criteria for numbers 1 through 11 above are stated inAhe,-
course package.

V

2
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RESEARCH AND DESIGN PROJECT
REGISTERED NURSING

Maternity Nuriing (Nursing 5 and 6)
Coursi Objectives

0

By the- end of the :summer session, firstyear; the student wilt have
completed the course in Maternity Nursing. The student's mastery of the
course will be evaluated in-the classroom rand' clinical settings. The
student will give evidence of mastery by demonstrating bn ability to per-
fdilmat-4 beginning practitioner level in faMily-centered.maternity.care
in the following areas:

,,

A1. Orientation to Maternity Nursing .

. .

2. Anatomy and Physiology of-Rmproduction and Fetal Development
3. Normal Pregnancy and Prenatal Care , -1

.

I

4,
,

Care of the Patient with Antepartal Complications
5. Phenomena of Libor- 4 71 ..-

6. Analgesia and Aneithesia for Labor
. Operative Obstetrics and Care of the Patient with Complication

of Labor atd Delivery
.

8s. Care of the Normal Newbo'rm
.

9. Postpartum Nursing Care ,

,
10, Postpartum Complications :

11, Socia Factors in Maternal Care

Specific evaluation criteria for numbers 1 through 11
.

above are contained. , ..
.

: in the Course_Outline. J

'

ail

A
4
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. :RESEARCH AND DESIGN PROJECT
.

# . REGISTERED NURSING.
.

c ..

Nursing of Adults'and children (Nursing 7A, 7B, 8Ap 8B) .

Course.OWectiver"
. . ,

ok
..

4

.J-.

By the end.pf the seconi'd'year andscompletion of the course Nursing of
Ndults'and Children, the.student will anionstrate mastery of knowledge
and technical skills comffstent with a beginning practitioner's level,

. .

In the classroom andlclfnical settings, the student will give evidence
of ability to provide safe and effective nursing care to patiets with'tomf:
plex problems in the areas defined below: V

I

0

t

ft

Care ol Adglts with Problems of,Nutrition,,Elimination an$
t. Locomotion .

'2. Care Adults with Problems-of Gaseous Exchange, Circulatory
and Regulatory Disorders .

3; tare of Infants sand Children with Problems of Nutrition,
Elimination, Locomotion;vGaseous Exchange, Circulatory-And

Oegutatory'Disorders
4" Care of Patients with Specific Behavioral Problems

The Course Outline contains the specific criteria of mastery foiihumbers
1 through 4 defined above.

1
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.
, From this allied course, it it required thatthe registered nursing student

,itemolistrate mastery* of the: .
, .. . - .

.

1. Scientific method of problem-so:Ivies.

a

.RESEARCH AND QESIGN PROJECT
- REGISTERED .NURSING ..

Allied Courses -- Required Mastery

Chemistry' 2A, Introductory General Chemistry' 4

a

2. Meaning of Eh

,

3. Common measurements in the metric system

r.

4.

* Masttry - The ability to demonstrate the Cognitive/Affective and/hr
Psychomotor learning required el giV'en body of skills'or knowledges

.

4

,
5

4M".

4
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'RESEARCH AND DESIGN PROJECT
: REGISTERED NURSING

Allied Courses -- Required Mastery

Psycholoy 7, General Psychology

From this allied course, it'is''regoired that the registered nursing student
demonstrate mastery*lof:°-.

1. Psychology as the scientific study of human behavior, including self

2. Self-observation (introspection) as being as important as the:
.behavior of others'in analyzing situations-

4 3. Conscious and unconscious action and be able to distjuish between . /

them .

4. A person's'reaction(s) to his environment

S. The cOmplexity of human behavior aniskhow it contributes to the
difficulty in understanding. human behavior

6. The interrelatedness of emotional and physical well being

* Mastery - The ability to demonstrate he Cognitjve/AffectiVe,and/ort
Psychomotor learning requihd of a given ody of skills or knowledges

A

/ a

1 -30,
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RESEARCH AND DESIGN PROJECT
REGISTERED NURSING

Allied.CoursesRequired Mastery

Sociology.1A, Introduction to Sociology

-From this allied course, it is required that the registered nursing student

demonstrate mastery* of: .

1. Th'e cultural uniqueness of ethnic groups

2. The forces which influenceihe behavior of individuals and groups,'
including: w

,a. religion
b. political

c. economic
d. social

3. The structure and functions of society

1.

* Mastery - The ability to demonstrate the Cognitive/Affective And/or
Psychomotor learning required of'a given body of skills or knowledges

f

T

t

4
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RESEARCH AND DESIGN PROJECT
REGISTERED NURSING.

Allied Courses -- Required Mastery

, Speech 2, Interpersonal Relations
A

From this, allied course, jit is required that the registered h&singtudent*
demonstrate mastery* of:.'r.

1. Positive and negative expressions, feelings aq0 reactions from
others and know that both are acceptable given different situations

90

2.4 How to develop appropriate interpersonal relationships with sithers
in varying situations through the proper application orthe
communication techniques of speakfing, writing, listening, observing;
touching, tasting and smelling

3. That normal human behavior includes both positive and negative
impressions andthat,it is sometimeA in a personas best interest
to express negative. feelings as a means of dealing with the stress
of negative life situations, illness, separation, etct'

4. Body Linguae its use and intepretation

.

...

* Mastery - The ability to demonstrate theCognitive/Affective and/oi.
Psychomotor learning required of a given body of skills or knowledges

- (

0

-32-
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RESEARCH AND DESIGN PROJECT
- -! REGISTERED NURSING .

Allied Coursesrequired Mastery

Biology 20. Anatomy & Biology 22, PhyiiologY

From this allied coUve, it is required that the registered nursing student
:4'demonstrite mastery* Of:

,1. The functions of the body systems

2. -The basic metabolic rate .

. .

( . 3. Filtration, osmosis, dialysis, diffusion and the ability,to relate
these terms to movement of materials within the body

4% The "ph" of body flaids
.

.

.1

5. Body organs and their placement into the correct organ.system, body
cavity and quadrant -

6. The parts and functions of the cell

7. The components of blood and the role of lymph. .

8. The functioning ofYindividuel body structures and the many feedback
mechanisms'that control their metabolism 6

4 t
4

6 $
*

) ) * Mastery -..Theiability.to demonstrate the Cognitive/Affective and/qr
i ,fr

Psychomotor learning required'of b given body of skills or knowledges .,

I

0
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RESEARCH AND DESIGN 'PROJECT
. REGISTERED NURSING

Allied Courses--Required Mastery

Biology 31, Microbiology

sr

,-

From this allied course, it is required that the registered nursing student
demonstrate mastery* of:

1, The difference between pathogenic and'nonpathogeniC microorganisms

2. The modes of transmission of microorganisms

3. Basje genetics

4. The allergic response

, . .

5. The Imperature controls of the body

6. Disorders of. "fluid, electrOlytes and acid-base

7. The etiology, diagnOsis-; preventionant treatment of infections and
communicable diseases V.

8. Autoimmunit and antigen-antibody reactions
.

'9. Toxins and antitoxins

10. The necessity for aseptic technique and a practical grasp of the,
principles alid procedures involved in asepsis, disinfection,
sterilization and isolation especially as they relate to personal
hygiene and medical care

* Mastery - The ,ability to demonstrate the Cognitive/Affectilie and/or

Psychomotor learning required of.a given body of skills or knowledges

.

.
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RESEARCH AND.BESIGN

PROJECT: MOBILITY

STEPS bF CURRICULUM ANALYSIS

*STEP 2

HAVINGDEFINED THE REQUIEMENTS OF THE EMPLOYER AND
RESTATED THE

KCOLLEGE
S PROGRAMS IRAPERFORMANCE TERMS; THE

TEAM NO SEES STUDENT MUST BE liE

TO KNOW/FEEL/DO
TO
IN ORDER
IDENTIFY

TO
WHAT
ACHIEVE

EACH
THOSE.OBJECTIVES,

ABLACH

COURSE OBJECTIVE IS ANALYZED TO IDENTIFY THE COGNITIVE/
AFFECTIVE/PSYCHOMOTOR MASTERY EACH STUDENT MUST DEMONSTRATE
TO SUCCEED, IHISANALYSIS WILL PROVIDE THE,ITEAM WITH A -

DETAILED ENOUGH DEFINITION OF WHAT IS REQUIRED OF EACH.COURSE
TO PINPOINT WHERE THE PROBLEM AREAS REALLY ARE,

STir 2:

A) PERFORM A COGNITIVE/AFFECTIVE/PSYCHOMOTOR 4NALYSIS.
OR EACH STATEA,COURSE OBJECTIVE TO DERIVE aLLH1GH-
E$T LEVELS OF PASTERY'REQUIRED FOR SUCCESSFULCOM-
PLETIQN WTHECOURSE,

-11) STATE THE CRITERIA OF MASTERY FOR EACH ITEM 1DENTI
. IRA

T1ED
IN THE COGNITIVE/AFFECTIVE/PSYCHOMOTOR ANALYSIS,

HESE STATEMENTS WOULD INCLUDE THE METHOD OF EVALUA
TION AND THE LEVEI., OF PERFORMANCE REQUIRED OF THE
STUDENT (HOW AND HOWPWELL). iMIS STATEMENT IS NQI

4 TUE EXACT TgST.ITEti THAT THE STUDENT WOULD ENCOUNTER
(CRITERION MEASURE)

',) ASSESS EACH COURSE TO CONFIRM THAT THE SEQUENCING OF
THE ITEMS OF. MASTERY IS CORRECT ACCORDING TO THE TAX-
ONOMIES; AND THAT THECOMBINED COURSES WILL PRODUCE
THE MASTERY DEMANDED BY THg EMPLOYMENT REQUIREMENTS
AND THE rROGRAM LURRICULUO OBJECTIVE WOCATIONAL/

, OCCUPATIONAL'COURSES ONLY),.

.

= 65. 33
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. RESEARCHAND DESIGN PROJECT

- REGISTERED NURSING

,,fire0,Mws'

Nursing 1 and 2: Fundamental Nursing Theory and Process
Elements of Required Mhstery (Cognitive /Affective /Psychomotor)

1.D Cognitive: Define 'thie role of the nurse in health care delivery.

1.1 Wine the following terms: activities of dail y-living, acute
illness, chronic illness, comprehensive health care services,
health, the health team, health-illness continuum, patient,
policy, principle, procedure; and theory.

1.2 Describe four differences.,in nursing of years past and nursin g
today.'

1.3 List four examplefof curative nursing care, of preventive nursing
care, restorative. nursing care, and supportive nursing care.

1.4 Describe three guides to nursing action and list an example of
each

f
1.5 Discuss briefly three reasons why health and nursing teams are

imports t for providing patients with total health care.

1.6 Describeithe majiir responsibilities of the nursing team.

1.7 List the major responsibilities of the nursing team leader.

1.8 List three independentjunctions of the nurse.

-
1..9 List three depIndent functionsof}the nurse.

:

1.10 Describe the fouNimis thatmakiup comprehensive health care
services.

1.11 Describe how ti health' eractitioner provides for continuity of
--care for patient's.

1.12 List two reasons why the amount of money spent on health care in
. tte,United.Stateris'oh the increase.

1.13 efine health.

1.14 Describe the increased demand for health services.

1 .15 Describe the health team in terms of the following:
4%

a. its major goil
b. its most important members
c. at least two functions of each of themembers listed below:

the pAtient, the physician, the nursing supervisor, the.head
nurse, the registered nurse, the nursing student, the vocational

-37-
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Research:and Design ProjectOlegistered Nursing
Elements of Required Mas ery.(Coptinued) .

nurse, the nursing afssistant, residentsi-interns, physical
therapy, occupationaJ therapy, dietician, socialvorker,'
inhalation therapist, laboratory technician, xlray technician,:
pharmacist, 'ehaplain.

1:16 Describe the spectrum of health care services in the community.

1.17 Describe the, functions of official and voluntary agencies in the
prevention of illness and the maintenance of health.

1.18 List the principal providers ofprimary health care services in
Fresno.

1.19 Explain the five main functions of a hospital.

1.20 Ditcuss at least five factors. thatrifiuence the particuWservice
. a ho'spitalprovfdes for the community.

1.21 Describe four major ways in which hospitals can be classified and
,give one example of each.

1.22 Explain the meaning of hospital accreditation using terminology
that could be comprehended py a lay person and state:

a. whorsloes the accrediting?
b. whether accreditation Is a legal (mandatory) or voluntary

requirement.
. c why bospitalseseek accreditation. : .

d. what it means to a patient in terms of the quality of care,.
.provided.

- ,

e. what it means to the nurse in terms of working conditions
and legal.implications. .

f., what would happen if a hospital loses its accreditation.

1.23 Describe the functions of various departments within'a hospital.

1.24 Define nursing.

1.25 Describe three primary aspects of the rote of thenurse in health.
care.

, -

1.26 Describe the. professional and psychological itholjiations of the
role of the nurse.

1.27 Explain the meaning of "registered nurse" or "R.N." with reference
to' the nurse's qualifications using terminology's layperson could
comprehend.

1.28 List three types of basic nursing curricula and state whpt the
graduate of each type of program is prepared to do.

-38-
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Researdh and Design Project, 'RegisteredNursivg. .s. '
.
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Elements ot_Biquired Master' (Continued) .
.

. .... r

.. .
1.29 State the majO'r function of a "technical" ,-nurse and: a uprofessional:

nurse.' . .., ,. ..-, .,

1.30 Differentiate betReen 4rendent" and "independent" nursing.'
functions.

.
e

.*

1.31 Describe how the nurse's recognition:of her own emotional ,needs
benefits`her patients. : . ,-f

t 4 . -
1.32 List three ways in which a "nurse may subtonscioUsly'relatelieJer

patients .that may negatively influence her effectiveness in her
interactions with them. , .,.

1.33 List three traits often found in then late who hasactfeved,p
degree of selfrawareness and -self-accelltance. ,

1:34 Discuss the major steps.in achieving.'i n'onjirdgmental attitude
t toward patients.

1.35 Define nursing,ethics. ., . s 7., ;
1.36% Differentiate between nursing aethits .arid -legal aspects' of nursing

. .
1.37 asciss the necessity for ethics in' h loipita Sittiations.".

. .
'1:38 -.Apply ethical behaviors guidelines in judging appropriate choices of

-"action in hypothetical healthreload situations. . ' .'. e
- . 2'

2.0' 'Outline thee piydholoOica1. and isociologicaT effaces b' illness`, and i i.5 , , '
hosPitalizatioon' the individual, .

. .... ..)
Describe what:basic psychosocial need ismet when ,the nulPse explains
a procedure to a, patient. ; , A.

2 List three examples of blocks to patient recep to learntrig
) .

.

List five cannon expectations patients. often hi0e nurses.
f

List five nursing activities that convey respect, pa ients as.'
individuals. ..

2.1

.2

2.3

2.4

6 '2.5

4' ve . 2.6

2.7.

;

2.8

-_

Discuss the major steps in achieving a
K.

no judgmentil ttitude
toward patients. .4

Describe' the impact of socioculturq :background on ursing caret.
-:.

Describe the impact of illness on the farAily.. ., 4.

' .4
, I 4 I .

Describe. the concept of- health $ definkd ,by the World .Health ..
Orga .twnization, using one's ownords:',. , . .. ' . .

,----- _ . . ilk , ', .
.

4 4.;
:

- . i a,

1
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Research and Design Project, Registered Nursing
' 'Elements of Required Mastery_ (fontinued)

4.

2.9 Describe the health-illness concept..
_O

2.10 Describe differences in the yaw eople view health and illness.

2.11 State the two major tasks to be faced by anyone with a developing
illness.

2.12 Identify at least ten posit+ve and ten negative effects of
hospitalization on the individual. e

2.13 Explain the role of stress in the causation of illness. .

i(,-2,.14 Recognize at least ten Oert manifestations of stress and anxiety.

2.15 List four types of stressors.

2.16 Explain the general adaptation syndrome.

2.17 'Explain the "fight-flight" reaction of the body.

2:18 Identify and define the major defense mechanisms and indicate how
they'operate to control anxiety.'

2.19 Name"the three stages of.illness and describe reactions of patients
to each of these three stages.

ooeoe-.

. 2.20 .Describe-the impact of illness on the family.

2.21 Despribe act oficultulal.backvound on nursing. care.

2.22 Describe and adequ tely perform the admission procedure to the
6 hospital; .

,

.... .

,,

2.23 Describe and adequately performs the discharge procedure from the
hospital. 4

3.0 State the scientific principles of body mechanics and describe good
patterns of body movement.

3.1 List three reasons for-using good body mechanics.

3.2 Describe the base of support, the line of gravity, and the center
of gravity when the body if in good sitting and standing position.

. 3.3 List the principles of.good body mechanqs. *

4.3.4 Defineposture:

3.5 Explain the functions of the skeletal bones, body muscles, and
spinal nerves in body movement.

I
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3.6 Explain the principli of leverage.

3.7 Explain the importance of muscle activity for the person who AIM

3.8 Demonstrate safe body mechanics when lifting and moving.

3.9 Describe in-detail the full meaning of the term "complete-bed rest."

3.10 Differentiate between active and passive exercise and indicate the
nursing responsibility in relation to each. 0

311 'Name the kinds of Joints found in the body.

3.12 List and demonstrate the types of movements permitted by each joint.

e/V

3.13 Describe and demonstrate full range of motion exercises for all
parts of the body.

3.14 Describe and demohstrate methods of moving patients up in bed..

3.15 Describe and,demonstrate methods of transferring patients.

3.16 Demonstrate a ting patients with ambulation.

3.17 Demonstrate assists atients with crutch ambulation.

3.18 Describe methods for helping an individual to relearnift walk with
or without mechanical aids.

3.19 Describe and demonstrate "muscle- setting "-exercises fOr the patient

on bed-rest.

3.0 Psychomotor: -Practice

3.1 Lifting and moving using the principles of good body mechanics:

patient towardhead of bed sidelyipg to prone
supine to side lying position dangling patient

.supine to sitting position.

. ---z-1-- -----?

.

3.2 Transferring patients using-lhirinciples of good'body mechanics:

Cfrom bed to chair . from bed tp stre her
frpm bed to wheel chair from bed to ttr her with

"three man li

3.3 Range of motion exercises,, both active and pasiive

3.4 Assisting patients with ambulation

t
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3.5 .Assisting patients with crutch ambulation

3.6 Muscle-s'etting exercises

3.7 Proper body mechanics

3.8- Good posture

4.0 Describe safety as it relates to nursing practice and prevention in health
care.

4.1 Discuss the meaning of safety in relation to patient care.
.

4.2 List'ten examples of accidents that commonly occur in the patient's
hospital environment.

`4.3 State the times whe h bed side rails and/or protective restraints
are necessary.

4.4 Describe advantages,dd disadvantages of protective restraints and
side rails. /-

4.5 Explain the essential steps to take when an accident occurs in the
hospital.

4.6' List five ways in which the nurse can conserve time and energy
while making an unoccupied bed,

4.7 List three classes of fires and identity-the extinguishers used for
' 'each type. O

4.8 List the four most common typts of hospital fires.

4.9 List five prevention measures usually observed.in hospitals.

4.10 Outline the nurse's responsibility in the event of a'ftre.
.

4.11 List two reasons whir there has been dramatic progresi in recent
years in the 'Control.of communicable diseases.

It

4

4.12 State the purpose of using. gown and'mask when for a patiett,.

in isolation.

4.13- Describe how to dispoll of excretions ::iSecretZIns safely.

4.14 Describe .how supplies and equipment are handled after being" used
while caring for a patient wi?r a communicable disease, e.g.,
thermometer, bed Tinens, blankets and china ihd silverware.

-1, -
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f

Am15 List five desirable features of the patient's physical environment.
when isolation technique is being observed.

qm
4 ;

4.16 Diicuss why frequent and careful handwashing is a vital part'of any
type ,of isolation technique. .

1..
4.17 Listpseven types of isolation technique, the purpose and basic °

. requirements-or each and two exopleS of illnesses requiring the
use.of each type of technique.

4.18 Qesign LOA that would help meet the psychological needs of a
Tatient when communicable disease techniques are being uged.

4.19 Discuss the meaning of safety in relation o, patients.

4.20 List the major hazards to patient safety.

7-

4.21 Describe various safety devices used-to protect' ptgple who are ill
,in bed. ,

J

° dr

.4.22 List situatioris where the application of soft restraints would"be
considered appropriate. ,

.

.

4.23 Discuss the physical and emotional .implications of restraints.

;,,,

4.24, Explain, the dangers and hazards,of restraints. .

,/ !

4.25 Outline safety measures taken by hearth agencies to protect
%,

patients fro. medication errors. .
.. , .

-

.26 List three classes of firei and identify the extinguishers used
for each type of fire.

4.27 Name the most common types of hospital fires.

4.28 List five basic objectives behind all emergency ire procedures.

..
4.29 List fire prevention measures usually taken in ho

4.30 Outline the nurse's responsibility in the event of fire.

- .4.31 ,0escriberethods of removing patients from a fire area.

4.32' Describe and demonstrate' the use of the incident report.

4.33 State the needfor motivation in the prevention of accidents.
0

4.34 Define infectiop.

r43 - #0
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NO* potential sources of infection in a health agency.

4:le List methods by whicholgroorganisms may be transferred in a
hospital.

4.3/ Describe a basic procedure for cleadfhg equipment.

°
4.38 Differentiate between disinfectfom and antisepsis.

O

..
4.39 Describe methods for the sterilization of equipment used in health

agencies. _

4.40 Differentiate between medical'and surgical asepsis.

14.41 Describe and demonstrate techniques for m mg and gowning.,

4.42 Describe and demonstrate barrier technique, icludin4 both
''protective" isolation ancOreverseAisolation.

4.43 Describe the,common psychological reactions to isolation'
experienced bthe patient, the family and the nurse.

vAr

4.44 State the scientific principles upon whicbLisolation techniques
are based.

4.45 Describe nursing measures to help patients with their reactions
to barrier technique.. ° "

5.0 Identify nursing responsibilities that pertain to the psychologicem
socioculturdLand spiritual needs of atients.

.5.1 List five 'Common activities of e ery'person that are learned from
a specific culture. .

-....

. .

5.2 List three commonly.dracticed religions'in the United States.

5.3 Give an example of a cultural factor that would help to promote
healthful liviii and one that would detract from healthful living.

5.4 Explain why knowing one's own attitude toward impending death is
important before catinglo a terminally ill patient.

5.5 Describe varioui.ways in which the nurse can help meet the
emotional, spiritual and physical needs of the terminally ill

- patient.

5.6 'Describe how the family Of 0 terminally ill patient may be helped
to face the loss of a loved ones

i1
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5.7 wOiscuss the relationship of spiritual beliefs and illness.
W*

IS"

40 0

5.8 List criteria which are helpful in.assessing the spiritual needs
of the patient.

,s

' '5.9 Identify nursing responsibilities in the spiritual care.'of patients.

5.10 Desc4he the role chTplain at a *ember of the health teanivT--.,,

5.11 Name specific sacraments and aspects of religious custom of the
Jewish, Roman Catholic and major Protestant rellrons which of
the care of patients with these religious belie ft.

5.12 Outline nursing responsibilities in regard to these sacraments and
religious' customs.

5.13 Establish criteria for evaluating nursing care in relation to the
patient's spiritUal needs. 'L,

6.0 Discuss the concept of homeCsatis as.it relates' to man as an adaptive
being.

6.1-44Discuss briefly how the bodyisocid-alkaline and fluid and
electrolyte balance are normally maintained.

6.20 State six conditions4hat promote fluidlid electrolyte imbalance
" .if preventive measure-Care not taken.

6.3 List ten common signs that indicate fluid and electrolyte imbalances
are occurring.

6.4. Discuss briefly hoW fluid and electrolyte xlisturhances are rected.

6.5 . Define: acidosis, 'alkallisis, electrolyte, eructation, extra -'

cellular fluid, interstitial fluid, intracelluler fluid;'intra-
vascular fluid, ion, milliuoivalent, 01,'retching,

6.6 Describe the distribution df fluidtand the major electrolytes tn
the body.

6.7 Identify the normal methods of fluid and electrolyte intake and
output to and front "the body.

6.8 "EXTilain the.principal factors-regulating'lluid and electrolyte
balance, in -the body. .

6.9 Identify the principal.mechanisms which maintain the body's acid-
base balance.

e6
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Elements of Required Mastery (Continued)

6 6.10 List common causes of fluid and electrolyte Imbalance.

6.11 List signs and symptoms of common problems of fluid and electrolyte
imbalance. '

. .
. ..,

6.12 Recognize significant labor atory findings which may' be. indicative-

of fluid and electrolyte balance. ,

6.13 List principles relevant to' fluid and electrolyte balance.

-6.14 'Describe approprjate nursing action including measures to assist'
patients to maintain fluid and 'electrolyte balance and to assist
in ,the restoration of a balance if a disturbance has occurred.

6.15 Describe and demonstrate the nurse's responsibility for IV's
Including the following: preparation'of the patient, selection of
site, taping of IV, applying armboar4, setting up the IV, calculating
rate of flow, adding new IV, removinair from tubing, discontinuing
IV, changing gown, piggy back, metriset, and charting.

6.16 Discuss and demonstrate proper and accurate use ff I'and 0.

6.17 Discuss and identify common'cOmplieWons of IV tberapy.

7.0 Compare,and contrast'sepsis and asepsis and the scientific print les

of each.

7.1 Define the following terms: aerobe, anerobe, antibiotic, anti-
septic, atepsi , bactericide, bacteriostatic, coagulate, contaminate,
disfectant, disinfection, germicide, host,isolation, technique,
medical asepsis, microorganism, nonpathogen,pathogen, reservoir,
spore, sterile, sterilitatiOn, surgical asepsis.

k
-

7.2 List eight examples of good health practices involving medical
asepsis from everyday living. List at least eight additional
medical asepsis practices f r calcing fur patient in a health agency.

7.3 Differentiate between th proceSses of sterilization and dis-
infection.

.

7.4 State.why spores are dif 'cult to destroy!

,Lis,t;the four-basic needs that most mitroorganisnis require in order
to live and reproduce.

7.6 Describe4the cycle that explains how microorganisms move from
. palace to place and give examples.,

1.74 tiscuss briefly why frequent and .good'ilandwashing is essential to
help prevent the Spread of microorganisms.

-*;
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Awg.

.

7:8 List at least ten guides to follow when cleaning equipment and
supplies with soap.or detergent and water and give the rationale
for each.

liar

.7.9 List four guides that help to select a proper sterilization or
disinfection method.

7.10 List two 'methods of chemical disinfection and sterilization'.

7.11 List four methods of physical disinfection and sterilization.

7.12 List three methods of disinfection and sterilization that can be,
used in most homes conveniently.

8.0 Outlithe nursing process.

8.1 List the components of the nursing process.

8:2 'Define problem solving. .

8.3 Apply 7 nursing processto a given hypothitic'ai situation:
.... ,

it

9.0 , identify the- legal responsibilities of the nurse.

9.1 List four sources of laws. and give an example of a law from each .

of these sources.

9.2 1Statedone example of a wrong'that, in the eyes of the law, could be
considered a felony; a misdemeanor; negligence; assault.; battery;

/ slander; libel; false ini$ri_. onment; and invasion ofenrivacy.

(''6'
9.3 List the.responsibilities of a person who witnesses the signing of

a will..
,

9.4 Give an example of a privileged act.

9.5 'Discuss how privilege is- present when Goo\l Samaritan Laws are
observed. i

'.

_9.6 Discuss why students in nursing can be expected to be held respon-
sible for their acts while taring for patients.

9.7 -List where student and graduate registered nurses can obtain
liability insurance.

'9.8 Determine whether the laws are permissive or mandatory for nurses
after reading the Nurse_Prptice At for. the state of California.

9.9 List-three res0o abilities of state boards, of nursing.

-4i-
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Elements of Required Mastery (Continued)

.4\

9.10 DescriA in a sentence or two how &code of ethics is bett enforced.'

9.11 Describe the purpose of a code of ethic's.

10.0 Describe the role of the nurse in relation to continuity of,care for
iddividUals and.their families.

11:0 Identify community resources which meet specific health needs of patients -

and families.

12.0 Demonstrate a basic understanding_ of pathophysiologisal processes as
they relate topatients with medfcalssurgical problem.

12.1 Discuss how the body reacts to injury and Hui*/ healing qccurs.

13.0 State the basic rationale for the nursing of pat4ents with chronic and
acute medical conditions.

13.1 Define the terms constipation, diarrhea, defecation, stool, incon-
tinence, flatus, tenesmus, melena.

13.2 Describe the physiology of elimination from the gastrointestinal
tract.

13.3 Exqein,the etiology of.constipation and diarrhea.

13.4 Describe signs and symptoms that frequently accompany constipa-
tion and diarrhea.

13.5 ,Assess the nursing needs of patients with these conditiohs..

13.6 list principles basic to the care of these patients.

13.7 Establish goals for nursing care.

.

. 13.8 Describe measures to:

a. reestablish normal fecal' elimination.
b. relieve distressing symptoms.
c. maintain fluid and electrolyte baance.
d. maintain adequate nutritionalsfatus.
e. maintain comfort and hygiene.

.

,
13.9 Differentiate between a retention and a nonretention enema.

13.10 Explain the procedure for miximg 1000 ml. of a normal saline
solution for an enema.

4

13.11 Describe and demonstrate the following irocedures: disposable
enema, SSE or TWE, rectal tube, flatus bag, Harris flush, removal
of impaction.

**.

Ir
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. .

13.12 Differentiate between an enema and a colostomy irrigation.

13.13 Differentiate between the distal and proximal loops of the colostomy.

13.14 Desfribe the emotional implications of a:colostOmy.

13.15 Discuss colostomy skin care.

13.16 Describe anddemonstrate"colostomy care, including the irrigation,
dressings and skin care. *

14.0 Identify the classificatioe, major action, use, and side effects of drugs
commonly used for chronic and acute medical-surgical conditions.

14.1 Describe methods commonly used to safeguard drug use:

14.2 Interpret abbreviations Commonly used, when prescribing and adminis-
tering drtigs.

14.3 List the parts of a medication order and specify what is included
in each part;

14.4 List five common types of medication orders and describe each one.

14.5 State three types of situations in which a patiept's medication
ordersare discontinued automatically.

14.6 Statille general principles for preparing and administering drugs..

X4.7 Describe how the label of a drug container is checked with the
.

-- medication.

-14.8. List the five RIGHTS or preparing and administering drugs.

14.9 Descrte how. to give a sublingual and a bucCal medication.

14.10 Explain why sterittechnique is used for parenteral drug adminisVa-
Von.

14.11 State the sizes of syringes and how they are calibrated.

14.12 State the size of the needles commonly used for subcutaneous,
intramuscular, intradermal and insulin injections.

14.13 List factors that influence the selection of the size of the
needle and syringe.

14.14 Dietiss why an air bubble is often left in the syringe when &drug
is prepared for injection., AP'
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;

14.15 Obtain'a passing score of 90% on "The Mathematics of Drugs and
Solutions" test.

14 16 Describe methods commonly used health agencies for recording
41N

and communicating physician's medication orders for patients.

14.17 Name basic principles related to the administration.of medications,

14.18 List general safety precautions the nurse observes.iri the prepara-
tion and administration of medications. .0

14.19 Identify common routes for the administr;iion of medications.

14.20 Compare the advantages,and disadvantages of administering medica-
tions via the oral, subcutaneous and intramuscular routes.

14.21 List criteria for selecting an injection site for medications to
be.given by the subcutaneous route.

14:22 DesCribe the' preparation and administration of medications to be
given by theorat route. Demonstrate the procedure.

14.23 Describe an4 demonstrate thepreparation and basic technique
for theadmihistration of medicines by the subcutaneous route.

14.24 List criteria for selecting an injection site for an intramuscu
injectton.

14.25 Compare th advantage( and disadvantages of commonly used sites.

14.26 Describe and demonstrate the preparation and technique of ad-
ministration of medications by the intramuscular route.

n

14.27 Demonstrate and discuss the following procedures:

opening an ampule
withdrawing from ampule
withdrawing from vial
checking medicine cards with
Kardex

use of narcotic book
pouring oral' medications,
liquid and tablets

giving eye drops
insertion of suppositorids
IM and SO injections
use of tubex
intradermal injections.

mi*ing two solutions in syringe
milking powder into solution
Z-track technique
use of insulin syringe
use ofneedle to equalize pressure
chicking of armband
application of ointments
insertion of eardrops
crushing tablets
giving meds through nasogastric
tube

breaking scored tablets

1550 Demonstrate skill in mathematical computations required for the safe

aministration of medications. .

47
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16.0 Cognitive

16.1 Define the term "therapeutic environment."

16.2 Name factors in the social environment of the hospital which will
affect the patient..

16.3 List components of the phyiical environment of the hospital which
contribute to the patient's comfort. ,

16.4 Make a list of at least ten suggestions for changinglospttal'
routines that would not interfere with therapy but would improve
the patient's sense of worth and dignity.

16.5 Devise an admission procedure and a. discharge procedure that would
respect the patient as a person.

16.6 Describe and demonstrate the essential activities in the provision
of oral hygiene in each of the following.situations:

a. .a patient who requires no assistance
b. a patient who is completely dependen
c. a patient who has artificial den
d. a patient who is yeluctant_to receive oral hygiene but

definitely requires it

16.7 State at least five factors influencing the frequency of provisibn
of oral hygiene.

16:8 Describe changes. that take place in the skin during the life cycle.

16.9 Describe and demonstrate the essential activities in the provision
of a bath in each of the following situations:

a,,,a patient who requires a complete bed bath
b, a patient who can bathe himself but must remain in his bed
c. a patient who require shower
d. a patient who requires a tub bath

y0 State at least five factors influencing the frequency of provision
of skin care or bathing.

.16.11 Describe precautions to be taken when patients have a.tub'beth..

16.12 State factors influencing the frequency of and essential
activities in the provision of nail care and combing, brushing and
shampooing the hair.

16:13 Describe and demonstrate how to give a back rub.
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16.14 Describe and demonstrate proper handwashing.

16.15 Describe and demonstrate giving perinial care-to bdth the male
and female patient.

16.36 Describe and demonst to care of the

-16.17 List theicauses ando . Ong

16.18 Describi nursing mei40-es whie
..development of an ular.

lloirfand nails.
4.ue=

s of'decdbitus ulcers.

can be taken toprevent the

. 16.19 Describi the sites where decubiti are most likely to develop;

16.20 Describe and demonstrate the essential activities associated with
the administration or removal of a bedpan, fracture pan and urinal.

16.21 Outline measures to be taken iri the care of patients-with pediculosis.

16.22 Describe and demonstrate the essential activities in p.m. and
a.m. care.

16.0 Psychomotor: Assist in creating a therapeutic and safe environment and
apply basic 'hygiene for the_well-being of patients.

16.1 Demonstrate how to wash forearms, wrists and hands and expiait the
' rationale.

16.2 , Demonstrate how to clean,. disinfect arid sterilize several con-
taminated items following the guidelines o medical-surgical asepsis.

.

16.3 Demonstrate how to clean a patient's suppbies and equipment after
discharge and give the scientific rationale. "

16.4 Demonstrate the following personal hygiene procedures using the
° principles of medical asepsis, good body mechanics and safety:

a. offering and removing a bedpan and urinal
b. measuring and recording urinary output and bowel movement
c. giving a complete bed bath with backrub
d. making an occupied bed .

e. giving oral hygiene
'f. cleaning dentures
g. cleaning eye glasses
.11: cleaning eyes when there is discharge present

16.5 Demonstrate how to do a gastric gavage and lavage, demonstrating.
three ways to check the placement of theN.G: tube.

-52- 49
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> , ,
.-

16.6 Safely apply wrist, ankle, :jacket and belt restraints.
.

16:7 Correctly make an Unoccupied bed fallowingprinciples of safety
and good body mechanics.

0

16.8 Demonstrate the correct use". of fire extinguishers.

16.9 Demonstrate methods of removihg 'patients froin a fire area.

16.10 Admit at-patient to the hospital correctly and make accurate
notations on the patient's record.

16.11 Given a nursing si uation, -chart approPriately using the correct
form and abbrevia ons.

16.12 Conduct a real role-playing interview, complete a nursing
history, and prepare- a- nursing care 'plan.'

16.13' After completing care for an assigned *patierlt,itive an accurate
and appropriate oral, report.to,the teamleader.before- leaving

4 thealinical area. ,"* .

17.0 Gather' data for the effeati've:411e-of the-milting process..

Define "nursing process"

17.2 List the basic steps fp huriing rocess.

17.3 Name sources the nurse us
patient.t

17.4 Describe the nursing hi

7

"ittsalittering infoimation about the
° e ..

asa toollOr gathering information
about the patient.

17.5 Describe the reletionsh4 betweiri stheorOblem prodess and
the process of providing nursing dee",

4
.

17.6 Define a cursing principle..

17..7 Given a conrnon situation, app ing process.
c

17* Prepare a nursing care plan baied 0,1nformation gained 6y.
role-playing a nursing historPlotefvleW with the situation
provided.

9P

d4- e I 4

17.9 'Discuss Abdellah's four main.§robpi of nursing problems.

17.10 EXplain the purpose of 'nursing:tare
4a,

1/.11 Describe methods for evaluatin§, the ,effectiveness of nursing, caret

f
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- ents of RequiredMaster (Continued)

18.0- Identify pat ents' basic human deeds accurately, concisely and completely.

18:1 Describe the physiological basis underlying systoliO and diastolic.
pressure with reference to ventricular activity.

18.2 Differentiate between pulse pressure and pulse deficit.

18.3 State the units of measurement in which blood pressure is recorded,

18.4 Identify the instruments used in obtaining 'a patient's blood
pressure,

18,firt;StatV and recognize at least ffe factors that may cause an
alteration in a patient's. blood pl.essure.

'18.6 State and recognize in a patient a blood .pressure reading that
would be considered within the normal range for an adult patient.

18.7 Define pulse rate with refer6c, to the state of the arterial walls
and the activity of the ventricle.

. 18.8. Defineand identify each of the following in a clinical situation:
111

dicrotic pulse bounding,pulse

tachycardia thready pulse'
bradycardia

- 18.9 State and recognize pulse rate that would be considered normal
range for an adult as specified by the American Heart Association.

18.10 State the two observatlimal methods by which the pulse rate can
be determined.

18.11 Define and obtain a patient's pulse deficit accurately.

18.12 State and recognize at least five factors that,maybe responsible
for causing an elevation in the Patient's pulse rate.

18.13 List and implement three observations, in addition torate, that
should be made regarding the quality of a patient's pulse.

18.14 Describe the psiological basis for respiration and refe-rence to:

a. thorkic and atmospheric pressure differences
b. alterations in blood gases
c. neurological control

.

. 18.15 Define and identify each of the. following in a clinical situation:
, .

dyspnei 'hyperventilation
orthopnea Cheyqe-Stokes respirations
apnea.

.

.

.

t
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18.16 State and recognite in a - patient respiratory rate that would be
considered within the'normal rate for an adult.

18.17 List and perform three observations, in additten to rate, that
;should be made regarding the quality of a patient's respirations,.

18.18 State at least five Causes for an alteration in the patient's
.reSDirAtory rate.

.1819.Describe ways in which the nurse uses her senses of sight, hearing,
touch and smell in making observations j6out the patient.

18.20 State all the information that can be obtained regarding a patient
from each of the following:

*kardex
doctor's order sheet
graphic sheet
medication sheet
progress notes
consent form

history and physical sheet
curse's notes
laborktory sheet
radiology report
intake and output sheet

18.21 Describe methods used by the physician in observing patients.

18.23 Differentiate between subjective, objective and cardinal symptoms.

18.231tate the four body mechanisms that comprise "vital signs."

18.24 Describe the role of the hypothalamus in the maintenance of
normal body temperature.

18.25 Describe body temperature in terms of peat production and heat loss.

4
18.26 State and recognize the average normal oral, rectal and axillary

temperature for an adult.

18.27 Define, using terminology a lay person could understand, or
recogaze definitions of the following. wordi:

wafebrile febrile phrexia fever

18.28 Identify the two main parts of a_5,11nical thermometer.

18.29 State and recognize one distinguishing feature of a rectal thermometer.

18.30 State and recognize-at least five factors that may cause an
elevation in body temperature.

18.31'State the method of obtaining body temperature that is most accurate
and also the one that is least'apcurate and state the reason
for each. A
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Elements of Required Master (Continued)

18.32 Read'a clinical thermometer accurately. (i.e, corresponds exactly
tp the reading obtained by the clinical instructor.)

18.33 Identify at leastfive.conditions that would contraindicate '

'obtaining &patient's temperat4re using the oral methdd.
. a

ta..34 Identify at least three physical conditions thatWould contra-
, indicate obtaining a patient's temperature using the rectal method.

.
.

18.35.Describe the basic anatilmical position.
s, ;

...

, 1 .
.. -.....

18.36 Describe and demonstrate positioning a patient in thelollowing
positions: supine, prone, sidelying (Sim's), dorial Tesqmbent,
Fowler's Trendelenberg, genupectoril (knee-chest), iittomy,
jack knife.,

18.37 Describe and demonstrate methods of bedmaking utilizing principles
of safety and comfort for both nurse and patient.

18.38 Describe and demonstrate various methOds, types of mattresses,
mechanical wind other devices that may be ,used for therapeutic
or comfort reasons.

18.0 Psychomotor: Report and record those observatibts pertaining to a
patient's basic physical needs accurately, concisely.and completely.''
Provide safe psychological and physical comfort for all patients
throUgh-A0 nursing process.

-!-% 18.1 Following the principles of safety and good body mechanics, the
student will demonstrate the fbllowing skills:

a. Positioning a patient to provide proper body alignment in the
back-lying, side - lying, face-lying and Fowler's Positions.

b. Pytting each joint through its range of motion exercises.
c. Moving a patient up in bed by fierself and with the help of

another nurse:
d. Moving a patient.frOm bed to stretcher with a draw sheet and

with the three man lift.
e. Moving a patient from bed to chair and from chair tobed.
f. Exercises that can be carried-out by the bedridden patient

whith help prepare him for ambulation.
g. Assisting a patient with ambulation.

18.2 Employ the pursing proceis and
the basic care of patients.

18.3 Given an actual or hypothetical
the student will be able.to:

the steps of solving in

'11

situation involving a patient,
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-11

a. use a stethoscope properly to obtain a patient's heart rate
accurately,(1e, the rate obtained mutt be within A range of
five biats/min. as determined simultaneously by the nursing
instructor) .

'b. perform the essential Activities, as presented in the audio-
Visual material and implementing the ten basic steps for ;safe

. performance, in obtaining pulse rate accurately using the radial,
. .brach01, carotid, femoral, pedal, and apical sites.,

Nt.

18.4 Given an actual Or hypothetical situation involving'a patient,
the student will be able to

, Ai

-

a. perform the essential activities-, as presented in the audio-
visual material and implementing the ten basic step for safe
performance, in obtaining blood pressure accurately the
auscultatory ind'palpatory methods. :(The reading obtained by
the student and the instructor taken simultaneously must be-
wfthin a range of 10 mm.

b: state-and recognize at least three factors that might inflience
the extremity selected for application of the blood pressure .

cuff. .

18.5 Perform'the essential activities, as presented in the audio - visual

. materiats and implementing the ten basic steps for safe performance,
in obtaining respiratory unobtrusively and accurately. .(The -

..,

rite.obtained by the s en and the nursing instructor taken
simultaneously must be within .a range of.-two respirations per .

.

minute.)

,
18.6 Perform the essential activities, as presented in .the audio - visual..

:

presentation and implementing the ten basic steps for safe perfor ,

mance,in obtaining body temperature accurately using the oral,
rectal and axillary methods. ,

.
C

(

18.7 State the initialaction taken by the nbrse if the patiint's 411
temperature sudddnly seems to be elevated when-it had been Irma
previously.

. .4 ..

18.8 Utilize the safest and most effective method of taking the patient's .

iF tempeilture and explain the reason for this action, as, determine0,,
. by the individual's physical condition.'

.,

19.0 .Cognitive: Identify cardinal signs and\symptoms inpatients.

). .

' 19.1 AccUrately obtain an oral, rectal and axillary tempera ure.

'\19.2 Accurately take a radial, apical, femoral, carotid and pedal pulse
and demonstrate the procedure for apical-radial pulse. .

'
.

X

19.3 Accurately take al/P.
alalti
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Elements of Required .Mastery (Continued}

.140,..

19.4 Clean a glass thermometer, following the principles of medical
asepsis.

20.0 Meet the nutritional needs of Patients.

20.1- Explain the puipose of the patient'is record.

20:2 List the types of information that are kept on this record.

20.3 Describe ways in whichthe record is used. '

20.4 Name four guiding points to keep in mind when recording.
,

20.5 Describe the following parts of the patient's record, including
the type of Informatibn contained on it and nursing responsibilities
in regard to it: 1.

Face sheet Doctor's order sheet History sheet

20.6 Name five categories of information recorded in the nurse's notes.
.

20.7 Outline pertinent data t4t should be included in the nurse's
notes for each of the five categories of information.

O

20.8efi accurately the commonly used terms and abbreviations.

1.40 01

20.9 List four reasons why nurse's notes are written.

20.10 Identify three rules that are enforced by most hospitals relating
to charts.

20,11 Describe how a chart is Maintained.

720.0 Psychomotor: Chart the prescribed exercises following rules of good
1 charting.

N.

21.0 Cognitive . J
21:1 List the basic sources from which drugs are derived.

a.

21.2 pifferentiate between the meinings of the
drugs: official, trade,.spd generic.

21.3 Identify thevaripus forms in which drugs

21.4. Discuss factors that Influence the action

---21.5 List routes of drug.odministration.

'Ma
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Elements of Required MasterY (continued)

.

t:.4-,. .-

21.6 ,Diseuss expected actions' of drug is well a possible* de effects.

1;,

21 7 Discuss factors which make one route of administration preferable
over another.

21.8 Use appropriate term4nology and abbreviations 'related to pharmacology.

21:9 Identify devices used for administering medications...

21.10 Discuss' control measures relating to drugs:

Federal and.stati'legisiiiion Hospital policy

21.11 Locate,;drUg information utiliiin4 the following sources: PPR,
ti literature file, drug reference-books* pharmacist.

21.12 identi), classifications of drugs.
<1 *

'21.13 Write the desired effect or action of the following classifications:
an4lgesics, sedatives/hyphotics, tranquilizers, anti-infectives,
anti-emetics, oialygesic-antipyretics, anticholinergics, antacids,
cathartics, vitamins, antihistamines,'hormones, anesthetics.

'
21.14 Discuss ho4 drugs are ,fired for the patient.

21.15 Write a medication card containing all information required to .

assure safe administration*.

21.16 Discuss psychosocial aspects of drugitherapy.

21.17 Identify di.ugs currently considered in the drug abuse category.

21.18 Discuss the role of the,nurse n drug abuse.
.4

21.0 Psychomotor° .

21.1. Prepare the following types of drugs using the 'appropriate pro-
* cedures:

a. oral

b. parenteralwithdr4w medications from a vial and an ampule
TopiCal medications 4

- -

21.2 Administer the following tftes of medications correctly:,

oral topical
pareateralsUlitutaneous, intra- instillationseye, n4Ce
muscular and cntradermal

21:3 Identify symptoms of infiltration and'inflammation at IV sites,
adjust flow.rate and discontinue IV's.

O ,56
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Elements of Required MasterY (Continued

21.4 Compute simple drug probleis accurately using apothecary, metric,
and household measures.

,22.0 'Cognitive: Care for wounds safely.

22.1 Define terms commonly used to classify wounds,

22.2 Describe the three stages of wound healing.,

22.3 Differentiate.between healing by first, second and third intention.

22.4 Ile6t factors which affect wound healing.

22.5 t f ors predisposing to the development ofinfec tion in a ,

.

,22.6 None microorganisms frequently found in i nfected wounds.

22.7 Detcribe localized and general symptoms of wound infection.

22.8 'Describe na. safe technique for carrying out a sterile dressing.

22.9 Explain the purposes of binders, the types commonly used, principles
reTavant to their applicatioeand problems associated with their

0
use.

22.10 explain the purposet f r which bandages are used, materials
commonly used in thei nufatture and principles relevant to their
use.

, 22.11 Describe five turns used in bandaging.

22.12 Discuss tihe safe use of transfer forceps. .

4

t

22.13 Describe

\

the procedure of setting up a sterile field/'
..

22.14.Descrilie he application _of steraeillyes. . . .

22.0 Psychomotor

22.3 Demonstratehow to-changa a wound'dressing using the principles of,
aseptic technique.

. .

22'.2. Demonstrate how to apply elistiazed stockings:
. ..-

4

22.3 Demonstrate the,proper application of the T binder, the scultetus
'binder, the roller bandage tb the leg and the, sling..

22.4 Accurately record and report her obsepationsSaboutjounds using ,

appropriate medical terminology.

.
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Clements of Required Mastery (Continued).

11-

a 22.5 Demonstrate a safe technique for carriing out a sterile dressing.

.22;6 Demonstrate five turns used in bandaging.

22.7 Demonstrate the safe use of transfer forceps:

22.8. Demonstrate the procedure of setting up a Sterile field.

-22.9 Demonstrate the Application of sterile gloves.

22 0 Demonstrate the application of'finders and bandages using the
principles for safe performance of nursing.procedurtf

23.0 Cognitive: Assist safely with diagnostic or thtpapeitt'ic me res,--;/

physical examinations, and the collectton.of specimens. 1.
.1 v

t ,

23.1 identify instruments commonly used during a physical examination
and demonstrate how each one operates.

23.2 Name three componedt parts of a completephy;Scal examinatict

23.3 List types of information usually included in the Casiiiistory.

23.4 Outline the nurse's responsibilities in assisting with the physical
examinatioq itself.

23.5 Name nursing functions' relative to thetcollection of spetiinens.

23.6 Outline gbneral responsibilities of the' nurse whin assisting with
medical procedures--before, during and after

,
the procedure.

23.7 DeScribe the purpose and procedure of each of the followirip
diagnostic or therapeutic' measures:

lumbar puncture
paracentesi;

thoracentesis
x-rays

special x -ray examinations
basal metabolic rate .

electrocardiography
eleetroencephalography 40

23.8 Outline spec,ific nursing responsibilities in assisting with each of.
these measures,

23.9 Discribe.the purpose of the

'000.4 - ,urinalysis,
complete blood count
SMA 12

!"

following:,

gastric analysis
sputum exam
cultures..of body secrittons or
diicharges:
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Research andDesign Project: Registered Nur.ing'
.'-Elements-e-Reqpired-Mastery-(Continued)

23A..21YchomotOr

'23.1

23.2

Demonstrate
positions:
right Sims'

Demonstrate
tion.

23.3 Demonstr

.
}

'how to place and drape a patient in each of the following
prine, erect, dOrsal,.recumb.ent,lithotomy, left and

, genupectoral.

hOw to record information concerning a physicali:examina-

ow to catheteriie a female and a male patient.

23.4 Demon rate how-to test a urine specimen for sugar and for acetone.

qr

23.5 Demonstrate tie following procedures:

a. plugging an indwelling catheter o

b. aibulation of a.patient with an indwelling cathetell
c. obtaining a urine specimen from a patient with aindwelling,

catheter. .

23,6 Demonstrate how to set upxand regulate oxygen equipmentfor nasal
cannula; nasal cathetep,-Oad face mask.

$

23t7 Demonstrate turning, coughing and-deep breathing.

23.b Demonstrate how to set up and assist-with a diagnostic procedure.

23.9 Demonstrate the proper way to put onand remove a gown when caring
for a patient in isolation.'

23.10-Demonstrate double bagging technique.

. 23:11 Demonstrate collection of specimens:

/ --k -
.

.

23.12 Demonstrate testing for sugar and acetone and charting jr proper place.,

"*. .
.

,

24.0 cognitive: Assess the needs of patiehti who have problemi of elimination.
-, ,,

. 24.1 Define micturition, anuria, hematuria, pyuris,olyuria, oliguria,
dysuria, albuminuria, Olycosurfa, incontinence, frequency, 'urgency.

c

I.

24.2 Describe tote anatomical structures and physiological MechanisMt
involved in the excretion of urin

12-124.3 Explain factOri which ca .cause isturbances of urinary functioning.
to.

24.4' methods to assess needs of patients with urinary problems:

,4-.5. List Signs and.symptoms which are frequently observed in patients
with urinary problems.
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tleftitibf:RidUired Mastery (Continued)

24%6 List constituents of normal urine and identify abnormal constituents
from a patient's urinalysis report. .

24.7 Cite principal objedives in the care of patients who have situations
,reqbiring priority action in their care.

24.8 Differentiate between the retention of urine, retention with-over-
flow and suppression of urine: F ,

24.9 Describe nursing measures to facilitate the elimination of urine.
from the bladder.

24.19 Describe measures to assist the patient in the reestablishment
7 of a normal voiding pattern.

24.11 Describe specific nursing measures frequently used in the care of,
patients with urinary problems.

. ,

/
24.12 Describe the nurse's role in assisting with measures that reduce

the workload)on the kidneys.

24.13 plain a catheter irrigatiofrusing the guide to the safe performance
of a nursing procedure, intermittent and continuous.

24.14 Differentiate between the procedure for a male and female catheter -
ization.

24.15 piscUts "adequate urine drainage" and "weaning from-a catheter."
$

.

24.16 Discusi care of a Foley catheter, including emptying the bag,
ambulating the patient, plugging the'catheter, obtaining a
specimen, discontinUing-the catheter.

24.17 Discus; care of the suprapaNc catheter.

24.18 Explain the use of various drainage devices.

. ,

25.0 Cognitive: Assist patients with the alleviation of pain.

25.1 Describe the physiologital iechanismsfor receiving,.transmitting-
and interpreting pain sensations..

0

25.2 Expl4in present thinking regarding-the cause of pain by various
types of stimuli:

25.3 List major types of pain.

25.4 .Differentiate between' pain perception and pain reaction.
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Elements of Required Mastery (Continued)

- 25.5 List factors which-affect pain perception.

.25.6 Describe physiological manifestations of the pain reaction.

25.7-..1.1st factors influencing an indiiidualtsbehavioral response to
'pain.,

25.8 Assess the nursing needs of patients who have pain.

25.9 List principles relevant to the care of patienti in pain.

25.10 Describe appropriate nursing action, including metsUres to
eliminate or minimize painful stimuli, measures to alleviate pain
and measurestto assist patients to handle pain.

,

25:11 Establish criteria for gvaluating the effectiveness 4:;f nursing
action.

26.0 Cognitive: *Useinursingskills to assist patientswho have anorexia.,
nausea and vomiting.

26.1 Define the terms anorexia, nausea and vomiting.

26.2 Use appropriate terminology in recording and reporting obser4a-
ti4ns about.patients with these symptoms.

26:3 Describe the anatomical structures and physiological mechanisms
involved in these symptoms.

26.4 Explain theetiologyof these conditions:.

26.5 Describe signs andsymptoms that commonly accompany anorexia,
nausea and vomiting.

26.6 Assess the nursing needs of patients with these symptoms:

26.7, Describe appropriate nurlIng.action including measures to prevent
these symptoms, to assist in maintaining hydration ind nutritional
status, and to provide- the patient with -comfort and.supPI.

26.8 Dem6nstrate an understanding of gastric-intubation, including'
livage, gavage and use of a Pfiller-Abbott tube.

26.9 Define emesis, eructation,.regurgitat)on and projdctile vomiting.

26.10 Explain intubation with a Levine tube.

26:11.,Discusi the use of g'astric suctidn including water displacement,
intermittent, wall.and electhic.
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Elements of Required Mastery (Continued)

4

'26.12 List observations that must be made when emptying drainage fnxi
'gastric suction.

26.13 Describe a tube feeding ^with both syringe.and continuous drip
method.

1100.AP

26.14 Discuss the irrigation of the nasogastric tube.

26.15 Outline the nurse's responsibility in oaring for the patient with-
,

gastric and gastrointestinal decompression.

26.D Psychomotor -

26.1 Demonstrate intubation with a Levine tube.

26.2 Demonstrate the ule of gastric suction including water displacement,
intermittents wall and electric.

26.3 Demonetrate a tube feeding with both syringe and continuous drip
method.

Ja*
tia .

.

C26.4 Demonstrate the administration of medications through a nasogastric
tube.

26.5 Demonstrate Ihe 141gation of the nasogastric tube.

27.0 Cognitive: Apply nursing interventions in the care of febrile patients.

27.1 Define fever, pyrexia, hyperthermia,.chill.

27.2 Use correct terminology to record and report observatfont concern-
ing patients with fever.'

27.3 Explain the primary factor affecting heat production in the body
and the,processes by which heat is lost from the body.

27:4 Describe the normal activities and physiologAcal factors that may
cause an elevation in temperature and listethe common xethological
colditions that may give rise to fever.

27.5 Describe the manifestations of fever that may be observed in
patients.

27.6 Identify the nursing need; of the febrile patient.

27.7 Describe appropriate nursing action, including. measures to reduce
heat production and.facilitate heat loss, and measures to minimize
the effects.of heat on the-body.

27.8 Discuss the nurse's responsibility when a patient is being 'treated

. L. . with hypothermia.

4
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/28.0 Cognitive: Determine priorities for nursing action for the patient with
dyspnea'.

O

28.1. Define dyspnea, cyanosis, hypoxia.

28.2' Use appropriate terminology In rec rding and reporting observations
. . about the patient with dyspnea.

28.3. Describe the physiology-of respiration, including the five basic
proceyes involved.

28.4 List factors which may interfere with the normal functioning of
the e processes.

28.5 Desc e signs and symptoms of oxygen deficiency which may
accompany dyspnea.

28.6 List principles bisiclo the care of-patients with dyspnea.

. 28.7 Determine pribrities for nursing intervention; describe emergency
measures that may be used fin the case of respiratory failure.

.28.8 Describe and demonstrate appropriate. nursing action to:

a. maintain patency of the patient's airway
b. increase ventilatory efficiency
c. ensure adequate oxygen intake
d, decrease bodily needs for oxygen
e. minimize the patient's anxiety

28.9 ,Describe safety measures in the use of o4ygen.

28.10 Discu'ss and demonstrate turning, coughing and deep breath n?

28.11 Discuss and demonstrate,poOural drainage, vibrating and clapping.

28.12 List the general pAnciples in the administration,of any type of
oxygen.

28.13 Demonstrate, a basic understanding of the use of intermittent
positive pressure breathing.

8.14 Demonstrate a beginning understanding of the care of a tracrieostomy.
-$

a basic understanding of resuscitation28.15 Describe and:demonstrate-
techniques.

28.16 Describe and demonstrate
catheter, mask and tent.

11%

.-

the administration of oxygen via cannula,
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. Elements of Required Mastery (Continued)

a A

28.0 Psychomotor
.

28.1 Demonstrate appropriate nursing action to;
o

a. maintain patency -of the'patient.'s.aiiway
b.. increase ventilatory efficiency.

. c. ensure adequate oxygen intake
d. decrease bodily needs for oxygen
e. minimize the patient's anxiet

I

. 4

28.2' Demonstrate turning, coughing and deep breathing.

28.3 'Demonstrate postural drainage, vibrating and clapping.

28.4 Demonstrate basic resuscitation tethniqu ., .

28.5 DeMonstrate the administration of oxiigen ,via cannula...c4theter,
mask and tent:

29.0 Apply heat and cold as therapeutic agenti safely..

29.1 List principles from the biophysical sciences relevant to the. use.
of heat and'cold as therapeutic agents.

29.2 Explain.reasons for the application of heat.

29.3 Explain reasons forthe application ofrcold. P
. 29.4 Describe the physiological effects ofleaand cold on the body...

29.5 Describe measures commonly used for the local.application.bf heat
to thebody.

.

'29.6- Destribe measures commonly used for tie local application of cola .,

to the body:,
. .

, . . ..:._

29:7 Differentiite between iriitants and Counterirritants and give aw
.

example of each. . .. . 4/

29.0 Psychomotor
i. 4

. \ .,

%1.9.1 Demonstrate the use of commonly used measures- for, the local -

- application of heat and cold to the body..
4 ,

, . .

. . . ..

29.2 'Demonstrate care of devicet,used .to adMinister heat and cold. ,.

30AI Cognitive: Assist dying patients and their families with the processes
of:death and dying. J..

30.1 List and discuss the five stages of dying.

.
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3022 Describe the physical needs of the terminally ill patient.
.

30.3 Discuss the difference between the signs Of imminent death and the
signs of death itself.-

30.4 Demonstrate a knowledge of the principles of care of the body
after death.

30.5 'Demonstrate an awareness of your own feelings toward death
and dying.

*41

30.6 Identify the influence of cultural, religious and personality
factors oethe patient's reaction to impending death.

30.7 Identify the need of the dying patientand his family for eTotional
support.

,
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Nursing 3 and 4: Introduction to Medical - Surgical Nursing

,Elements of Rrired Mastery ( Cognitive /Affective /Psychomotor)

1 Co ni Identify the pathophysiology Of disease processes.

Define disease.

- 1.2 List and describe the causes of 'disease.

M.

I

List and explain the body's external defenses against injury and
disease.

Describe the bodyls'internal'defenses against invasion by pathogens:
the inflammatory response and the antigen-antibody response.

Review the healing process.

List and demonstrate, an understanding of the principia that make
possible the invasion of human beings by pathogens.

1.7 Define the following:

. .

Tellul i is abscess
,peritoni is sinus

P.yemia furuncle; .

septicemia -toxemia
fistula * empyeme

. 'carbuncle pneumothorax
bemotoma Dakin's So)atIsp

1.81 Flevieiillw the applicat;;757,741 affects the inflammatory
processo

1-.9 Review the factors that determine the severity of an infection.

.,; 1.16.,Piscuss the organisms that most frequently 'infect. wounds.

1:11":;Reifiew th4 ways in whith an infection can spread through the body.
4410

necrosis toxoid
leukocytosis vaccine
phagocytodis toxin

exudate keloid
Betadine adhesion

active, immunity gangrene
passive immunity contusion

.

4

DiscuS&,the rationale for the use of corticosteroids in the treat-
ment of ao inflaMmation.

1.13' Explain the 'odyis allelic response and discuss the drugs and
. their action that-are used to control this response.
,

114 Qiicuss anaph lactic shock..

A
.
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Introduction to Medical-Surgical Nursing, Required'Mastery (Cont..)

1.15 Describe thi-lollowing
involved in ealtest:

urinalysis
CBC ,

SMA 12 kA) it-- ''

VURL --..274.

chest x -ray i
blood chemistries

tests and the nursing responsibilities

typing and crossmatching
sedimentation rate-
throat culture
stool specimen
gastric analysis
24 hour urine

Hgb. and,Hct.

1.16 Give the:normal values of the following tests:

RBC
WBC
hematocrit

hemoglobin
differential
urinanalysis

1.17 Explain the purpose of a differential WBC.

1.18 Review tOe following procedures:

gastric analysis .EKG
EEG spinal tap (LP)

.1.19 Nametwo categories- of drugs classified as anti-infeCtives.

1.20 List at least ten apti,infectives and include their action, usual .

dose, method of administration and special precautions. .

. .

1.21 Describe physiological alterations occurring in the system as a
result of general anesthesia.

1.22 Identify safety factors, bacteriological, psychological and physi-
cil, related to intra- operativf care of thg patient.

. 1.23 Differentiate between an anesthetist and an anesthesiologist.

1.24 Describe fears and,anxieties patients may have related td
anesthesia.

1.25

; 1.26

Know the stagessof general anesthesia: -

.

Use the nursing process jn caring for patients with the folloWing
problems:

infections
disorders of the reproductive
tract and breast

clinical emergency

blood transfusions
surgery
chronic illness

anesthesia recovery
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Introduction to Medical Surgical Nursing, Required Mastery (Cont.).

.

.
. t"

1.27 When caring for a patient with an infection, identify the organism
causing the infection, factors determjningthe severity of the
infection, symptoms and lab.results ilentifying the infectign, and
,the treatment the patient is receiving. ,

i

2.0 Describe the progressive stages of growth and development including-the , :

socio-cultural expectations for each stage from birth tosenior lifetc.,
'-.-:. /

2.1Define the terms: aged, gerontologyt geriatrics, senile, see , .flty '
senescence. , 4..

2.2 Explain briefly the various aspects of the aging proeess referred
to as: biological aging, social aging, cognitive aging, affective
aging.

-!

2.3 Differentiate between the problems of the aged and the process of 4
aging.

J

2.4 List the four major. categories of problems that the elderly must
deal with.

2.5 List the bisic human needs of all elderly people:

2.6 Discuss "statistics, their causes and implications, related eta the
elderly, e.g., the percent ofthe American population over,65 years
and the life expectancy today.

2.7. Express, in small groups, attitudes and feelings regarding the aged
and convalescent homes. .

I

2.8 Diffferentiate Between catabolism and anabolism.
44.....'

2.9 LiSt the changes that take place in the varjous body" systems due .

.

'.4 to the aging process:

4 -- ,
musculoskeletal endocrine
excretory integumentary ' ,

respiratory nervous ,

,.

cardiovascular ,speqial senses - .

digestive

2.10 Relate nursing principles to a given aging.procees.

2.11 Determine froa given list of symptoms which are due-to normal : -

aging and which might:represent pathological changes.

.

2.12 Explain the aged persons adiptation fo stress. .i '.

0

ii
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9

2.13 Given a ,description of an aged 2atient experiencing stress, list
three actions that a nurse can take, to support hil. through the'
experience.

2.14 State the organizatiOns, and their functions, on a national level
that are concerned with the aging.

2.15 State iomeproblems and needs that led to tile .formation of These
national organizations.

2.16 List the local agencies that are
of elderly cititens.

concerned with meeting the needs

'2.17 List ways a person can prepare for retirement years--physically,
psychologically, economically.

2.18 List the developmental tasks Tor this age group.

2.19 List the major factors that determine how well eR individual adjusts
to pld age.

40.

2.20 Identify the three basic psyschosocial needs of the elderly.

2.21 Describe how they differ from tfire younger person's, 'how these needs
are complicated by 'old age, and' how they can be satisfactorily met.

144 a

2.22 Explain why thee are-at least 20%,more women than men in

, .

o.

institutions for the,elderly:
- -

2.23 jefAne "disengagement theory" 1 st the stages nvol ved.

. .

2.24 'Outl'ine the five stages of dyirliA0lapply them to the elderly.

'2.25 List the values and' effects of antetneCipteraction".

2.26 List' the causes of suicide atteilpt in the elderly% .

Discuss .the stereotyped ideli associated with sex. and the older
person.

14:..) 4,.
4I

2.27

2%28 List''some.effective'4ays of better communication with the elderly- .'
and give-the rationale.

...'-
. .

. 4,29 OutTine., a plan to pro cote involvement andsocialintion e( the
Afilderly.

..,

-.=..eN;...
.

,
-

,.,
.--1-« .c...

is' `--
. ...,.';:i7T:

":-1'"2.30 Describe how AtT: ci be made 'purposeful.

of becoming aged.1;2.33 List.t 4 .1- ,".

'4'7

It
t

. .

1
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2.32 Compare the positive and negative aspects of having the elderly
placed in American nursing homes.

.

.' 2.33 State the physical and psychosocial changes that alteithe
hygienic practices in the elderly.

....
.

1
. .4o

.2e34 Describe the skin,Ihair, nail and oral care necessary for an
. elderly patiint.

. .

2.35 List ways to assist the elderly in being well groomed.'

r.

/4

2.36 Outline the changes ip the rest and sleep habits of the elderly.

2.37 List some common changes in the elimination pattern as the body
ages.

2.38 Discuss the liberal use of laxatives in the elderly and the effecti
these drugs might have on the body.

2.39 Explain the purpose and procidureof a bowel and bladder training°
program, .

g,49 List the intrinsic factors which cause accidents.

2.41 List the extrinsic fattqrs which cause accidents.

2.42 Lisionnon.householsi accidents.

2.43' Whatare the most common accidents within the hospital setting?
. .

2.44 List additional safety preciutiqns.that are required because of
age, physical-condition, or mental state of the individual.

2.45 Discuss the use of sedatives as restraint measures
4i

.

2.46 List the 'specific-nutritional requirements' for the aged.

42.47. Explain Ihe'reasons for malnutrition in the elderly pe rson.

2.48 Discuss the factors that must be considered in securing food fak
the elderly person and how the elderly can become involvedin
the own selection of food.

2.49 List community resources that are available to help meet'the
nutritional needsof the aged.

2:50 list at least three "special diets" that are frequently forced upon
the elderly bealuse of disease processes&

( at

I
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2.51 List the physiolegical changes that alter -the absorption and use of
drugs in the elderly' and how this affects, drug dosages.

2.52 List some of the drugs connonly.,used by the geriatric patientt and. .
classify them into broad grOups that indicate the general types of

"drugs most commonly used.

2.53 List some Of the specific problems encountered with the administra-
. tion cif drugs to the elderly.

2.54 Discuss methodi which can.assist the elderly in taking the ir
medication. effectiv.ely,and safely in the hospital and at home.

' c t ,. ....- .-

2.55 .List six obser;vationsAitatr-Wouft,supply basic _informationto an
assessment teem concern -Ili the quality-of nursing care found in ad' ..
extended care faci-lity, :,, '-r-- . -a___,

. ,- Jr : ...*%,..i. ,--t.- .... f
2.56 In planning the n urii rig' tar6'"Pf:-Ati-,_--aiiid person, identify tlree

activities t%at wilLpronied40.3fmai-Vhysiologic functidninr
, ....

e--1, -.-:----- . .

2.57, ,Identify developmental- ka-.1.1ind'hoir tine developmental process.
affects riursiag riroce .,

, P :
.2.58 Assess, plan ancLimpleinthila,:nursitig_plan according, to the develop -;

mental level of the, patiept`.---1^ ---- ,
- - .

0-1.7.._-,- .

2.0 psychomotor: Oemonstritxklatiaticin of the nursing process to the care
. of geriattic patients*.Y.-'--.-71:-_:7-:.:--\-

3.0 Outline the nutritional415415;z4h-s stages of-growth and11.- - -,: cdevelopment.. i ...7.7.3..............,..,-,:-...-....... ... . ,, --
3.1 . List three reasontAhat

*-t

4,-7-k*Teeage .of nutrition ii`, valuable to-
each individual', -- rt.-'---.-z:-1=. °.

3.2 List three reasons, that- a knowledge f nutrition is valuable to
the health worker. . ,

3.3. D'efine eprbtoplasm, and list the app roximate percentages of its
six major constituents.

3.4 Describe tlie'role of photosynthesis in the food chain.

3.5 Describe the effect of emotions upon digestion.

3.8 Describe how, sosial .and .religious customs influence dietary
patterns:

A 4

3.7 List-the four guidelines f-c4, goon nutrition.

-74-
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".,
.

.
.

3.8 list the four general divisions of the life span and describe the
need for nutritional adaptations in these.

1

3.9. list five factors, beside a , that influence nutritional needs.
.

3.10 List three amcies in the nited'States,that set standards for
food requirements.

3.11 Describe the basic four food groups and the recommended servings
fromreach . -

L.
3.12 Describe hot,/ energy is release* from carbohydrates.

43.13 Estimate the dailyenergy (caloric) requirements for a young.
healthy adult male and female at moderate activity..

3.14 .List three factors that INCREASE caloric requirements.

3,15 List threefactolp that DECREASE caloric requirements.

3.16 Describe the digestion of carbohydrates.,
, .

3.17 Discuss the role of vitamins and hormones in carbohydrate metabolism.
.0v

3.18 Discuss carbohydrates in the'diet: daily calories supplied and
'Cost factor., 0

3.19 Describe the uses by the body of,carbohydrates.

3.20, List four problems resulting from excess carbohydrate intake.

3.21 List three typet of'fats, giving two ch!racter4stics, three sources
.and one example of each.

3.22 Discuss fat digestion and absorption.

3.23 %List six uses of 'fats by the body.

'4
3.24 Describe four problems associated with excess fats i n e die .

.

3.25 Describe the-digestion and absorption of proteins.

-3.26T List five uses of proteins by the body.

3.27 List five good sources of animal and plant' proteins.

3..28 Describe two effects of high jemperat res on proteins.

1

1

3.29 bestribe fividisorders resulting from* ihade .protein intake or
utilization.

-75-
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7 4

)

.

,

'3.50

3.31

3.32

3.33

3.34

3.35

3.36

3.37

3.38

3.39

,3.40

3'.41.

3.42

Describe the processes Of digestion, absorption and metabolism from
the gastrointestinal tract. 41r.

Discuss how a(td when vitirgins were, discovered.

LiittheNletter and chemical names of 'th4 four fat7solublitamins.

Describe four general characteristicifdr fat-soluble vitamins.

List the recommended daily allowance& for vitamins k and D..

Describe the general functions-and'sources of'the four fat-soluble
vitamins.

List three general,characteristictof water - soluble vitamins..

List the letter and.chemicalnames pf the seven water-tolublet
vitamins discussed. .

*-

State vitamin deficjencies that'are associated'with'the disorders
pf beri pellagra,.pernicious anemia and scurvy.

. , *

Describe three good sources of each Of the seven vitamiliViseussed..
el $ ,.

.v :'".....)
List two causes of vitamin defic!tency. .

,

. ,

...,

List three sources of body fluids and, approximate daily volumes of ...

each. %. .

D scribe four ways fluid lilost froT the body and appr'ox'imate

:

v umes excreted by each method.
JJJ .

3.43 .Describe the three body fluid compartmentS and the percentage of,A
bedy fluid in each one.

314 List six functions of fluid in thebody.

3.45 Discuss the general bodcbcfations of ,the seven mineral elements
listed.

/ c .

3.46 List three foOd sources of calcium, phosphorus, iron, sodium,
potassium and two sources of nutritional iodine and bite source of
fluorine.

.

347 Describe the recommended daily allowance of iron for the newborn,
-a adult male, and young adult female.

3.48 Describe,five.phys al or kchosociat factors, that might interfere/
with, good nutritio ! hospitalizedthe hospitalzed patient.

t.
743

44'
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3.49 Identify.the comMon foods olloQed on tije following diets: '-eer.-..c

1. liquid, full liquid, bland soft, mechanically soft, and regular.

3\50 Identify one condition of illress in which the following' therapeutic
(diets might be used:

t

Frequent small feedings
milk and vegetable oil
half and balf)

Clear liquids
Mechanically soft
Bland

$

,

of4kim Increased calories

(or Decreased calories
.fat restricted
Fat controlled

.

Sodium restricted
Increased fluids

'_Low residue Decreased fluids a

Increased fiber (residue) Elimination diet
,

1.51 List five waysIthe nurse assist in diet therapy.
.

3.52 List seven observations whiCh the. nurse should report of record
about the patient am his diet.

, .

. 3.53 Assist patients in maintaining a balanceeninutrition
.

fluid, .

electrolytes, elimination, and.appropriato activities for each
level of growth and deVelopment. . 1

t . .

3.54 Interview patients.regarding their eating habits: Identify what
they eat and drink and the times and amou ts eaten...

-. ,
: i

- , . ..

3.55 Identify,factors influencing nutritional dyferences, e.g.'eage,
socioeconomic and cultural background, minion, physical 'status

i
.

and activity;. .
)

1

3.56 Categorize and give a ration je for the selection of the current
nutritional status of a patient.

1
.

re

3.57 Analyze the components of a daily diet of a"patient and compare to
the suggested minimum (lath+ requireNents.

4
3.511 evaluate dietary substitutes.Considering the patients life style,

socioeconomic status, and cultural background.

3,0 Affective'

3.1 Apply nursing judgments and relAted intetventions in.preventing can -

plications arising ffom a disturbance in nutrition and/or growth
and development.-. '

3.2 EmPlOY the concepts of nutria
. . patient:teachi ng.-,

O

ion and 'growth and. development in .

-774
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) 4.0 State the,rationale for satisfyidg basic food needs, considering age,
levels of growth and development, aiid-VjeTo-taturaland-rellsious fattorv,

* .

4.1 List three reasons thata knowledge of nutrition is valuable to each '

individual. - 1
, .

: .
..

4.2 List three reasons that a knowledge of.nutritionis valuable'to the
% health worker. . . -

:.
CI. De fine protoplasm, and list the approximate percentages Of its

si major constituents. o

4.4' Describe the role of photosynthesis in the food chain.

4.5 Oiscribe the effect of emotions upon digeiticidt..

4:6 Describe.how social and religiout customs tnfluenc dietary patterns.

4.7 '? List the four.guidelines for good nutrition. .- .
a

i a
. e t

. 4.8 List the four general divisions of the life span and describe the
need for nutritional,idaptations.in these.

4. f' -.

4.9 List five factors, besidkage, that influence nutritional needs.

4.10 List three agencies in the UAted States thdtstandards'for
fpod requirements. .,

4.11 Describe the basic four food groups and the recoimended 'servings ),
. from each'group.

4

4.12 Identify factors:influencing nutritional differenc4es, e.g., a
.socioeconomic and culturel-background, religibn, physicalsta
and Vctivity. - 4

. 4 . " ' %. . ,
' 4f13. Evaluate dietary substitutes considering the patient's'Iffesplet

, socioeconomic status, andscultpral background.
- - ,

5.0' Describe the process of communication as applied to the developiental
levels. .

S.1 Identify theneeds of and implement the nursing process for patientt
based on the factors of sexjdevelopmental levels.;snutritional
needs, and sociocultural background. -

5 :2 Identify develppmentalIisks and how the developmental process.

affects nursinNprocedures. . 1.
. 4. . "

5.3 Assess, plan and ibplement a nursing plan. a6cording to the
'developmental level of the patient. V

is
. .

,,.
4
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5.0, Psychomotor: Demonstrate the application of effective communication and
interpersonal relationships appropriate to each level of development: .

6.0 Name, the con ion disabifitie-siid-ditbrders-of-thib-elderly-and desalt* _.

the re3at'ed nursing responsibilities.
A

6:1 - Define the terms: aged, gerontology, geriatrics, senile, senility.
-v.

senescence. .

6.2 Explain briefly the various aspects of the aging process referred
tO as: biological aging, social.aging,_cognitive aging, affective
aging.

,

6.3 Differentiate between the problems of the aged and ihe process of
aging.

tt jp.

9

6.4 List the four major categories of-problems that the elderly must
deal with.. .

6.5 List the basic human,needs of alt elderly people.

6.6 DiscpSs statistics, their causes and tmplicatiall, related to the
el daily, e.g., the percent of the American pppulation over 65 year's
apd the life expectancy today. '

6.7 Express, in small grams, attitude and feelings regarding the aged,,
`II and convalescent hdles.

.

Differentiate between catabolism and,anabolism
.

A

d

':::74/6.9 List the .changes that take place in the various body systems due

musculoskeletal endocrine
excretory integumentary :
respiratory nervous

. cardiovascular special senses
digestive

6.10 .Reflate nursing principles to a given aging process.
0

6.11 Determine from a given list of symptdms which are due to normal
aging and which might represent pathological changes.

6:12 ''Explain the aged-person's adaptation to stress.

. 6.13 Given a description of an agedpatienf experiencing/stress, list
fhive actions that a nurse can take to support him through
experience:

to the aging process:

-79-
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614 State the organizations, and their
- that are concerned with the.aging.

6.f6 State some problems and needs that 1 4 to. the formation.of these

functions,. -on a national leyel

\1616

) ,6.17

6.18

6.19

6.20

6.21

6.22

t

6123

6.24

6.25

6.26

4 !*

I

nationaljnanizations.

List the local agencies that are cone rned with meeting the
of elderly' citizens.

f

List ways a person can prepafe for retirement yearsphysically,
psychologically, economically.--

410

List the developmental tasks for this age group.

List the major factors that determine hoW well Windividual adjuiiso
to old age.

Identify the three basic psychosociallieeds of theeldeilly.
t

Describe how they differ from the younger person's, how these.heeds
are complicated by old age, and how they can be satisfactorily met.

Explain why there are at least 20% more women,than men in institu-
tions for the elderly.

Define "disengagement theory and list the stages.thvolved.

%

-

Outli-ne the five stages of dying and apply them to the.elderlr.

List the values and effects of intense interaction;
,. I

vr-
1

List the causes of suicide atte in the elderly.

6.27 Discuss the stereotyped ideas associated with sex and the older
. person.

6:2$ List some effecttveways of better co nitration with the elderly
and give the .rationale.

6.29-Outline a plan to promote involvement and socialization of the 1

elderly.

6.30 Describe how an aged persbn's life can be Made purposeful.

. . -
. .

-6.31 'List the advantages and disadvantages of becoming aged..

6.32 Compare the positive and negative aspects of having the elderly
4laced(in American nursing homes'.

-80 $rg
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6.33 State the physical
practices in the el

6,34 Describe Ihe,skin,
. elderly patient.

0

and psychosociatchanges
derly.

hair, nail and oral care

that atter the hygienic

necessary. ?or an

6.36 'List ways twassistheelderly in being well gimmed..

6.36 Outline the changes in,the rest- and sleep RbIAS of t)ie elderly. -

,
6.37 List some common-changes in the el-Urination pattern as the body

ages. - 15 #

4.
4

6.38 Discuss the liberal use of laxatives in.the elderly and the eifecii
these drugs might have on the body. '

. A
6.39 Explain the purpose and procedure of a bowel and 'bladder training

program. .

6.40 List the ,intrinsic `factors which cause. accidenti:

c .6.41 list the extrinsic factors which cause accideOts.

6.42 _List common household accidents.

6.43 What are the most common accidents within the hospital setttng?setting?

0
6.44 List additional safety precautions that are required because of

It0 -

age, physicarconditipn, or mental state of the individual. -

6.45 DiscUss the-use of sedatives as restraint measures:

6.46 List the specific nutritional requirements for the aged.' 4
6.47 Explain the reasons for malnutrition inithe.elderly person. 0

6.48 Discussthe factbrs.that must consider4dAn securing food f r
the elderly person and hOw the elderly can become involved in
their own selection of food.

6.49 Last community resources .that are available to help meet the -

nupitidnal needs of th,,F aged. .

6.50 'List at least three "special diets" that are frequentliforced upon
the elderly becaute of disease procesies.
df

.6.51 liit the pHysiological changes that alter the absorption and use
4f drugs in the'eldtrly and how this affects drug dosages.

A
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k

6.52 List some of the drugs commonly used by the geriatric patients and
classify them into broad groups that indicate the general types of
drugs most

,

commonly used.
. .

6.53 -List.some of the'specific proble!as encountered with the administra-
tion of drugsto the elderly*.

6.54 Discuss methods,which can assist the elderly in taking their
medication effectively and safely in the hospital and at home.

listsix observations that would supply batic,information to an
assessment team concerning-the quality of nursing care.found in

'I. an extended care facility.

6.56 In planning the nursing care of an aged person, identify three
activities that will promote normal physiologic functioning.

6.0 Psychomotor: Demonstrate adaptation of the nursing process to the care of
geriatric patients.

7.04 Discuss the nursing 4rocess-as applied to specific medical- surgical
nursing, problems.

.

t.

7.1 Define disease.'

7.2 L/st and describe the-causes'of disease ;*

7.3 List and explain the body's external.defenses against injury and
disease.

7.4 Describe the body's internal defen es against invasion by pathogens:
the inflammatory response and the an igen-antibody response.

,7.5 Review the healing process.

7,6 \List and demonstrate an understanding of the principlei that make,
possible the invasion of humanlbeings by pathogens.

7.7 Define the following:

cellulitis
peritonitis
pyemia
septicemia
fistula
carbuncle
-hemotam

abscess
sinus

furuncle,

toxemja
empyeme
pneumothorax
Dakin's Solution

necrosis toxoid
leulocytosis
phagocytosis
'exude

vaccine
toxin'
keloid

Beta6ine adhesion
active immunity ,gangrene
passive immOnity . contus *n

7.8 Review how the application of heat affects the inflammatory process.
r-
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.

7.9 Review the factor that determine the severity of an infection.

L7.10 Discuss the organ that most ftequently infect wounds.

7.11 Review the ways-in which an infection cap Spread through the body.

702 Discuss the rationale for the use of corticosteroids in the treat-
ment of an inflammation.

713 Explain the body's allergic response and discus's the drugs and
their actions that are used to control this response.

7.14 Discuss anaphylactic .shock,.,
it.

7.15 Describe the following tests and the nursing reponsibilities
involved in each test:.

urinalysis
CBC
SMA 12 ,

VDRL
chest x-ray
blood chemistries
Hgb. and Hct.

7.16 Give thenormal values of the following tests:

typing
tedimentati n rate
throat cu ure
stool specimen
gastric analysis
24 hbur urine

RBC hemoglobin
WBC
hematocrit

differential
urinalysis

7.17 Explain the purpose of a differential WBC.

7.18 Review 04 followthg procedures:

gastric analysis EKG
gEG spinal tap (LP)

7.19 Name two tategbries of drugs classified as antiinfectfves.
1

7.20. List at least ten anti- infec'tives and include their action, usual
A dose, method of adminiitrationffind special precautions.

7.2f."escribe physiological alteratiO'ns occurring in the system as a
result of general anesthesia e

- -*

0 7. 2 Identify safety factors, ba eriological, psychologicar and physical,
related to intra-operative, re of the patient.

7;23 Differentiate between an anesthetistand.an anesthesiologist.

kr. .
aM

O
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7,24. Describe fears and anxieties patients may have related to anesthesia.

7.25 Kmilahe stages of .general anesthesia.

.26 Define needs of the patient about to have surgery.

7.27 List the nursing responsibilities associated with the preoperative
care of the patient.

7.28 Complete a preoperative checklist from any, df *Le hospitals in
.--Fresno.

*J*

7.29 Identify safety factors related topreoperaiive care.*

7.30 Identify clues the patient gives that indidate his fears of having
surgery performed.

7.31' Discuss pertinent information that should appear in the nurse's
notes of a patient going to surgery.

7.32 Describe a fear that the fbllowing itidi9iduals may have:

a 40 yeareOld
75 year old

year old
d year old

a year old
a 14 Year old
cancer.

e.

f.

truck driver scheduled for back surgery
male scheduled for leg amputation
female scheduled for a hysterectomy '

scheduled for a Caesarian section
female scheduled for a mastectomy
male scheduled for leg amputation because of

7)33 _Describe laboratory tests required prior to the performance of
surgery.

34 Identify'laboratory findings and/or observations that rid to be
reported to the.physician and which might cause cancellation of

* the surgery.

7.35 List the desired effect'and the possible undesirable actions that
might occur from the preoperative drugs. (Check the,physician?s
order sheet in theclinical lab to learn the namesof.the drugs
commonly administered prior to surgery.)

7.36 a beginning understanding of atropine is contra-
i ated.in patients with glaucoma.

7.37 ,Explain why the nurse cannot draW up Demerol and tonal in-the
same syringe,

7.38 Describe legal implications of nursing responsibilities-associated
with the patient scheduled for surgery.

-.84-
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7.39 Lis postoperative complications and nursing measures aimed ji
.? preventing them.

.600 Describe three expected behaviors of-patiehts in:the twoto three
hour period followings surgery with general anesthesia or spinal- .:Nr
anesthesia.

7.41 Explain the purpose pf applying elastiC'bandages or.stockings to a
patient's legs following surgery. .

7.42 Explain why the post-surgery patient is not positioned with the
knee-gatch portion of the bed raised, or with pillows under the
knees.

,
*.

7.43 List observations that wpuld make you suspect a patient was bleeding
or going into shock.

1..44 Identify nursing measures used to:,

control pain prevent complications
control nausea circulatpry
promote rest and sleep respirabry
avoid constipation urinary

4 gastro-intestinal
wound
psychological

.

7.45 Identify two drugs used for elph of the compica4ions listed in the ....

above objective (7.44). Give the usual dos j, action, method of
. administration and special precautions, if any.

7.46 Identify and verbalize provision of care using the Ors ng process.
4. . T7

7.47 Verbalize or give wwitten data demonstratinga beginning ability,to

.48

,.

collect'information for a nursing assessment. t.
** . .

7 Complete the steps of the nursing ))roceis by: .
. , ..

----; 'n

a. Planning: set goals and establish priorities; select alterna-
. tives and prescribe nursing activities.
b. Implementing: prolide personalized implementation and coordinate

actions.wi h other team members:
c. Evaluating. observe patient's verbal and nonverbal responses.
d. Modifyin : -enter p ocess at appropriate phase.

:

7.49 Verbalize how a patient's body defense syste7,axe'funttioning.

7.50 When caring for a patient with'an infection, identify the organism
causing the infection, factor; determining the severity of the
infection, symptoms and lab results identifying the infection; and

.

the treatment the patient is receiving.
J.
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. A

Introduction to Medical - Surgical Nursing,ReqUired Mastery "(Cont.),,
..State reasons for altered values each of the 'following;lab tests()
on a gilVen riatient: hetatocrlt, hemoglobin, dIfferentia,l,

. urinalysis.

7.52 In caring for: a patientwho is plum ngtto have surgery, identify
.tthe speall .needs of that patient and provide the appropriate
teaching and preoperative care. ;:'k

.. ., .

,, 9
7.53 Complete a preoperative check list from either St. Agnes Medical

, 'Center or Fresno Communi-ty NosPital
1

4 I .,,

7.54 Identify safety`fictors related to * preoperative carethe
. student is giying to the-patient.

.

...,,
7.0 Psychomotor: Assist with preoperative and postoperative patient care:

r .: , t
7.1 Demonstrate explainiog to a patient how to'move a bed, ambulate,

deep breathe and cough after surgery. i,

Administer preoperative medications according to all of the
principles of,safety learned in Nursing 1, and verbalize the

,' specific action of eaclimedicatiori:
-. .
Perform, with minimal guidance, preoperative arfivities which are : -, '
the responsibility of the nurse.

-.

7.2

7.3

le

r1

7.4 Perform nursing Measures. used to: .
r.

"control nausea-
b. control pain . i
c.. ;promote rest and steep *

i .
, d, ',avoidavold co,nstipation . .... ('

e

, * prevent complicatiorrs: circulatory,respiratory, urinary,
e ,.. gastrointestinal 'wound, psychologicaj i,.

. .

7,5 Temonstratedranging surgical dressings following the.principles of
surgical, asdpsis .

,

.

'

1

.
B

0
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RESEARCH AND DESIGN PROJECT
REGISTERED NURSING

. ,Nursing 5 and 6: Maternity Nursing,

Elements bf Required Mastery (Cognitive /Affective/Psychomotor)

1.0 Cognitive: Identify factors,in the sexual roles"that affect family
plann9, fertility, conception and fetal and maternal ,risk:

1.1 Oriintation to maternity lursIng.

a. The changing role of the maternity.nurse.
b. The nursing process applied to maternity nursing.

1.2 'Families and maternity nursing.

a. Contemporary family styles.
b. Individual differences andaternity care.

S.

1.3 Childbearing and child rearing.

ore

.

a. Factors in family planning. : :
,-

b. Infertility
c. Abortion.. ..

.
..),

d. Genetic counseling. ,:.'

e. psychosocial and cultural factors in family planning.
f. Control of conceptpn. .

.

. . . .

.&
v

'1.4 "Obstetrics" and " maternity care."
:

..;

1.5 Explain how the cone
4

pt of "wellness" relates tp professional
maternity nursing.. 4 .L .

.1- . . .

1,6 explain the significance of the expandingsfamily-in our society as
1 . it relates .to maternity'nursing.f

.
-!

1.7 Explain the importance of vital- statistfcs'a nd the'bi rth certificate.

.--- ,

1.8 Explain maternal mortality and list.the factors responsible'for'its
N.

reduction. -

.. . . ,

.

1.9 Paraphrase the definition for infant mortality and some factors

J. .. .

that cause it. , / /

.

10.10 Explain the,present professional roIe.of the "nurse - midwife" and
' explain hoW this role has developed. * -

.=

s

1.11 Examine the current attitude.toward sex education..

1.-12 ,List health protileminfor which $fteducation can be considergd
a.primary preventive tool, when_ylewed in the broadoperspective.

6, 2.

1.13 Outline ways that the.home,.school, church, and childbearing
communityorOantzations can contribute to promoting a healthy
attitude toward sexuality.

,

-87- n
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Required,Mastery (Continued)

4,

4

1:14 Describe severalcorlemporary and social changes which are listed
as urgent reasons to limit population growth.

.

, - 1.15 Describe religious and poliAisWisiues that affect family planning"
and implerfientation of services that4<ip individuals Who wish t(1) -

limit family size.

1.16 ,Describe the services offered by family planning.groups other than
contraceptive information._

e, 1.17 Describe the prevailing attitudes in-your community regarding
family planning services. 'Howdo these attitudes Iffect the pro-
vision of services?

. . . .

1.18 Contrast and compare the contraceptive methodsrsently available.
I

-

1.19 Discuss the rolegf the nurse in conception control.
. .

1.20 Describe.the benefits of conception control.

. *

1.21 Discuss factors that influence the method of conception control'
. .

selected by an.individual or recommended by her physician. _

l
4. . t

1.22 ,Review the various types of abontion \Does the term mean the same
,..

to the lay person as diet does to the professional?
.

l Descri at least three ways

.

a patient who either wihas inforiation
about or nts an actual abortion'could relive help in Fresno.

1.24 'Desribe the role of the nurse in caring for amoman,having an
abortion.

r .

1.25 Explain the citrrent trend regaOng,latts in th4 U.S. as related to ..

electIve,abortions: to Calffornia?.
1

.. 1.26 Dtseribe the religibus and moral implicatio n's of electiv% tbortion,'%-
and how they can affect the care a patient receives.

.

.

1.27 Describe the various types-9f elective abortions and what each .1
gp,

e e
! entails. r.

4 1.

l.28 Describe the prevalence'of unwed parents in different age groups ;' ,

.
. , .

r
4,

S

V

i e , 15-19,
. s

20-24, etc. ,
6

.>. 4 A
1.29 Describe the OrevaloWg attitude toward unmarried parent by the

. health professionals and by the qay'pdblic. '

o -

.... 1 .30 Describe how the nurse's attitudeiabooOprem'arital seiafity and ."
the occurrence Of pregrta9cy iout of wealock..may-be related to the

. quality of care and- 96 assistance offered' to unwed parents.
. .

o . 10".

i

..
, *.

- . -It

. ,

-846 . .
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Required Mastery(Continued) g

, .

- . 1

. .

. .

1.31' Describe the charicteristid reactfon4to the factof apreMarital .

pregnancy when 'it 'becomes known.

1.32 Describe the issues invaved fp the -choices -an unwed mother has as .

. .
to whether or not, to keep the expected baby, marry,'etc.- .4

4 1 i.1-.33 Summarize available findings about the ga esponsibilities and .
. .

.problems of unwed fatherhood.
.

.
. f ,.t

1.34 Describe the preventive and remedial sir-Vices available iniFresno
k.,...

' for the unwed Parent. t 0

v. .

. , 3.35 Desorlbethe nu sehs role in Baring for the *wed mother as compared
to ttiat of the rried pregnant woman.

,., . .1. .- .

1.36 Differentiate tween infertility and sterility. '

. ,
.

.1 .370 Sate everal 'Predisposing factori'to sterility.and infertility. ..

1.38 Identifjimeasures used in Identifyi44 'male or female.steriiity or
- infertility..

. ..

.

. I )
.

. .

1.39 Describe the role of.the nurse 'in working with couples with-

.. impaired firiility. : . I

4000-
.

..

,

1.40 Destibe the alternatives avaltabte;fo the couple_with ,impaired
,

fert lity who 'desire-children.

VI

/ l
% 4 ,

'1.41 DescribemeasUres'which poUld.reauce infertility.. 4.. . . .
V V

..,. . .

v`w -

:442 Describemethodsof atof may improve fertility
.,'-

.1.43 Discuss Ifhe purpose-of genetic couhseling.

isr. . 4

1.44 Identify the most.dommon types of genetic' disorders. ,
.." c

1.45 Identify-pan agency to which the nurse can refer a patient with:a
a ,

susekcted genetic prOlim,. -

r 4. *

.

,2.0 Describe theoroli of thelnurge.in counseling and referral 4th families .'

planning for childrehind.in dealingti.with the pregriant woman.
1 .

, i

)1. ? 't .1

2.1 Mothodsof teaching and counseling. & ;
.

J
.

4.

-

0

6"

111.

. 'I

.
.t 2.3 Pr Oration for childbirth; emoltional cortiderationk for the A.

1
.% p egnant family.

.
1 .

.1
. , ,

. l
.

.
1

I .
I

. 2.2 Vivities during pregnancy;'hiigh risk pregnahcy.
4rt

t. .
. ..

:. . . . I .. 1

.

0 ...
,

. ,

MM.

I
-

4.

.
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4. .' 'Required Mastery_ (Continued)

a

.3:0i .D1Scits the phenomena at normal family-centered labor and dilly
. .

labor
Labor and delivery.

---

_ a. The stages of. abor'.
.1).. High risk lki nd delivery.

. ' c. Emergency an e delivery. $
. .

.- .

3.2 %State the pqrpos nd average length of time for each stage of
- ; . .labor an&the mu §roUps involved.

,' ..., .

3.3 tc:rstand the physiological changes caUsing discomfort durinq 'labor
t . .

physi

land what factors modify the degree of)dIscomfort experieTd%

4

0 , ,
. ,.. 0.

.

.

.

.

3.4 0-Discuss the use of hypnosis
4.

and "natural childbirth" methods of
tabor management.

.

.
.

. .

3:5 ,List, the-actions of the narcotics, tranquilizers, and barbiturates
comdonly used for analgesia during labor. r ,

0

3.6 Explain the.technique.used, the advantages disadvantages both to
-the mother and fetus of the following: .

't Regional anesthesia and analgesia
local infiltration
pudental.block
paracervical block
caudal anesthefia
spinal anethesi4-

-.General Anesthesia
nitrous oxid4

Trilene
cyclopropane

. 3.7 ',Explain.the meaning of "lightening" as it refers to altervtions

a.

1

.

t

3.8

3.9b

3.10

:3.11

4 r'".

'

Li&three theories' that relate tlitheini6ation of the labor
process.

. .

. .
1410 o

Expldin uterine confraAlons in terms of the function they perfdrni
.

.
andAtheir relationshici.to each other.

i.- 1
1

r V..

3.12 Paraphrase the definiton of each of thethree stages of labor,

occurring late'in pregnancy.' v.

4.41,1,it and compare the symptoms of Ptue° and "false" pregnancy.

txplain tte significance and physiologic cause of"show" andthe
rupturing of the membrdnes.

$1`)

descriiiipg whit is iccoipTished in each stage and explatm the force
that.are\i,na .

-lved. . .- 3..
. .

.

...
. , -

-- .

3.13 Explain add describe what is hamning to, the fetus during descent.
. , ..

and engagemegt.

.y 4

- ,

_

-90-
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-'Required Mastery (Continued)

. '.,...
: 3.14 Explain and describe the mechanisms of tabor as they-refer _to -: --

t . flexion, internal. rotation, extension. and external_rotation:' .
. ..-- ... - . .

' '3.15 Paraphrase the definitionof "station" and indicate the progress of
A

the fetus in relation to this .deffnition.

3.16 List four signs of placental separation,
- - "-

3.17 Explain the di.fference between Shultze's mechanism and litIncan's
4.-

- mecbanistr..
-ik 1 , .

'1
. , ..

.. -,.

571% Explain the importance of a positive nursepatient ratibnship .:'
. during labor and delivery'and specific measures the nurse can .

utilize to build this relationship.
.

. 3.19 Discuss the nursing techniques used with the moth& in labor.
./

a _.

3.20 Explain tht.inforniationiained from and. the procedure for the
rectal and aginal examination durilalbor:

f -.. -

3.21 Explain thes ptoms, aoth'behavioral and physical:: of the three _.. ..
stages- of the abor pr e .responsibilitiesocest and "the `nurse durirfg . .'

4. . 1.WI stage. , `-. .i . 1.
. . . ..-:

3.'22 Define mechanical dystoalaaml "give thi three forces "Irivolved.ln
labor. . *:, '. '

3.234 List the' main causes and tapesv of .uter_ine:',distiinion '(inertia -) -end
. t complications that may result. -; : .-,.: . .

3.24 Describe the treatment MO each type of uterine dystunctioa and
dilcuss the nursing retponsibil ides. .4 ,.,

it . '
3.4 Lfst.the abnormal, fe 1 'positions, possible dangers involvidend'.,

.how each may be reme led. .
I
'. -

.

A

, . ,
4

% .
. 3.26 Give evidence of understanding CPD (cephalopelvic disp'roportiol), _

4.

.its causes and"consequences: .
\.i.,

... 1 .. . -. .. .
4

3.27 Discuss peltpartal hemorrhage,scauses, treatment "and n ling '- ...

.
. . respcpsibilitres. i.

. , .

..
I

t
.

e A

..

?

e l x. .

3.28 :efine uterine rupture,I listing. contributing-causes. en treatmehtt.. ..

.

%O. -

-

.
3.29 Define- arwiRtic fluid embolism listing causes, symptom ,

.
'3.30- Give evidence of understanding the symptomt, of prb3-asee

;umbilical cord, the dangers involved ant the treatment
e.

1

,
. 3.31 Explain.the causes of inversion of the uterus.

.

,
t

te
44. Nes

._ _. -914r 0;

9t 1 . . 815
I

and treatment.

of the
hat 'is. indicated. ".
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. Required Mastery (Continued) .. - A-... :
sr , ,

. , . .. 7'
3.32 Discuss: the developmental 'changes in multiple "pregnan les,

differentiating between identical .and fraternal twin., / -

3.33 Explalh why the patjent with a multiple pregnanc y' is 4 ?greater
risk /luring .labor .and delivery.

4 ,.' 3.34 List and discuss the four main types of obstetric forceps:

v.

.

.3.

.

3.35 Olicuss`beth
1
maternal and fetakinditatiOns for, the use crt forceps:.

'
3.36 Define Tow,. mitt, and high.firrdeps. N . 1v :. . , <

3.37
.

'Define version and discuss the three main types.
,,fir' . , . - .

. . , . .1 . < .
a

c 338 Give evidence of understanding the indications for a Caeserian

.i- ,te,+
. 4 "type mist usually done, and the"nursing.care involved.

. , , ,
e

. ... .
3.39 Discus -ndioitions for induction of labor, techniques.usedend .

,
.,,_ the-nurs'ing responsibilities involved.

-7.-
.
. 3.40.. pwribe the preparaticins necessary for'a home delivery. , .

. .
, I.4l -Deseribe"the nurse's responsibilities in the e4ent of a tglivery ,

. . ,. , '. during a disastei. .. I e,

e e. .I 4 . 0.
3:42 Explain the nursing priorities of bogh the mother and the infant

. . ' and the rationales for each.* , ArP

.. : , a .
Y.0.0 PsYchomo r: 'Demonstrate' at least five specific actions a'nurse Can itake

to -tits a
reatmointh

e r..durtisng l)abc. r to M. AW e fe ar,. pa in., discomfoet..
.

,.
ir

.G

$
.,--

. . CO. Outline the nursing responsibil i;in antepartum care°, &or and ,..*
- .1 .

,e4iVery, postpartum "care and care ofk th.e'newborn. .
. . .,

,) . .
3 Deftribe hot.; the nurse assists both the physician and the patient ,

buringthe obstetric examination. 4 z

. .....
. . -

, 4.2 Psychological and socioeconagie Nimplications'of childbearing : . f ..
complications; postpartum care of the high risk Mother., .

. . . :, . ' . .

.1 4.3 Given a list of: ten .signs and tymptomsi of pregancy, differentiate
. between probable and positive igns anak symptoms. 'State in.which

-. trimester these may occur. , .,e .

. ?
4.4 Givena 'fist of, ten mincir discomforts. of Rregnancy, describe the

. *
cause and one specifi, nursing measure for each. : . a

%' ,4.5 64Calculace thee.xpected date of delivery according to tiagle's rule4, .

. 0-----t . 1;6 41
, ..

.0 .. .-1,4" ..
i ,.

4.d. 4 11 -92- °
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RegOired,Pastery (Continued)

4

4

.

47

.0

.

-4.6 State the purpose of laboratory fests coMmonly done during the
antepiptum period. .

. - .

4.7 IdWtfy_emotionat changes and stress factors present during a
normal pregnancy: .

. .
... . .

.

, i .,-
,

4.8 Describe thkrislionsibilities of the nurse during antepartal care
.

--fegarding: .

. .

a danger signals of pre ancY -

b: :signs of'apprbachtng-1 boi. .-

c. when to go to the hosp tal and what to take
- d. ..selectton.of.clothing f expectant mothers

. .
e..selectioniof layette and nursery equipment,

.

f. inclusionof family members
.

. .

f

4.9 .Describe signs and symptoins,of)ks-eclampsia and give reasons for
each. -

,

4:10 Define acute toxemia and differentiate between pre=eclampsia and
eclampsia:

.4.11 tiviti_a,patiedt with, toxemia (rial or hypothetical) and a list of
sursing actions, select those that would prevent aggravation ofthe
slyptomsand include the rationale' for each

. .,

4.12. Name and describe common lab `tests on normal newborns-.to detect

-possible-complications.. : 1:1

Rh factor/Coombs
Bilirubin
p.q.u.

PKU (Ohenoiketopuria)

A8Vincompatibillty.
-.Ng.

4.13 GiXen a patient in laborwith any one ofthe following symptoms
orttalditions, describe the major tmiediate'danger and state at
least one nursing actionand related rationale, A

prolapsed cord
transverse lie

%; precipitate labor :
tetianic contractions'

Sandi's ring
I - OP <

J.

4.14 Describe three signs ofpostpartuin hemorrhage and .list three
observations and/or preventive nursing actions.

4.15 Compare -signs and symptoms of abruptio placenta4and placentevevia,

4.16 Communicate with a new mother about her baby.

'4:17 Identify and/or describe Wit is meantby presentation; position
-add LeopolOs--maneuvers.

.
A

4.

C

(
. t

1

.' 7

4
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Rellired Mastery (tontinue0

1 4,

4.18. Identify and/or describe the mechanism of labOr...

4.19 Identify the,a6tomical and physiological changes that take place
following childbirth and.the related postpartum discomforts and

. the nursingprocldpres to relieve them.
,

If.,20 Identify ,complications in thepuerperal mother.

4.21* Identify and/or describe two ways in which labor may be induced.)

4:22 Childrearing4and the nursing process:

a. The physiological basis ofineonatal 'nursing.
b. Physical examination of the newborn. ,

c. Care,of high risk infants and their families..
d. Intrauterine grOwth deviations.

4.23 Discuss hydatifoAl ;tole, symptoms and treatment.

4.24 Give evidence of understanding how the following diseases may
complicate or be complicated by pregnancy: .

anemias infectious diseases
cardiac problem diabetes mellitus
urinary tract infection

. ,

. '..

4.25 Discuss fetl problems that could arise from_the problems listed
' in Allem 4.24.

ri
4.26 Discuss fetal problems in situations where pre-eclampsia or

eclampt!is is present. Or .diabetes mellitus.
. .

. 4.27' DiscUss the technique of and uses for the following methods of
. --fetal diagnosis;

4 , maternal blood studies fetal,phonocardiography .

fetal g4kG) ultrasonography
doppler probe - .

. %. 4
.- . 4

. ., . T

4.kl_ Ust and4dricuss the ty es of x-ray studies that can be done to
- aid in fetal diagnosis.

.

_.
.

4:29 Explain how an amniocentesis is done and the Usual evaluations that
bare made. .

.
,

4:30 Discuss 'the value of 'fetal blood studie. .
',

.

4 , . 1

4.31 Discuss the four main endocrine studies that are helpful in fetal
diagnosis. .

.
.

*

.

t'

f
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equired Mastery (Cont3nued)
.

, v I . ,I

.... .

.
:.

4.32 Counsel a'pregnant women about general hygiene needs during /
pregnancy.

.

/

. .
.

4.33 Identify the, suspected cause of the following "minor discomforts"!
of Pregnancy and discuss .ways of alleviating the disibmfocis: / o.

r
, Y.

frequent urination . varicbse veins . * .

_
.

constipation _ _flatulence
.

nausea , hemorrhoids'

backache ( -I cramps
dysppea 4aw
heartburn414 Oaginal discharge [

k
1

4.34" List drugs used during,an uncomp sated pregnancy, pair-purposc"

.4.sand action.

4.35 Ex lafh the difference between the Nfunic souffle" and the "uterine
so ffle.1!

4.4
v.

4.36 Describe the tests, examinations, etc. the obstetrician will do ip
providing prenatal care.

# .

4.37 Describe the muscular sIructure of the uterus.and review the chgnges
thatthaoccur during pregnbcy. Use the terms Thyperplasian and
"hypertrophy."

V
.

. .!

4.38. Explain the phonemenon of "lightening." .

,

4.39. Descrihethe physiological cAanges'khown as uChadwick:1:Aign.
- .

4.40 Describe '`'stride gravidarum" and explain the causal factors.

4.41 Explain the significance and cause,oftweight gem during,pregnancy.
Indicate during- which of the trimester,? of pregnancy the weight
gain should occur.

\

4.42 "Discuss-the function of the Olmenta as ah enddcripe organ and list
the horpones it produces. 6 .

.,

4.41 List the hormones produced by the pituitary gland that have
significance specifically' during pregnancy. Indicate their actions. r

,
.

4.44 List the presumptive, probaband positive signs'of pregnancy.

.

)

4.45 Explain the methods:of doing pregnancy_ tests and describe the
va s of c tests.advantages the immunologits.

, - --- - . .

4.46 Exiolaip the technique And uses of the following methods of fetal
. diagnosis: maternal bfooil.studies, fetal ECG, fetal phone-

ao'cardigrphy, dfercip
J

r e. . .

, 4.

.

O

92,
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Required Mastery (Continued)

. 4.47 List and explain ,the

in fetal diagnosis.

I

4.48 Explain-Iv-an amni
that are fade.'

types of'xty studies that can be done to aid'
el

entesis is done and list the usual evaluations '

*

4.49 Explain the value of fetal blood studies.

4.50 Explain the four main endocrine studies that are helpfdl. in fetal
diagnosis.

k

4.51 Explain acute fetal distress, its, symptoms and its relationship .

to the various underlying patholo2ical cpnditions.

4.52 Explain how to dionose and care' for the mother and fetuswith
g hemolytic disease.

ap

41 ^%

4.53 Explain the maternal and fetal prbblems of the patient who Ribs sy

'diabetes mellitus...

4.54 Explain post-maturity, its diagnosis and treatment.

4.55 Explain the fetal problqms which occur in situations where the,
mother has pre-eclampsial, eclampsia, chronic hypeetepion and
infections that effect the fetus:

Explain immediate post partal care, both-physical and psychological,
given to the new mother.

. 4.56.

. /
L E4.;. Explain the immediate care of the infant in the delivery roof

including suctioning,; care ,of thelcord, care of the eyes,
hypoprothrombenemia prophylaxis and identification.

.

4:58 Explain the Ap rating system.

4.59' Pir4hase the definition Of the three classifications of perineal
lacerations. .,

4.60 Paraphrase the definition of""episiotOmy".-ea list the advantages

4 of this procedure. ..,

.
,. ,

4:61 Explain "teaching" and "learning" as they apply -tc
-for the expentant mothlr and -then

ealth teaching

4,62 Explain the purposes, theoriesotand'instructional content of the
various programs of education for childbirth.

.
.

4.63 Discuss the components of discharge teaching by the nurse.

e

* "
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Research and' Design ProjeCt, Registered Nursing.
s.' :, Required Mastery (Continued)

. -

.
.... 1'. . .

I1.64 Define puerperal infection and discuss causative factors and
' preventive measures.

,

4.6i Listanddiscuss the two main types'of puerperal infection.
.

.

4.66- Consider the followiconditions: lesions of the perineum,
vulva and vagina;,endometritis; pelvic cellulitis or parame ritis.

.4

.. ;.3 .......,

4.67 Consider thrombophletitis and its causes, treatment and nursing IP

care. Define femoral.thrombophletitis and discuss care of the
patient. . ,'

4.68 Define peritonitis and discuss appropriate signs and symptoms,
treatment and nursing-care:"----

4.69 Read the astigned pages and study carefully the sifins, syMptoms,

. .
___

f w4,%A.1

treatment and nursing carefor the following compNatiOns:

.A

plmonary.embolism c vulvular hematomat
subinvolution of the uterus disorders of.the breast

.., hemorrhage bladder complications ,

.., .
.

4.70 Delineate the nurse's role in the monitoring of patients for .the
previously listed complications. Take into' consideration danger
signs and symptoms which the nurse should be aware of/Sa alert for

. during the care of the patient. ' .

...

4.71 Review in your resource texts the signs, symptoms and treatight for
shock=-hypovolemic and. septic shock. The signs for these cTosely
resemble the signs and symptoms of hemorrhage. and puerperal
infection.

4:72 Be.ready to plan a routine of care for the patient in the following:

a. breast care
b. lactation 4. . ,

.

t. 'perineal care--both by the nurse, and self-care'by the patient
d. perinea] discomfort--the use of sitz bath and the heat lamp

. t

4.73 .Know4the clinical aspects and:be aware of the importance of:
.

.

a. early ambulation 0,
;

b. temperature changes during postpartum

..P

c; anges in the pulse during postpartum
d. e significancesof after-pains .

e.' characteristics of digestioAnd-the normal 'loss of weight.
f. the factors related to increased kidney outpUt .

. .

g. the importance.of "night sweats" to the postpartum patient

.., h. the approximate time Menstruatiyn will begi
/1

. . t .

*A.

) -97-
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Research and Design Projects RegisteredNursing
Required Mastery (Continued)

o

4.74 When will you -tell the mother to report for her postpartum and
follow -up examinatiohs,amd why? .

4.76 Discuss, the significance of the term, "high-level wellnesr to
the care of the sew mother and her family.

1`5

4.75 Be ready to discuss the components of optimal maternal care far thf
new mother.

,4.77 Discuss factors important.to the normal puerperal course such as
sleep, food-and psychological adjustment.

4.78 Differentiate between the taking-in phase and the taking-hold
phase andive an example of each.

, 4.79. What are postpartal blues?

4.80 Discuss the process.of involution.

4:8l' Describe the progress of involution of the uterus and give an
average number.of days into which the Okgreisive stages would fit.

' 4.82. Be ready to discuss the changes in the cervix duffing the immediate
_postpartum period.

4.83 Define the term "lochia" and describe the three kinds foundin
postpartum-- rubra,serosa, alba. Indicate the length of time each
typelof lochia would be expected to last. .

4.84 Be,a4are of the specific characteristics 9f the lochia which should
be reported to the physitian. Characteristics such color,

type, amount of flow.

4.85 Characterize the changes (involutional) which occur in the pelvis"
and the structures inithe abdomna3 wall during postpartum.

. 1

.14416 Discuss the changes which occur in the.breasts, poUparium,.for
both the lactating and*nonlattating mother.

4
fir

, 4.87 Describe the following structures, organs 'and gland's in their
normal-nonpregnant, antepartal and'postpartal states: uterus,
vagina, fallopian tubes, ()pries, abdominal wall, breasts, urinary
system, circulatory system,, digestive system, respiratory system
and skip. ,

4.8t! Expl'ain the relationshfp between the four bones of thtfemale
pelvis and their importance fnobstetrics.

4.89 E lain the reasons for pelvic variations.

*e .

O
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Required Mastery (Continued) 4

.4,90- Explain the importance'Of the relationship hetween,the pelvic°
measurements "C.V:" and "C.D.6".ind state the normal difference in 'cm.

lf

1

4

4.91 Paraphrase the definition for menarche, ovulation, menstruation,
graafian follicll and corpus luteum.

4;92 Explain the menstrualcycle and the role the various hormones
-play in controlling the cycle, .

.443
Explain the lignificance of the basal body temperature an4 theuse
of the temperature graph.

4.94 'Explain the process, of ovum and sperm maturation and..fertilization.

4.95 Recall Naegle's rule and calculate the EDC given the date of the. ,

first day,of the lasOnenstrual p5riod'. s

4.96 EA3laid thafiportanceof x and y chromosoies.

4.97 Describe the.changing process of noJrishment of the implanted
ovum and Aevelbping fetus.

.

4.98 List by lunar inonths the important developmental changes of the
fetus.

4.99 Explainthe impOrtance of the feta l'head, describing sutures,
fontanels and mOlding , .

4.106 Explain the unique aspects of fetal.cirtolatip and the changes
that. take place at birth.

j. .

.4.101 List the three different pri6entailons.of tneetus and explain
the variations of each one.

111/102 Describe the positions of the pre enting Part of th fetus in
relations to the mother's pelvis.

4403 Recall which is the most preferred po 'tion. .
4.104'List the four ways Dili which a diagnosis o f,tal po tion is made.

:10 e, '0

4.105 Explain tile relationship between the location ft feta) heart soDrigs
And the fetal position; given the locatioebf the fet 1 heart tones,
identi6the most likely position of the fetus.. .

4.0 Psychomotor
o

'

4.1 Demonstrate pertinent and accurate charting

4.2 Delineate the 'relationship of the height of
progress, of i nvol oti on.

*
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Required Mastery (Continued)

..
.

5.0 Identify cparnunity resources available 4 families during the child-
.

t - ,bearing cycle in order to provide continuity of care:

5.1 Postpartum needs of the family.

5.2 Significant othirs in childrearing.
\

1.0 Identify the psychosocial needs ofthe mother, neonate and family during .

the childbearing cycle, and psychbsocial chinges during pregnancy and .,
antepartum management.

7.0 Use knowledge of pharmacology toafely administer medications to the
maternal and neonatal patent.

7:1 'Differentiate betWeen the purposes of anesthesia and analgesia
for the first two stages of labor. . 1 (4,

7.2 Identify-at least eight drugs food on the blue work sheet and
describe when they are used and how they act. .

7.3 Discuss routinedrugs in thepuerperium.

7.0 Psychomotor: Administer safely medications to the maternal and neonatal
patient.

8.0 Identify pathological interruptions during the childbearing cycle.

.State two of.the most common causesof uterine bleeding during the
first. half of pregnancy and two causes in the seeond half.

8.4 Define pre-eclampsie, list signs and symptoms anddiscuss the
treatment and nursing care for the-patient with pre-eclampsia.

8.2 Given patients with any of the following disease conditions,
descVbe at least one effect each would have on the course of
pfegnancy and he possible fetal condition at birth and identify at
least one implied nursing ection during.the'antepartum, labor,

- delivery, and postpartum periods. .

,

diabetes . *rubella
hypertension peripheral vascular disease
asthma mental illness
rheumatic heart disease , .

. 8.3 Define toxemia, discus theories regarding Its;duses and preven-
tion, and give evidence of understanding the classification of
texemias.

.

8.5 Define eclampsia: lit; signs and symptoms and disust the prognosii,
principles of treatment and nursing care for the patient with
eclampsia.

4
*

es
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Required.Mastery (Continued)

1

therapeutic
criminal .

elective

Define the following types of abortion:

spontaneous incomplete
induced complete.
threatened. missed
inevitable habitual

8.7 Discuss causes;-treatment and nursing responsibilities
with abortions.

associated

8.8 Consider implications for both mother and
symOtomology and. treatment of the followin

fetus and discuss

9:

Chronic hypertensIve . Placenta previa
vascular disease Abruptio placenta-
Incompetent cervical os Hyperemesis graviderum
Ectopic pregnancy

9.0 Apply knowledge of dutnition atd diet therapy tothe needs of the maternal
and neonatal patient.

9.1 Nutrition during'pregnancy and the pOstpart0
\

period,

.9.2 Be ready to
feeding and

9.3 Be ready t
milk, engor
the infant,
expression

9.4

.§:5

Explain the
rerate to th
and vegetabl

Discuss the
suggestions
problem with

9.0 Psychomotor

9.1 Demonstrati
her baby.

- 9;Z Demonstrate

discuss the advantages and d4sadYantages offii4ast
bottle feeding: ,

\ .

discussthe mechanics of breast feeding--secretion of
ement, initiation, - alternate'massage, orientafion of
care of the nipples, length of nursing time, and ,

milk.

Oecific dietary needsiof the pregnant woman as they
four.food groups: dairy foods, meat group, fruits

sand breads and cereals. I

portance of weight control and list specific
e nurse would give a pregnant woman who has a
xceitive weight Oin.

I

aching and assisthng a new mother how to breast feed

f'

aching a new mother how to feed her baby formula.

t
71011

4
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Research and Design Project, Registered Wiriing:
Required Mastery (Continued)

f

- 10:0 Know nursing procedures and the safety 'precautions in their use to

". effectively care for the maternal and neonatal patients.,
6

10.1 Discuss the immediate care of the postpartum patient such as :.
a

a. vitalyi.gns and suitable 'times .to do so

b. .cnefping the f'undus and.suitaOle times to do so
,

c: Checking' the lochia and suable times to, do so!
1 .

.
- d. inversion of the uterus aone.preventive measure;

,

, . f
dr

e. avoidance of overmassage of.theiuterus and rationale'
.,.,

10.2 Be 'ready to practice the aspects of phyiicqare such as:
, , . .

.

al temper:ature,pulst, and respiration; and provide tht rationale
b. nutrition, and be ready-to teach the gmther important aspects
c. rest and sleep, and the rationale for,providing it

- d. early ambulation, bathing, urinary elimination
e.. urinary catheterization (R6,YIEW THE ;PROCEDURE) 1k

t
. - f. intestional elimination.

A00

4

..%
.

r

1

I0.64: Psychomotor: Employ nursing 'procedures safely .and effectively in caring
.

..
.4

for maternal and neonatal patients. . ..
,.

*-

10.1 Demonstrate (or role p1ay ) admitting a patient %o.labor aid include
,

the following:

a. establishing rapport
b. making observations
c. orienting the mother-to-be

10.2 Demonstrate the technique.of a )31erineal,

10:3 Amonstrato timing and recording,uterine
duration, intensity, and frequency.

4 ,
prep on a patient in labor.-

4.

contractionvinclucling
.

. .

. . . : 1

10.4 Demonstrate setting up alpterile instrumentOtablOor the delivery
room keeping each item on the table stertle. . .

.

.

,
10.5. Demonstrate the technique. of counting fetal :heart rate'on e mother-.

to-be_and state the point at which sewing of fetal .hart rate
,changes from physiologic bredycardie, fetal distress.

(

. . '10.6 Demonstra.tecatheterizinga.patient in labor according to the
./

.; principles'of asepsis.

iM 'Demonstrate, or role play, teaching apatient to "bear down".
"- : ' effectively.

. ' .6

1068 Demonstrate giving perineal,care.!,.., . .

-1027 7
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%.

Ndrsing 7A,.13 and 8A, 5: Nu rsing of Adults and Children

.44

Elements of Required Mastery (Cognitive/Affective/Psychomotor)
1

k

1.0
'sex,

Identify and meet:the nursing needs of the pa ilthebased on
sex, developmental level, socio.tulpral background and t pi of illness%

-Identify the role of the family and environment in the pat ent's illness
and potential for wellness. ., .

A' . .

6

,''11 Identify the .interrelatedness of-emotions and organic illness,

./

4.2 -Define the important points .of teaching in ths_rehabilitation of
the patient who his a colostomy. triclude propertibing of such

.6 -. teaching. \$

1.3 Identify agenciei and clubs that-otfer.rehabilitative-seNtces to
the patientwith a colostomy.V

1.4' Discuss patients' feelings regarding a "change of image: 'Explore'
his/her own feelings regarding colostomies.

1.5 Discuss age, chroniCity and pain as major demoralizing fgattires,
%associated with PVD.1. "\e .

I

' 1.6 Recqgnik6.the emotional impact on, the patient and hisl Uami,when
a chronic,, progressive disease is the diagnosis.

Recognize that the. injured or ill person hopes not only to ioec'ome
Kealed,but Wregainthe ability to be productiveslod useful.

Discuss information needed by the diabetic patient.

$

1.9 Identify phases. of growth and develoOment as a basis for expected .

behaviors as well as mental mechanisms and at what,poilt...ttiey
become part. of the distOrbed.pattern of behavior. . ..

. %

1.10 Understand and explain various levels of growth and degelbpmea,
giving approprialknursing care in all aspects of thd.child's
illness. .

1.11 Understand the nurse's supportive role to

.12P Recognize and evaluate a child's response
tion and separation.

the patient And parents.

to illnesi;:hospitalizal

.1.13 Demonstrate understanding of the physical and psycholdgidal problems
related to'the care of patients with learning problems. :

:$
. -

,

\

1.14 Understand n.nagement therapy.

-103-
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Nursing 7A_, B and , B: Required Mastery (Continued)

t
15 UnderStand the dynamics of occupational, recreational and, physical

therapies.

1:6 Ps chomotor

. 1°1 Be able to converse with patients without adding to the patient's
. .

o

stress.

. .

1.2 Provide the patient with basic information for safe home care.,

4 .

1.3 ommunicate appropriately with the blind or deaf patient:

1.42 U ilize nursing skills in health teaching and rehabilitative care of
p tients..

,--

1.5 Re gnize the need for health teaching of the patient and his
fam ly in a chronic, long-standing disorder such as diabetes.

1.6 Assi t the mother by teaching good health care of the newborn.

1.7 Obser the child's physical and emotional to :Illness,.
. hospit lization and separation anxieties.

,

.8 Observe variations in growth and development.

.9 Assist a instruct the mother in'proper.feeding m hods.

1.10 Apply the urse!s supportive role to the patient and parents.

1.11 Assist.labo atory technician with PKU'andspecial loll° d tests.
e ...,

1.12 Demonstrate nsighC3nto the pati nt's response 6 the emOtional
and sociai.im act of mental s.

, tw

. 1.13 . 1nveitigate, d scuss and explore community agencies whit cod- .

.

tribute to the patients return to a productive and sati fying way
of. life4-8'. Ibis nvolyes the patient's change in self-image and his

v% 'relationship to is environment. I
.

;-
1.14 Provide for-conti uity of care-teaching and referrals(extended

,care facilities, ' are homes,"4"half-way houses").
:, / . .

.

:1.15 Participate in mana ement therapy.

2.

.

.

.
,

\

1.16 Participate in occup tional, recreational and physical, therapies:

.. .

.

1.17 ,Fulfill his esponsib lities in caring for a patient in isolation '*- /

. :

or reverse isolation. 4 4

1,

. .

-104-
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Nursing 7A, 8 and 8A5 8: 'Required Mastery (Continued)-

1.0 Affective

,

LI Accept the interrelatedness'of emotions and organic illness,-

1.2 Appreciate .the behavior of en individual based on knowledge of
1 growth and development.

2,0 Cognitive: inirease his/her skill in'the use of.the problem solving
method of meeting patient needs.

. Utilize and respond appropriately to subjective and obJective
observations of a given patient.

2.2

2.3

.2.4

2.5

2.6

2.7

2.8

2.9

2.10

Provide the appropriate type of comfort. measur required by a
given patient: '

Determine a logical sequence of care for e4ch, patient and. organize
nursing care accordingly:

Define the symptomology associated with the. patient who'.has developed
.a fat embolus.

1

.

Identify the.type of fracture usA, ual* associated with development
of a fat embolug... . s

Describe behavior of the patient and the symptoms which suggest
pressI'e1_ increased intracranial

Identify the types of observations the nurse makes in assisting

.
the'physician to arrive at aillagnosis of a neurological problem.'

.
. ,

List important observationsl t the nurse should make regarding a
convulsive seizure.

.

Recognize convulsions as symptom exhibited in a great num*
CNSof Problems., ,

List complications of int avenous fluid .therapy. and describe signs
. and symptoms of the compftations.

-..).
2.11 if fluid and losses is

f
1,0etermine patient wit!) electrolyte receiving
replacements and develqpi assist or maintain a plan for replace-
ment (forcing fluids, akintai inga,V,'s or electrolytes),

i72.12 Explain the care and rieeds Of the patielit with intractable pain.

2,13 Recognize the importante of a clear airway and the priority it is
afforded even in ur906i situations such as when an individual is

.
.

-41emorrhaging

-105-
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Nursing 7A,-B and 8A and B: Required Mastery (Continued)

3

, .
.

. . . .
-,\

214 Understand the psychological needs of the patient with handicaps ..

. -.involving the senses and adminigter appropriate nursing care.

2.0 Psychomotor

2.1 Provide nursing care ind.positioning whech allei7iates or :prevents

pain add spasms.
q

f

r- ;.2 Provide further...damage with:any neuro-muscular or skeletal' injury.

4

(2.3 Prevent the complications due to immobility.

2.4 *Assist in the rehabilitalion of patients by providing.range.of
motion exercises. ' 1

4

.
;2.5.a

Provide care which will prevent edema and infection.

2.6 Teach the patient foot care.
/

2:7 Id tify special needs of the patient with an amputation, paralysis,
. 'co vulsions or state of unconsciousness and provide the appropriate

nursing care.
. .

. -

2.8 Apply principles elf crutch walking\when assisting patients..'

. \\ 2.g Teach the,patient ADI. .

1 . . I.. ,

I

,

2.10. Promote normal el

activity,fluids,
the patienr--N

2.11 Modify the patient's environment according to, his nett

iminatfon by considering, regularity, diet,'
medication, etc., depinding upon. the needs of

. .

r
0

r2.1'2 Take measures'to provide a safe and therapeutic environment for
, the patient with mental illness.

OM

2..13 Attendance in "doctor's rounds." .

; .

. ,
. .

, 2.14 pecome protitient in the use of the problem solv4ng approach in
verbal interventions, thereby guiding a:pattent

,
toward .more.healtNr
..

means of living. . ..-
.

2.15 Identify need for dietary changes necessitated' by body alterations
such as edema, pathology of the GI tract, cardiac insufficiency and
'systemic infection.

2.16 Alleviate Pain'andior dizziness.

2.17 Provide the patient with adequate,pain-free

/06-
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Nursing 7A, 8 and 8A,.B: Required Nastery(Continued)

2.18 Initiate nursing measures appropriate to the patient's-ventilation
problem (suctioning, positiontng, 02, notifying.the iihysician)

. .

. .
.

. 2.19 Provide emotional support te.the blfnd or AO- patient.
* .

,

2.2O. Prevent exertion and straining. I"

3.0 Cognitive: Perform nursing procedures in a.safe manner and seek assistance
when performing new procedures and meeting new.experiences.

O

3.,1 Provide for patient safety.

3.2 Apply,and maintain principlii of aseptic technic: NZ-

-3.3 Interpret and follow physician's, orders correctly.
.

3.4 Discuss electrical hazards and the use daMonitoeing devices.

3.5 Understand the rationale behind modification of adult dosages of._
,medications when giving them to a child.

3.6 Recognize the responsibilities of the nurse in cardio-pulmonary.
. resuscitation.

3.0 Psychomotor

3.1 Utilize nursing eguipmentappropriatelyand safely.

3.2 Consider the safety.ot the patient when he is in a cast, traction,
,1 Stryker frame, Foster frame or ttyvel-ec.trit bed. .(

-3.4 Demonstrate competenty in instructing patients in self-administration
of insulin" and, in testing b3f urine.*

3.5 The student will care for patients with neurological problems such
.r

as the unconscious patient.,

3.6, Compute and administer correct pediatric dosages of medications.

3.7 Learn to care .for the norMal newborn: bathing; admission to nursery;
discharge to mother.

.

-5

1 I.

34 , Learn fee ing techniques: feeding formula; assisting. mothers with,
`-' breast and o tle feedings.

, , .... .
. . ,

.

\ 3.9 Fulfill the nursing responsi ilities when assisting the'physitian
with proce res such as thOraentesis and tracheostomy. g.

/

3.10 Provide "equate 0 exchange. 'e e)

lpi.
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Nursing 7A, 8 and 8A, 8: Required Mastery (Continued)

.

' 7 3.11 Provide for adequate'rest for the-patient who has fatigue and weak-
ness. . V%

Ot ,
0 V

N.).0
* 3.12 :Prevent accidents or injuries.

.

..
.

,
.

. .
.

.

4,

111

4..0 Cognitive: Demonstrate appropriate and acceptable behavfors related.to
initiative, judgment,.responsibility and adaptability in the management
of patent care.

4.1 Demonstrate appropriate interpersonal relationship Aills and
ethical "behaviors. . 'ke- ,./

. .

4.2 Follow.appropriaie lines of authority in the hospital. Leann the
. , role'of: -1

,i1

4 . .1I. !

psychiatri t ',.
., .,

-,: 4

psychoanal st vi

clintcal sycholo st
psychiat is soda, worker

t

Identif and expl patterns'of behavior which deviate from
accepted norms tputilizing effective communication and inter-

.

, psyChiatric nurse
.6 psychiatrtttechnician

psychiatricaid'e
,occupational therapist
public health nurse

personal relationihips. ,.

. A.
Have a knowledgeV the legal implications involved in the care
and treatm(nt ofthemenially ill:

I: . ..e
Definethe nursing respoOibilities in caring for the unconscious
patient: it . , . -A .

h .
.

,. 4.6 'Define the nursini responsibilities in caring for patients with6

orthopedic problems.
.

.

, ..

Describe the role4f the nurse in_blood gas monitoring:

Defin;the teaching responsibilities of the nurse toward the
Patient.

'

.

i

V

V .%

t.0 .Interpr t the results of diagnostic and therapeutic laboratory measures-
.

, and render appropriate nursing care based on these findings.'
.. : -

,a
.

5.1 Record.and report gertinent information and observAtions using

/I

appropriate termidblogy in an accurate,complete;and concise manner.
.

5.2 Demonstrate an
,

understanding. of diagnostic tests and laboratory

tests% ,

4.8

.

5.3 RecogOte the meaning of laboratory test results and usproblem
solvin 'approach in utilizing this information in planning patient
cart.

1
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Nursini7A,.B and 13A_, 8: Required Mastery (Continued).

' 5.4 Undirstand:
, \

4

. a. Admitting--basis for assignment to a specific unit
b. E..t.T. .

..

c. E.E.G.
d. Routine laboratory tests--to defect endocrine disturbances or

Other physiological disturbances significant in mental illness.
e. Psychological testing for evaluation and placement*

5.5 Interptet diagnostic tests and procedures such as bone marrow .

aspiration, bleeding time, clotting time, prothrombin time,
. Schilling-test, transfusion, chemotherapy, ,iron therapy.

it

.

. . .

---x

.S1.6 Describe the various neurological examinations and diagnoitft'
....,

\--.-\ .

procedures utilized by the. physician in determining.neurological
_alterationu . 4 .

.
, 4

5,7 ' Identlfyilursing responsibilities associated with neurological
diagnostic tests and procedures.

k

,$.8i ExPlaili the'purpose of the following tests:

. .

41* Queckenstadt Babinski's Romberg's
.

.

hl ._
'5.9 Recognize the methods used bthe physiCian in diagnosing the

orthopedic problem. .

\\.

5.10 IncrTase.his vocabulary by use of prop& terminology when' re erring''
to specific gastrointestinal problems, treatments and surgic 1 .

.. techniques.

J

Zh

I

5411 Identify diagnostic examinations and proceduresused in confi i

14

.

a gasprointestinal *problem. .

.

5.1 6 Define: . Discuss:°.

Bleeding time
,

ACT
Clotting time

,
J.ee White

. Capillary fragility 4

' Protbrombiq time -. , 4
,.... I

Is,
...... 1

. .

5.12 List tOecific labqrptory and diagnostic its whicb. assist th
.t physician in diagnosing problemsof the biliary tract.

. . .

5.13 Discuss acid-base balance.
.

. , .

.
. *.

5.14 Demonstrate, in writinV, tOe meaning of bloodpH and.discuss t
. normal value'of blood gases.

. .

1
4 Z

5.15 'Discuss the; meaning of meq
....

-109-
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Nursing 7A, B and 8A, B: Required Mastery (Continued)

5,17 Discuss the following diagnosticklAboratoritests and discuss t 'he
irse't responsibilities relative to the tests:

serum cholesterol . CPK
triglycerides LDH
sedimentation rate SOT

5.18 Discuss the terms atherqsClerosis and arteriosclerosis:

5.19 :Analyze a laboratory requi;iti6 for Wood gases and explain what
the findings mean.

$

- 5.20' Discuss, from their Maternity Nursing course, the how and why of
securing a blood sample for PKU testing.

5.21 Discuss the 'following diagnostib measures and identify the suspected
problem usually associatedwith these tests:

4
Bone marrow aspiration
Gastric analysis

.

Differential blood count

5.22 List several. tests and procedures performed fin-diagnosie9 an
endocrine dittlobance. 4

.

5.D Psychomotor

5.1. °I,(Assist physician Withdiagnostio examinations. ./

5 t. Administer 2ppropriate nursing care based 'on the lab and test
- findings,

Demonstrate a basic knowledgeof medicalcare and related diagnostic
measures.

< "
% .

.0emonstrate, in writing, the.physician's purpose in doing a
' "circulation tithe" and identify thq nurse's role in assisting the
: physician.

. .

,

.Practice, in writing, how to'describe mdermatoses" clearly and

ws.cil ffective: Appreciate the significance of diagnostiC and Ilratory

., ; i ,-/ in detail (how yoU0would chart the findings).

/ \''.
.. . tests and relate this tonursing care.

.
1

.
6.D tognitiie: Recognize. and explain the alteredwphysiology, mthology,

,compensatory mechanisms and emotional atpecti of illnesses which occur

... 'most commonly. _ -.!:.

. .

6.1 . Demonstrate the abiltty to retpond'appropriately:to the patient " :s

emotional needs.. 6 .
,.. i

'.. ,
O ,

A .

.
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Nursing 7A, .B and.8A, B: Required Mastery (Continued)

6.2 i-Recognize and txplaim the altered physiological or psychofOgical
Asoectsof all health problems studied..

6.3 Demonstrate understanding ,of the physical and psychological'problems
related to care of patients with altered body image.

4

6.4 Discuss appearance and color of the skin.'
diagnosed as a result of skin changes,.10

6.5' Recognize the role of drugs as a causative
ment of dermatosis--.--'

List health prdblems
SLE, Raynauds, etc.,.

factor in the,develop-

6.6 Discuss the psychological aspects of having p "'skim disease:"

Discuss tht nursing'care of some'of the most frequently seen skin
'nditions.

drug reactions
psoriasis
scabies and mites
skin cancer

a.

6.8 Discuss the principle of gaseous exchange.

,

keloids
,

malignant melanoma'-.
ringworm
warts .

6.9 ' Discuss oxygen toxicity (RDS).

6.10 Discuss COD, asthma, chronicb
How does this group of problems

-

ronchitis, pulmonary, .emphysema .

interfere with aeration?'

s

0

6.11 Define the behavior of the patient with cespiratory or metabolic !
'acidosis.

V.
. ..1.

t.12 Define the behavior of the patient with respiratorr _or betabtolic
alkalosis.- .

... .

,l,t,

6.13 Discuss clubbing of 11 n ers in. association with hypoxit states.

6.14 Discuss Cor Pulmonalie. 1 A

. '

fr

6.-15 Discuss the following pulmonary problems that illustratelintAference
with aer:ation:

Chest injuryl'Obnormal respiratory movements)
Hydrotnorax, pneumothorax, pulmonary embolism, neoplasms (Obstruction),
Pneumonia,,tuberculosit, coccidioidomgtosis, ateledtasis, (reduct*on

-of aerating\surface)

6 Identify treatments used to correct acidotic and alkplotic states.

a6,
4

4

S
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Nursin0A, 8 and 8,PB: Required Masteele(Continued)

P : 11W
4 C

07 Discuss the meaning .of the following terms with tgkrds to acidosis
and alkalosis:

.6
41a.

partially .compensated .' over compensated
. ex9pletily compensated poorly compensated : _

. . .-

6.18 ;Describe what is happening physiologically in the body's attempt
to compensate during acidoticand alkalotic state:

4
.
6.t9 Demonstrate knowledge and understanding o( normal' respiratory

function and'the common interferences and apply this knowledge in
.-constructive nursing action.

6.20 Understand the coordinated action of the respiratory an circulatory
systems.

6.21 Recognize acute respiratory'mergenciis such as pulmonary embolism,
,\Midiastin 1 shift, pulmonary,idene and reppiratOry Arrett.

:6.22 ,Recogniz, hose signs in patient behavior that sug gest hypoxia.
. q.

6:23 :Understand that the survival of aleliving,organisms depends pn t
1continuous.suppry of 02, to all cells of the body and the removal
..of.0O2which,i;fotined in metabolism,. .

. .

6.24 Explain the basic neurological,, problem in: %. . '

..-,1- ., ."
Multiple` Sclerosis . Parkinson's Disease'

. Myasthenia Gravis, . ,, GuillAan-Barre Syndr6me -

,
6.25.Describe.the symptonis commoft to the degenerative neurological problems

described above.

. 6. . RecOgnize factors contributing to the, development of
, , .

. - ,
1 ' - neuritis-

.

.. e , encephalitis u
trigeminal neuralgia 6uillien4larre syndrome

-
meningitis.

. . .

6.27 Identify how the,p'sydhological needs Of the patients are met. .

6:28 identify types of problems usually seen in-rehabilitation Centers.

6.29 Discuss the Ocoblems that fall into the category of "Rheumatic
Disease."

6.30 Define tntracranfa problems"that pose a threat of increased
intracranial pressure..

-;
6.31 Describe the various types of head injuries and the symptomology

exhibited In each.

1,

-11i.
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Nursing 7A, B and 8A, B: .Required Mastery (Continued)

; .

r 14.( .s

6.32 Identify'at 1:eist.ierw.medical problems
occur.

6,33 Discuss the .interrelationships of.theen

6.34 Ditcuss:

which'convulsions might

ocrine glands.

Addison!s Disease." Diabete Intipidus Hyperparathyroidism'
Cushing's 'Syndrome Diabetes Meilitus-* Hyperthyroidism

4
Hypothyroidism

6.35 Describe the problem when congenital hypersecretion of th5terior
pituitary occurs. What is the resultif the hypersecretiqn'occurs
in.the adult?

/ $41

6.36. Discuss-what some endocrinOlogilts Mean by "body image disorders":
. ,' when referring to end9crine disorders. .

. i- . ,

k

6.37 'Discuss postthyrpidectomycomplications for which the nurse it
.

alert. 'Define the treatment for such ,complications.
. ... ,

I

6.38 Exptain th(asic physiology ofthe endocrine system.and relate it
to.thenursing care of patients With,regulatory disorders; correlate
d4et and drugs. .

.

6.39 Understand that it is an excess or deficiency.of hormones that is
the basis for regulatory disorders. . 1

.
.

.
.

6.40 Recognize the severe emotional aspect of changein body image -due
. to obesity, pigmentation, hirsutism, moonface'and dermatitis.

6.41 Recognize the early signs of diabeticAcidosis ancinsulIn reaction.
. .

1.42 Consider the psychological implications for the individual who. is
infOrmed that,he has heart disease.

6.43 List risk fattors associated with the development of isthemic
heart disease (coronary artery disease).

6.44 Describe myocardial infarction and identify other terms used to
describe MI. f

6.45 Recognize the signs and symptoms of altered-

.6.46 Describeopatient behavior indicative of the
of MI and discuss treatments:

'congestive heart failure
cardiac arrest
arrhythmias

6

1i37

4 1 /

circulation.

folfowing compl i cat i ons

cardiac rupture
cardiac tampopade
cardiogenic shock

is.

r

r.
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. Nursing7A, 8 and 8A, B:. Required Maitery (Continued)

ai..7ve a,1!t

6117 ,Deflue::,.,44'

. Essential hypertension
Malignant.hypertension

6.48 Define and discuss the following:

Apical pulse -.
Apical-radial pulse
Pulse deficit

6.49 Identify, in a class.seminar, the

a,

Renal hypertension
PheoChromocytoma

....a

Bundle branch block
Stokes-Adams syndrome

commonalities, exhibited in:

arteriosclerosis obliterans'
thromboangitis obliterans (Buerger's.)
Raynaud's disease

6.50 Discuss the following problems and their treatment:

thrombdphlebitis lymphedema,
varicose veins

6.51 Describe symdtomology, laboratory findings, therapeutic management
. and drugs used in:

Infectioys'mononucleosis

Pernicious.anemia
Leukemia
Disteminated Intravascular
Clotting (DIC)

6.52 Review common problems/of patients with blood disorders and discuss
nursing care measures relative to these problems.

MP x

6.53 Discuss the constituents...of blood apd the functions of the main

constituents.

Sickle cell disease .

Hodgkins disease
Hemophelia
Pokythemia Vera

1

6.54 Discuss the conditions and constituents of blood that are necessary
for the clotting of blood. Draw a diagram.to illustrate the steps
in the clotting process.

/-
. . 0

,6.55 Describe tWe 'functions of the organs and structures of the bil ary .

tract. . .

..

. -

6.56 Identify the excretions and secretions of the biliary system.

6.57 Explain the pathology, describe the sympeornology and identify the
-nursing care of patients with the following frequeqtly seen ,,/,'

disturbances of the biliary tract:

Cholelithiasis Acute pancreatitis Hipati i

£holecystitis Tumors of the pancreas Cirrhosi

t Tumors. f the liver
-114-L
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Rese reh and Design Project, Registered Nursing
Nurs n 7A 8 and 8A 8AN Ite Wired Master (Continued)

,

6.58 Define the majoil.nroblems. of the gastroiintestinal tract and gain
working knowledge,of the many lesser problems affecting.nutrltion
and physical .comfort:

6.59 -Discuss the nature of the foTlowing: -

,
peptic ulcer .3 ulcerative colitis obesity

6.60

6.61

6.62

r

6.63

.6.64

'6.65

-6.66

6:67

6.68

Consider the psychosomatic implicatfons of the group.of problems in
6.59.

Discuss the Yelationshi
ulcerations.

Define the various type

ofsalicylates to development of gastric

Define factors contribut
disitention and describe

of\berniat.

ing to the deyelopilent of abdominal
the symptoms of. GI distention.

Describe thetypes of gastrointestinal problems which may result
in the surgical construction of an "ostdmy."

Describe the role-of flUids and electrolytes in maintenance of
health.

.

!

List the major body electrolytes.

describe symptoms attributed to losses of Na and K.
4

Identify sign and Symptoms associated with hyperkalemia

6.69 Describe the role of various body organs in maintaining fluid and/or
-electrolyte balance.

S

'1

. . 6.70

6.71

6.72

6.73

6,14

6.75

.

Identify the symptoms of KN Na and Cl imbalance andthe.posible
.causes (drugs, diartilea, obstruction, etc.).

Identify the obviousysigns and symptoms of nutritional deficiency
and/or dehydration. \

1

Demonstrate an uhderstanding of the physiological differences
between the neWborfrand the older infant. \

.- ,

.

Recognize normal characteristics of the infant.

Evaluate the immediate status of the newborn.

Recognize, and explain thR altered :physiology of\h remature in- ,

fent 4nd other abnormal ,conditions or'the...newborn.

-115-
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Nursing 7A, B and 8A, B: Required.MasterY (tont4nu4t4r
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.

6.76 Und erst and th. e:prin ci;p, es uLn'g erly. n*1 :a pro. p'
$r outritIon %

. ,

.. . . .
1

/ ./

A

6.0 Psychomotor a

6.1 ',Observe for complications:

6.2 Conduct a'therapeutic intervention°,based on the appropriate theory
appliiable to the specific disease'entity--tested by regularly
submitted process recordjpgs

...
.- .

.. ,

x
,

6.3 Verbally or on paper,expresran
.

understindIng of.the emotional
impact and change in self-concept of a patient with a dermatological
.d.isorder; .: 4

...
19

. ,

ID

6.4 Verbally or on paper express the nurse's role in ; accepting the
7

6.5

patient's appearance.

Provide physical anclelhott6nal:COmfort for the patient with itching.

J 5

6.6 Upon testing know. the descriPtion'of the -various leSions.listed in
the vocabulary. ' .it 1

\-
6.7 e major barriers,causing limite0 motion.

6.8 Identify the,rela nship thaVexistt between the body systems that
affect normal locdmo

.

6.9' Evaluate the patient's need fOr
and.use problem solving approach
patien't's needs.

range of motion, ,passive exercdse
toineet all- of the immobilized

7.1
.

X6.10 Understand the principles behind the patient's need for immobili-

i zation and the useof traction or casts.

1

1

6.,11 Recognize changes in neurological signs related to increased,
intracranial pressure and assess the leviel of consciousness.

6.12 Recognize levels consciOusnejs and give appropriate nursing
care.

6.13 Recognize various ,types of seiz

nursing care.

res and be able to g ve appropriate

*

6.14 Report and record measurable 1 ss of fluids from the bod such as
hemorrhage, drainage from a wo nd or body cavity, dr inag ue to

suction or emesis. Be aware of unieatiurable losses such-as edema,
pyrexia and diaphoresis.

446-
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Nursin 7A B'and BA 6: Re uir d Ma ter (Continued)

. .

4 .. 4: ,

6.15 'The student will care f r p. ient with:
.

. ...

a. Feeding problems, di rrh , failureto thrive.
b: Need for IV thergpy:\

.
.

c; Infections of gastro -inte final tract.
.

d: Psychological nutritidnal problems.

0

6.:16 Instigate appropriate nursing care based on the evaluation of the
immediate status of the newborn.

.

f 6.17: The student will ca re for patients with pcoblems'of: .

.

a. Congenital defects of the G.U. tract..,
b. Infectiouedisyrders'of the G.U. tract..
c. Malignant prOlems of the G.U.stractk
d. ,Care o.patients recd4ving,specific drugs for G.U. problems.

6.0., %Affective: Appreciate the i-ehabilitition and longevity of the illnest.
. .

7.0 Cognitive: Be able to.explain'the scientific Principle.or"rationale
invaxed in the use of equipment, in the performance of procedures, and

, .1p the administration.of meditations to two or more patients, utilizing
v.arious.routes.

7.1 Consider improper care of the skin and its role in dermatological
,problems.

.

7.2 Recognize and be aware.of all possible untoward drug reactions
occurring in the pediatric patient.

-

7.3 Have a basi c'understandingof the various types of medications used
. for the 'dermatology patient.

9.4 Identify drugs used to treat skin lesioni.

7.5 'Consider the pre-pp and post-op care of tNe patient having
dermatologic surgery.

' 7'.6 List the principles of dermatologic therapy.

7.7 Evaluate the burn patient's needs-in relation 6 reverse isolation,
medication, sUrgical treatment, fluids and electrolytes, depth

' and degree' of burns. ti

(41/4..

7.8 Explain the purpose of'skia or skeletal' traction and casts.

-137-
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Nursing 7A B acid 8AYB: 'Required Mastery (Continued)

7.9 Identify the fricluently used orthopidie.immobilizatio
and equipment :.

. \

' splints

\ crutches .

Skin traction
\ Buck's

Bryant's
Skeletal
Crutchfiefd tongs

Balaricecitracaon
Thomapsplint
tIodgen splint

Pearson attachment ,

Hilo brace

techniques'

A

7,10 Define the. problems and'nUrsihg care of patients with:

contusion sprain dislecation
-fracture gout tumors

.

7.11' Discuss the commonly, sed operative orthopedic procedures of bones
and joints

.

7.12 Identify classifications. of drugs usedtin alleviating pain '

associated with orthopedic problems: Use.the names of drugs to
acquaint yourself with drugs in those classifications.

.

7.13 `Explain the aimof medical treatment and nursing care of ortho-
pedic patients. A:

. ,

7.14 Ott special equipment and techniques observed on 'the tehab-
.ilitation unit. t.

7.15 Discuss the role of diet and drugs in rehabilltation:of the patient.
A

7.16 Discuss whether the goals (on patients observed) seem realistic.

7.17 Discuss how Hbedrestu'can be both beneficial and detrimental at
.

the same time:

7.18 Describe the process of bone healing and the role of drugs and
nutrition in healing.

7.19 Identify special needs of the amputee.

7.20 Describe the ADA diet.
7

7.21 Defihe the nursing care of patients who have had a craniotomy.

7.22 DetcrIbe treatments commonly utilized to decreaselptracranial
pressure. , . >

7.2 iplain the role of Olt in IIP.

-118-
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Y 1
*

.
.

,7.24 Name drugs Used inthe treatmept of IIP. How<lo they reduce IIP? -.

. %.

7.25 Define the extent of a "neuro check"-the nurse would Perform on a
.

patient naying the following:

. \ .

.. .
,

,

,craniotomy lumbar sympathectomy
k*

.
0 1.,...!

,. lumbar la inectomy
cervical1 minectomy - cerebral vascular accident \

introvertebral tum9rg
,

-%, Guillian- acre SyndroMe .

7.26 Describe robiems of patients with spinal cord injury or disease.

7.27 Describe equipment
I

and appliantes used in treating [Vents with
spinal cord injury or disease.----------*-

. .1. .,..

.7.28 Define Yntractable pain and describe procedures per Armed in an
attempt to alleviate the pain. 4

7.29 Identify.the needs common to most patients having a chronic,
progressive disease (neuro).

7.30 Understand tile principles behind the patientt need for oxygen:'

7.31 E;p1:sin the proper func4ioning of equipment used in Maintaining or
assistingaentilation.. , .

, 4 4
i

7.32 List.additional drugs used for pulmonary problems. Record them .on

'the drug eArcise sheet, °
a

,

7.33 Discuss endoteacheal tubes, nursing care, etc

7,34 Describe the technique of suctioning to provide ap adequate airway.

7.35 DisCuss the purpose and care of a tracheostomy.

.7.36 i.inflation.
, .

.36 Disr Us s and,deflation of ttacheostomy tube cuffs.
It;

7137 Dedlne.and discuss:

...

, .
,

R EP Luken's trap 8ronChograms

Aronc.
hoscopy Lung volumes - Lung capacities

.. .

7.3,h, Discuss IPP8 and its use a$ an
.

assister, controller, guaranter and
identify a pulmonary problem or situation in each of the rotes in

4
g which'IPP8 is helpful.

. , .A.. "'

.

Zr;9 Define the primary purpose of water-seal chest drainage.
If

..
,/ .

..
. ,

lip
,W.40 Draw a 2-bottle water seal drdinage'set-up.

fi,

,7.41' Discuss medical- surgicali management. of hypertension.

,

7:42 Identify drugs and discuss diet related to hypertensive disease.

-119
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Nursing 7A,_8 and 8A, B: Regoired-Masteri.(Continued) .
. .

7.43 Define:

interm tent claudication; hyperlipidemii-
stasif,derMatitis

..

7.44 .Discuss:
4

. doppler exam (ultra Sound)
,

16-active studies
angiography . . . darterectomy
sympathectdby . mbolectomy. ..

'.

,
.

ligation .and -stripping of veins
, . . .

. . ,A

neurysm .

7.52 Demonstrate, in writing;-, the Ore-op and ost-op nursing care of the
. patient having surgery of the heart or rest vessels:

Endarterectomy %

Aortic graft

1.45 Describe dietary implications for7the patierlt With.corohary-heart
disease. "Why do some physlcians'Oefer.that ice water not be
givento these patients?

.7,46 Identify classifications of drugS used in the treatment of mjio- '
cardial infarction and/or complications of MI. Flake a list of
drugi cammonly_used and describe their action.

. .

7.47 DefApe and discuss the fallowing invasive and non- invasive
diagnostic tests:

,

stress testinft echocardiography
'radiograph (x7.1-ay) ponocardlography
cardiac xatheterization .angiocardiograme

. electrocardiogram (EKG)

7.48 Identify and discuss various ordiac. monitoring devices.

7.49 Identify the purpose of a pacemaker and discuss nursing carof
the patient with a pacemaker.

;

7.50 Identify drugs used in arrhythmia& and list the various arrhythmias.

7.51 Discuss the difference between cardioversiond defibrillation.
`1

Embofectomy
Coronary by -pass

Valvular prosthesis

:, ,
.

7.53 Identify possible problems following surgery of the heart and
vessels to which the nurse mustbe alert.

,..//0.

7.54 Compare the treatment of acute congestive failure (PE) with that
of chronic congestive failure.

.

-120-
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. i

7.62 Define the physician's goals in:+is'ddx-td-dayllahning of treat- .

ment for'the patent with an actual or pdteittiel,body fluid
:" disturbance. . . e'.6

$ ' et-
.

re monitoringiand twan-Ganzt.
O

.

7:58
.

Identify'how Central
.

Venous Pressu
monitOring differ.-

.

. '
. . ,. !:

7-56 Demonstrate,'usinurecording-Annieoth
in writing: the knowledge required.to

.-
, ---'" -

A

. .

It teshWiOuepf CPR. identify,
initiai4 and perform .CPR.

arms on.A boitTe ofe$*(41-
.

7.57. Deicribethe inspection ttre nUrse'ptrf

venous solution to rule-Out a possible 'contaminated sdtu ion.

7:58 Demonstrate, in writing, a
intravenous flow.

forMUla used Or calculati

011. a2 k

7.59 Discuss nursing knowledge and skilis'assdciated'with t
" sistration of hyperalimentatimt

e admin-'*

7.60 al.ist, other tharkoral route,.wayf in which; flUidg are administered
to patients and which need to be recorded is intake. A. 4. . .

1.61 "List ways'in"which patients canfose fluid and-Which,wofd
necessitate the nurse's recording of the loss oeoutput.

4

'.

7.63 liiethe various purposes for Whicti-intraVen94..ifuidi art :.

administered. '.' , . s t

/ . . , v - . . ,

7.64 Understand the principles of Pt therapy and Methods of adMin-
istration of fluids to the pegiatric.Oatient. ,. 4

.

7.65, Recognize. need for accurate intake and cut. put records.

7.66 'Describe the action of drugs used in relieving GdiltentiCin and
name several such drugs.

, *. (-

7.67 Explain the principle and purpose of GI decompression:
.

d.

7.68 Idendkvarious typesof gastrointestinal tubes.
0/

.7.69 Describe the,procOdureo.f gastrointiiiinal intulyatia .f
t

7.70 Recognize improper functioning of,a GI tube and oecdiie
with .procedures aril/techniques. which ensure a patent

. , .

7.71 Describe the role of gravity in advancement of an .intestinal tube.

7.72 Explain the dtffeences and Omilarities between a gas.frit tube and'.
and intestinal tube.!-

;

..
f

.
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Nursing'7A, 8 aid 8AYIB: Re oired.Mastery (Continued)

.

:
.

,
.

f '''

,

4
7-'5.7;3, Describe nursing c Jvities that help prevent 'abdomknal dfstention.

7.74 Dis4uss.:he ratio kleof drilgs, diet and surgery _in the treatment
of the problems listecl t n item 2.

... . ,. ,

4.

0
.

7.70',Discusshyrieralim tarian and the nursing care associated wits -''.

Oyperelimentation dmihlstration..
. . 6 ..

. 6

A

-122-

ftAt$

1

77.76 DefIne. post-op nursing cere'of the p4tent whe has had a gastrettomy.
. .

7.77 refine nUrsingrespo4ibilities associated with patitnts scheduled
.. for gastroscopy.
. 4

;

'rib.

7.78 Describe gastric tooling meaiutes fpr patient having a
. gastrointestinal hem Ohage..-\,t

7.7g Recognize-the.surgical echnique used in constructim the -

"ostomY" and explain, Why it isAmportant for the'ddi-se talc
distingash between tjpe of hostomies."

7.80 Describe the techWique of_colostomy irrigation.
G.

7.81 Describe types ?commercially ayailable cOloitomy equitpmekt.
,..

7.82 Discus's the role of-diet for the patient with a colostomy.

7.83 .Discus's skin care and odor Contrel associated with colostomies.
. .

.7.84 Explain the role of diet and drug therapy in the treatment. of
biliary tract disease.

-t

7,05 Describe the post-operative care of patients Who have had surgery
of the biliar4 tract.

7.0 Psychomotor *t
0 .

7.1 The student will" be assigned to patients with problems of:

,

a. ait,i-ed body image due to congenital- deformities
I

b. , burns ,"

c. communicable diseases
d: errors-le-metabolism

defMatology,_includingreatments and dressings of these patients

7:2 Provide safe 'nursing care by utilizing appropriate body mechanici
and skill in moving and lifting .patients.
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. Research and Design Project, Registered Nursing
Nursin TA, 8 and 8A 8: Required Mastery (Continued)

f)
4, -

7.3 'Oedonstrate.the ability to-u4e CfrcOlecfric byd, FoSter frame; .

. Stryker frame, nasogastrtc tube feeding, hypothermia, neurological
assessment, isolation techniqUe, etc:

. 4

,
- .: --

\
7(4 The stu ent will be assigned to patients who have:

0

p Its
7.5 Demon trate ability to care for the patient in traction, cast or

d enerWvethanges which ;ay impair locomotion
d. t action, casts

at co genital deformities .

b.... fr dupes or other trauma

spec al splints.

161

, .

.

,4 7.6 Dem strate ability-in the use of special equipment and tettrics
of are in meeting the needs of*the patient.

7.7 Dem nsfrate nursing care 'which shows understanding of the,p0dent's- e;
nee for range of motion, emotional support, safety, comfbrt,
hen th teaching, prevention of complications.

"7.8 . Ad it patients to hospital. s.

7.9 Ad inister .pediatric medications:
,

7.10 As ign,to patients with problems of locomotion and mobtfity.

A
7.11 Pr vide experiences in,the following: ace bandage, ',eau9.4...'"4Vel

ba arm sling, pelvic sling, traction, splints, casts,
wo nd irrigation, range of motion'exercises, crutch walking,

pa affin baths, modification of "activities of daily living,"
. bo el and bladder training.

7.12 Olonstrate, in writing, the computing of a menu for a diabetic ,

paitient.

7.13 A sign to at least One patient wsi,,ph an endocrine disfunction.
. r

7.14 P oyide experience with giving insulin, teaching a diabetft
patient., doing sugar and acetone tests, glucose tolerance test.

.7.15 Assign to an wear ear patient.
...-

1
. -

7.16 Provide experience with'either ear or eye drops, irrigations,
'-tompresT, and methods,of communication with the deaf or Mind.

I

.

i 7.17'. The'studenf'will be assigned to /patients who have problems
, ielating to the eye,ear, nose and throat such as tonsillectomy.

,

-123-
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Research and Design Project,. Registered Nursling
Nursing 7A, B and 8A, 13:- Required Mastery (Continued)

. .

. .

7.18 Demonstrate abilityto give pre and post - operative cereto'eye
and tonsi-llectomypatients

.

.
. ,

7.19 /Administer oxygen.
...

. .

.1

7.20 Care for infants with disturbed phylOology.
. ,

" 7.21, .Utiljze appropriate nursing measures to meet needs of patients for
oxygen. .

N. .4

7.22 The student will care for patients with!
\ .

i
,

. .

a. respiratory distress
.

.

,b need for oxygen therapy tracheostoe using croupettes mist,
ultrasonic, IPB

.e

c. need for postural drainage'
1 f.

7.23 Understand and be able to use speciat equipment necessary for the
care of ilT newborn.,

.

7.24 The student will be signed to newborns and prematures in order to:

a. care for the premature..
4

b., care fOr infants in incubators and/or isolettei

7.25 'Assign to patients with problems of gaseous exchange, circulation
or regulatory disorders. .

$

7.26 provide experiepoe with IPPB, 02, postural drainage, thoracentesis,
closed chest drlinage, suctioning, arterial blood studies,
Vracheostomy, skin tests. -.

7.27 Assign to patients with cardiac problems.

7.28' Provide experience with CVP, cardiac monitor, pacemaker, rotating
r tourniquets. a

7.29 Assign patients with relate PVD.

* .
.

7.30 Provide experience with TED hose, Buerger's exdrcises, taking
pedal, 9opliteal and femoral pulse..

e

7.31 .Assign to patiehts'with problemsof fluid and electrolytetalance.

7.32 Provide for experience with the following: foly catheter, supra:
pubic catheter, three way catheter, ileoconduit, peritoneal
dialysis, demodialysis, burn dressings,: etc.4

X124- .
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Research and, Design Project, Registered ursing
Nursint 7A, 8 and 8A, 8:. Required Mastery (Continued)

7.33. Gi've assistance and encourige,pattents who 'do not maintain or
refuse to take adequate otal--"iluids.

. e .

7.34 Atsqt the. doctor %;th-phystcal examinations' and/or circumcisions.

P

a
'7.35 Initiate. and iriaintain

,
pecurati intake and output records. .

7#36- Assist the patient in maintaining balance f n nutrition, fluids,
electrolytes and elimination.

7.37 #066Sist '!medicine/treatment" nurse 'with:
Citii

a. administration, of psyctiopharmaceuticals

b. treatments specific to psychiatric patients, .i.e. , ECT add
t.vavagedo, ... . ,

7.38 Provide experiences with t1 following:

-. gastrointestinal decompression Colostomy or Trelgirxny. ter'e
. --...

(evine, illiv-Abbott, T-tube care
-' Singst n-Blakemore tubes) 'sump 'drains

sitz bath -

7.0 Affective: Assist the patient in understanding the ,purpose and natire'
. of diagnostic and therapeutic measures. )1

. .

. .

a

4

O

Q

ti

J.. 7
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.RESEARCH AND DESIGN. s.

PROJECT: MOBILITY

STEPS OF CU RiCULUM ANALYSIS

STEP 3.. ,d

USING THEIR COMPLETEOGNITIVE/AFFECTIVEASYCHOMOTOR
ANALYSIS.AND`CHARACTfRISTICS OF THE TARGET STUDENTS-FROM
THE NEED ASSESSMENT AND THEIR PAST EXPERIENCE, THE TEAM .

ASSESSES EACH ELEMENTOF REQUIRED MASTERY TO IDgNTIFY
WHERE THE.STUDENTS-ARE ENCOUNTERLNG PROBLEMS. tHEY ALSO
IDENTIFY NON-CON'TENT RELATED PROBLEMAREAS

.

.
.

:HAVING PINPOINTED AN AREA, IT IS FURTHER ANALYZED TO
4 IDENTIFY WHAf EACTORS,ARE CONTRIBUTING TO 'THE CREATION OF ..

THE PROBLEM. THESE WILL BE THE PROBLEMS THAT THE TEAM WILL
FOCUS THE REST 'OF THEIR EFF RTS.ON SOLVING.

,
.

4 .

4

STEP

.
4

I, )DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS PROVIDED TO THE TEAMI,OR STgr'3.,
. , .

.

-A) Itoil.py THOSE ITEMS Of MASTERY REQUIRED' IN 'EACH
COURSE WHICH.REPRESENTPROBLEM AREAS FOR ,THE DIS-

. ADVANTAGED. STUDENT) I.E.; REQUIRED FROFCIENCY
LEVELS NOT BEING ATTAINED.., w .

,

BY DIAGNOSE/IDENTIFY' THE-NATURE OF THE'PROBLEM AREAS
AND THEIR PERCEIVED CAUSES FOR PERFORMANCE MI-
CIENCIES' TERMS OF STUDENTRELATED AND- Li
CURRICULUM/COURSE RELATED. CAUSES.

C). PRIORITIZE THESIDiNTIFIED4PROBLEM AREAS ACCORDING
TO THEIR CRITICALITY FOR CONTINUING SUCCESS BY THE,-
DISADVANTAGED STUDENT,-

tor

31ta
9

«a.

,
4

.4
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RESEARCH AND DESIGN PROJECT

Ideritification of Problem Areas

Instrdctions For The Completion of.Overall .Step3

Operational Definition

Problem Area for the Disadvantaged Student: thoie areas in the curriculum
'which consistently present probleis to disadvantaged students as a group,.
rather than to-a single individual, which cause Ay of the following:

a. failure to achieve required mastery proficiency for course /curriculum

b. difficulty,in achieving one or more mastery skills or adont4nuumrof
skills in a course

c.. inability to complete course,orturriculum (drops out)

d. the requirement for instructional support beyond that normally.pro-
vided for students. .

Steps To Be Performed
. ,

, .

1. Compare course'mastery skills with Job Entry requirements in
Cognitive/Psychomotor/Affective domains.

List.job entry requirements not presentT taught in courses.
,

2. Assets each mastery item stated for the course anb identifyfany
mastery skill within which disadvantaged students encounter academic
orvintent problems in the three domains, per the operational defini-'
tionli,and personal experience.

. .

Note: ',If disadvantaged studs drop out of curriculum during or
'following thesbasit course, and heretofore have not enrolled
in higher courses, in analyzing the higher level courses,
identify those areas which d4i prestri problems to normal,
.students. Rationale: if normal students s have problem reas,
itcabe anticipated that disidvant ged student who remain
in the program will,encouptersimijar or worse problems.

- Di4ide a page into three columns. In thel eft coluin, list the
identified.peoblemer,eas in imastiry skills.

3. Diagnose/Identify the nature of.the problem areas and their per-
ceived causes in terms of critical incidents, persohal experience
or misting dati 4s related to student rela causes or instruc-

.

.0.tional/learning relate! ;problems., 2(Sei the owing -for, examples.)

a. Student related calises: List these ip ter column of page next

.,4 to mastery prob identified in left
column:

P. 1t4
. . -

4

..d.

4.
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Resear'ch and Design Project
Identification of Problem Areas (Continued)

Examples:

Lack pf prerequisite. skills required of the mastery skill.
(Specify exact skills.)

2. Inability to'cope with the reeding requirements. (Specify
student level of reading, or required level.)

3. Personality or emotional factors. (Cite as related to
curriculum, or specifjc ncidents.)

/ .

4. Zulturaldifferinies (Cite as related to curriculum or
skill mastery.)

A .

5., Cannot transfer knowledge learned in mlecture"'to applica-
ton/psychomotor. Specify exact nature of failure.)

6. Cannot master cognitive criteria but learns in the lab-
with oral instructions.

7. Cannot relate "'lab" experiences to classroom theory. or
principles. ,

8. .Any others you might cite.

"
4

9 b. Instructional' related causes: :List these in the right column
opposite mastery pronfim.

O

Examplet;

1 Learning steps too'large for student. ti

'94
2. Materials (quantity or level) used are keyondtabilities of
siudentsv--,/

.

3. Methods of instruction do not mad learning styles of
students.

L.

4. Failure to build continuum of levels according to-taxonomies,
ie., jumping from recallto application, or requiring students
to analyze without lead-up learning in.comprehension and transfer
to applicatiin, etc.

5, lack'of facilities/equipment.*
,.

. .

6. no special services to be responsive to specific needs of -

- .group of learners or individuals.

7. 'any,others you might identify.
4

7130- .
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Research end. Design Project

identification of Problem Areas (Continued)

'<
4: Identify any 5dditional problem areas you know to exist which are not .

tied\Orectly to an academic'mastery skill, i.e., sociological,
cultura1.3,47tional, etc.

These might act as cues which will lead to thaidentificaVon of /
areas in the curriculum requiring modification or expansion; ortd,
services which can be provided such learners through counseling/
guidance, etc.

List problem areas in this category.

5.: Prioritize problem areas: The points of reference for :this step are
the three lists that you have produced

--Job Entry Requirements not presently taught in courses .

-- Academic or content prdblem areas for mastery in courses
-- Additional problem areas in.non-acaderflic category

a. As a'first step, inspect each item on each list and, through

, concurrence by committee members, determine whether the item
would be groupgaeunder the following categories:

1. Problems which can be handled within the instructional pro-
grim for which you ar responsible

ig

. . .
.

,

2. Problems which are a ademically oriented, but not part of your
normal courses, but.related to other diSciplines.

,'

3. Problem areas for whith speciil services might be provided
outside of the instructional pr gram.

. .
4

As you are performing this 'analysis, start a separate.list of
., problem areas recommended for handling by other disciplines of
\ instruction or for special services. .

.
., .

.

b. 'for.those problem areas which are within your instructional'
programs or mastery skills An the courses, reach-concurrence by-
committee members as to the priority order in which problem^
areas should be.solved, considering the following factors:

r

1. Criticality of theproblem mastery skills to continuing
or following skills in the course .

2: Now failure to master a particular skill contributes to over-
all achievement of course objective and criteria

3. Criticality of mastery of cognitive content before transfer.
. to application or psychomotor .,

41,

-131- .
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Research and Design Project
Identification of Problem Areas (ontinued)*,

- *

.
. . h.

4: How masterystrproOlem areas in the basicCouriecarries over to
.higher level courses (i.e., will achievement in the basic course

, reddce problems identified in following courses, orare problems
in higher couries'related tojhepecific content in those courses?)

1

i

5, Importance of success in-mastery of Cognitive and ps9chomotar
skills in rftacing problem areas in the affective domain

, On the list of problem areas for mastery in courses, number the items in
priority order.

.

4,

S

A

4.1

-132-
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COURSE TITLE 3

6

Problem Areis.for
Students

SC.

128

.J

-e4

IDENTIFICOTION OF PROBLE.AREAS AND-SOURCES_ OF PROBLEMS

Sources of Problems

Student Related Causes

ti

46.

Instructionally Related Causes

v

4

Sociological/Cultural Causes

12.;

. . ,
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4.

Problem Aria for Studedt

Mathematics ,A

2. 'tnahility-to-Problem Solve

3. Scholastic Achievement

4 . Financial

$, Fragmentation of Instruction

' 6. Change of Methodoiogy

130

. RESEARCH MD DESIGN PROJECT
REGISTERED NURSING

I Student Related Causes

11. Inability 6 solve word
'situation problems

.

.

2. Failure to make the transfer
of problem solving from the
life experiences to the
academic setting

3.1 Inability to trantflir previous
learning

3.2 Weak in the sciences

3.2.1 Lacking in self-discipline
3.2.2 Failure'of the student to

perceive the necessity of
learn ng, the basics before

il
proce ing to more complex.
cour es .

t.

instructional Learning' Causes

2e No exposure to the.problem-
solving process

-

t3.1 Amounts of material required
to be mastefed in a given time frame

3.2 Weak in the sciences
3.2.1 Instructor failure in

.assisting the student to
understand how the scientific
principle relates tothe

situation et hand
3.2.2 Failure to view the teaching

blocks (steps) from the _

learner,'s point of view

4.1 Lack of perhan ht faculty
4.2 Cott of nursing school; pupil-

.teacher ratio.= I to IS
4.3 Lick of fundsto stiff skins lib

all day instead df specific hours
dUring the first year

5.1 Duplication of instruction by
different teachers in small groups

5.2-Nursing students have up to nipe
teachers in two years of study

6.1 Student perceives the activity -,6.1

as a new procedure rather
' than another way to achieve the

same. results i

1414 !
s .9 / f f ./ ,, i

't

Student perceives the activity
as a "new" procedure rather
than another way to achieve the
ANT results ( ! , .t

Socioloolcal/Cultural Causes

2. Has problem solved only in
so fairy as life experiences
are concerned but none in
the academic setting

3.1 Weak in the sciences.
3.1.1 Lacicaf examples in

both the family and
social settings that
achievement .% "science"
is the goal to pursue

f -= .1 1

.41
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Problem Area for Student

7. Inadequate Background
Academic Skills

d. Ailoweo to Underachieve
in Elementary. Jr4*Nigh and
High School. (This is all
reflected in their readingg.

writing, arithmetic and all
mother subjects.)

O

.

/ Student Related Causes

7.1 Low or lack ofIkeTt-
discipline issaall.academiqs

7.2 Just get by in all courses

7.3 "Con -job' on the "do Well";
help the blacks. broitns:
s goodie goodie"teathers

7,4 NIEsiende-courps attempted

8.1 Developed feeling of'"don't
care" at early age.and this
was perpetuated by'an endlesio
sequence of apathetic teachers,
c9unseloes. etc. a

8.2 Developed laiy attitudekbeciuse
no one cared

dt

'V.
I

Instroct tonal tear nino-Causds

7.1 .Counseled into so-called "easy
- curies"

I.2 :101o4ed to'skiiIor take watered-
down. courses.

-14o science courses attempted
7.C.Teacher does not believe that child

is cpgable of academic achievement

8,1,1BliathetI; teachers
8,2 Was, never bothered for`" fear that one

would,create a classroom disturbance
8.3 ReAuired to do 'anima) work (or copy

assignMent from-others)
8.4 'Administration says pass the kids;

no.failures

8. PROBLEM CAUSING THE REGISTERED NURSING $TUDENT_IktiAVE PROGRAM BEFORE,CONPUTION

9.T
",

Teachers with Class or racial blow9. Emotional. Problem That Deprives
One of Normal. Behaviors

10 ;Change of ildjor.(Acadeolic)

jle5chntssti(%,

12.Ph;sical Limitations

A
(

13. Attitudes

11./"3 I 1 ri .

14. Rbsenteeiss
.

122

.9.1 Immaturity
-9.2 Physical or emotionless

e

.

*

. */
10.1. Didn't likellsorsiog

'11.1 Inability to tarry required
momber.oUunitq in a'spetific
.time limit ,

12.1 Illness of self or,famity members
12.2 Disabilities such 'as hearing loss.

sight loss: back problons ete.

15.1 Unrealistic goali"
13. gi *mat ado)eoentleidency to' not

'heed ad4ice from 'aalts -

. .

3

.

14.1 tack of elf-disciplift_.
r

0

oM

4. e,
14.14egistered nursing program-has a

written policy permitting dropping ,

a stWent-for b set number of absences

SOCiolOokai/Cultdral Causes

ti

8.1 No help from family._
there is any family

9.1 Poverty"
9.2 tow self esteem
9.3 Fragmented family structure
9.4 Cultural repression
9.5 Personal marital problems

10.1 Pareital'insistenceto
W/:4MA

. 11.1 The need to work 'to

supplement family income

11.2 Inabiliiy,of the foreign-lion,

studentfo interpret the Englis
. language without Changing-the

content or meaning.
./

.

t1 .

. .

-14.1 tack of self-discipline

0

4

A
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RESEARCH AND DESIGN PROJECT
NON-INSTRUCTIONAL AREA REGISTERED NURSING

' Irdblei Area for Student Student Related Causes Instructional Learnine_Causes

G 4

Sociological/Obliural Causes

. 1",
A. OBSTACLES THAT PREVENT ENTRY INTO THE NURSING PROGRAM 0' . '

. l

k
1. Child Care

,

. ' 1.1 No facilities on
.r.

4 .
A 1 1.2 No financial'Iupport to

%.. .
. , ,

.
place child elsewhere

1.3 No one in home to care for
,

- -child

,2. Financial

. P.

3. Family Disunity IA
-Fragmented Family

Structure)

.La
A

.

134

4
2.1 Lack of money for basic

necessities (food, trans-
portation, hobsi
education. suppliitir-

3.1 One parent families
3.2 Strong feeling of

insecurity
3.3 Tim(for today, plan for

today; think of now
3.4 Sutcess model is the mother'
3.5 Immediate gratification.
3.6 Can't relate to the -I

abstract*

- $.7 Early pregnancies due to
. lack of father image in
home

3.8 Emotional prp6lems
3.9 Resentment of spouse -

toward partnen who has
returned ,to school

340 Teenage children required
more parental supervision
than-anticipated

4..

J. :14)



for Student

4. Lack of Se Discipline

5: Misdirected Cpunseling
(Jr. Nigh and High School)"

r

6. Low Self-Esteem

,

C

Student Related Causes
"ftlimfr0 "

4.1 Short attention.span .

e

4.2 Limited study skills .and habits
.4.3 No or low motivation to enhance

study habits'and_good grades

. -4Mit

6.1 Seeing oneself as incapable,

c academic-wise
6.2, .Very intecure--won't try, due

to the idea that they feel
- thf$ they will fail

Itlble.

instriacttboal Learning Causes i Sociological/Cultural Causes

O

5.1 -Students told not to take
science and math courses

because they are toohard
and one will fall them
(R.S.),

*5.2 Encouraged to take easy
classes (M.S.)

5.3 Complete bare minimum
courses for graduition

5.4 Limited information give,
Student

5.5 Poor understanding by the
Counselors themselvei of
what is entailed in the
nursing Program'

5.6 Minimat encouragement given
in high school to ittempt
certain professions
regoiring mastery of
mathematical and scientific
courses.

6:1 Stems from the absence 'of
parents, both 41pnw,
Latk df reinforcement of

1 self-esteem through the
Anedia of T; V., ets,;

very low profile
-6.3 Cultural repression
6.4 No help from media (T:Vt,

radio( etc): most pro-
grams show, the black male ,

as superstud or inferior
in most ways

,

Ao 4
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Problem Area fbr Students

1. The difficulties that nursing
students have in dealing with
threalities of pain, dying
and other emotional aspects
in nursing.

,4

2. Understanding acid-base and
fluid and electrolyte balance'
of the body.

3.*-Nursing students demonstrate

.
difficulty in mathematical

4.4 'computations required for.the
so safe administration of 'is

"nos medications,

4. Unable to locate the pedal
pulse 90% of the time.

*Non-instructional area

138..

'RESEARCH ANQ DESIGN PROJECT
REGISTERED NURSING

Instructional /Learning CausesStudent Related Causes

1.1 Lack ofexperience in 1.1
this area.

1.2 Personal negativexperfence
in one of the areas.

1.3 Student stress in the clinical
setting.

2.1 Students have difficulty in
transferringthese concepts Won
allied courses such as chemistry
and physiology.

2.4 Student stress in the clinical
setting affects recall and
transfer.

3.1 Possess inadequate skills in
converting decimals,to fractions,
percent or ratio and vice versa.

3.2 Inability to solve word
situation problems.

A

3.3 Student stress in'computing a
dose for actual administration
to a patient tends'to'alter the
accuracy of their basic
mathematical compuLagons.

4.1 Failure to 1011 anatomic
location of he artery and
anatomical variations from
individual to individual.

0,

I

Presently there are no adequate .

support services in the psycho- .

logical areas to allow the
'student to work through the realities
of theiissues as relatetto them.

31 A carryover from poor or inadequately
acquired skills in math in the
elementary level of school.

4

,
O

Sociological/Cultural Causes
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- Research and Design Project. Registered Nursing
identification of Problem Areas and Sources of Problems (Continued)

Problem Area for Students Student Related Causes

4.2

4.3

Neve difficulties In applying 5.1
the nursing prbtess In the
clinical setting.

5.2

6. Isolation technique; principles
of contaminated versus
uncontaminated. Eliminating
the transfer of pathogens.

-

7. Job entry requirements not
presedtly taught in courses.
7.1 Management and leadership _

skills: ability to make assign-
ments; delegate nursing actions to
others; coordinate nursing
activities; accept responsibility;
coqnseling and teachingi-evaluating
W work of others. 'However, the
two -year A.A. program is not
expected to deal in theselhreas.
Th: .11:irs are developed in the
four-year B.A. program and the

-employer relies on individual
characteristics elf A.A, students
inasspming such roles.

14C

Digital pressure applied
is too great for the artery.
flilure to practice
sufficiently locating
student's own pedal pulse.

Difficulty. In transferring
the theory to the actual
situation in the clinical
setting.
Self stress exists imo
sufficiedt degree i every
student to virtually make
students self-centered as
opposed to patieq-centfted.

6.1 Incomplete learning or
'. understanding of the concepts

of contaminated as related to
uncontaminated areas. Student
becomes method reliant as
opposed to procedure oriented. ,

*

Instructional/Learning Causes

5.1 Nigh student/teacher ratio severely
limits teacher availability to
students.

5.2 Insufficient time allotment to
role play and review media
materials regarding problem
solving.

5.3 Simulatedsftuations and role
playing-do not prepare the
student for the unpredictable
behavior of a patient. Presently
the role playing, etc., does not
effectively portray the dynamics
of a real situation suchos sound
intensity and physical and
emotional types of outbursts on
the part of the patient.

6.1 Role playing incomplete; media
doesn't incorporate new conc(pts
of Isolation procedures.

c.

Sociological/Cultural Causes ,

S.I Insufficient life
experience in applying
problem solving.

4.

f
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RESEARCH AHD RESIGN

PROJECT: MOBILITY

STEPS OF CURRICULINANALYSIS

STEP 4

NOW THAI THE TEAM HAS PINPOINTED EXACTLYTHERE THE TARGET
STUDENTS ARE ENOUNTERING PROBLEMS AND THE FACTORS CREATING THE
PROBLEMS,*THEY WILL TURN THEIR ATTENTION TO SOLVING THOSE PROB-
LEMS.

SOLVING THE PROBLEMS WILLNVOLVE THE SELECTION OR DEVELOP-
MENT OF NEW METHODS AND MEDIA OF INSTRUCTION, NEW PROGRAMS AND
NEW SERVICES, ALL TAILORED TO THE UNIQUE NEEDS OF THE TARGET'
LEARNERS. BEFORE THE TEAM CAN MAKE THESE KINDS-OF DECISIONS,
HOWEVER, THEY MUST MORE SPECIFICALLY DEFINE THE EXACT NATURE OF
THE MASTERY REQUIRED AND THE CRITERION OF MASTERY FOR EACH OF
THE CONTENT PROBLEM AREAS. THIS WILL GIVE THEM ALL THE DATA THEY
REQUIRE TO BE SURE THE*CHANGES*THEY RECOMMEND WILL BOTH GIVE EACH
STUDENT THE SKILLS/KNOWLEDGES/ATTITUDES REQUIRED FOR EMPLOYMENT
AND BE RESPONSIVE TO THE LEARNERS NEEDS. IHE METHODS/MEDIA REC-
OMMENDAtIONS IDENTIFIED AT THIS STEP WILL BE cOMBINED WITH THE
RECOMMENDATIONS THAT COME FROM STEP 5, IN COMBINATION THE
WILL CONSTITUTE THE TEAM S SOLUTIONS TO THE'PROBLEMS IDENTIFIED.

STEP 4:

A
DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS PROVIDED-TO THE TEAM FOR STEP 4.

A) RESTATE TUE PRIORITY PROBLEM AREAS AS TERMINALPER-
FORMANCE UBJECTIVES.

Dettvg CRITERION MEASURES FOR EACH TERMINAL PERFORM-
ANCE UBJEPT1VE.

C) ANALYZE THE LEARNING REQUIREMENTS TO ACHIEVE EACH
.OBJECTIVE

D) ORGANIZE THE LEARNING STEPS.

E) ANALYZE ALTERNATIVE METHODS AND MEDIA.

-141-
142
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CORRIGAN ASSOCIATES
.MEMMMM

A P.O. BOX 5089. ANAHEIM. CALIFORNIA 92804-C714) 5394359

RESEARCH AND DESIGN PROJECT

Development of Mastery Skills Identified as Priority Problem Areas.
*

Instructions For The Completion of Overall Step 4

As a result of the identification of problem areas for disadvantaged

learners .in the mastery skills for each course, the faculty analysts will have

made decisions as to the following:
-

_1. Those problems which can be handled within the instructional/

learning environment of the special areas' curriculum;

. 2. those problems;whichshould be handled eitherby

a. other subject matter specialists (example; reading, math, others)

b. special support services (example, counseling, guidance,

psychologicall placement, etc.).
9

Priorities for.development will have been established also.

The procedures listed below are those which will be performed by the

faculty to develop learning sequences and solutions for 1 ruing problems

which can be,handled in the instructional/learning en onment (#1 above).

Dther problems will be referred to appropriate groups.
4

Throughout the procedure, itemized below, references will be made to

portions ofithe SAFE manual, Designing For Predictable Learner Success--

the manual used in the training sessions. The faculty analyst might reread

theareferenced sections for. explanation, examples, processes and forms.

SUGGESTION: A more productive and efficient use of the faculty time

might-result in assignineach member of the team a different problem

mastery skill forl4pvelopment, applying the following steps. Group concurrence

might be reached in the individual products, periodically. In this manner

several products might be develbped in the time that it would take the group

to produce one.

STEP 1. Re4tate the P4obtem Ma4telty Shia a4,a TeAminat Petiormanei

Objective.

Reference: SAFE manual, pages 161.178, oDerividg and Stating

Terminal Performance Objectives (T.P.O's)." Also see pageS 61-78,

"Criteria for the Writing and Critique of Performance Objectives."

Refer to the statements in the course mastery analysis (cognitive/

psychOMotor/affective) . Add the, elements to this statement'whtch will

expand it into a well stated learning objective, as specified'in SAFE manual.

J

-143-
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Refer also to the criterion measures identified in the mastery

analysis for the evaluation portion of the objective:

objective in left column of Form 172.

STEP 2. Dettve Teioninal.Perticiunetnce Clatetion Meaataw.-
.

Refeience: SAFE manual, pages 179-199.

If you did not state criterion measures during mastery skill

analysis, develop them now from the Terminal Performance Objective.

Some groups already performed this. step when identifying the

'criterion measures in the course mastery skill "analyiis (criterion levels

and specifittst items).

.Mowever, since you have performed fortherhanalytis Of the mastery

skills duringproblem identification, you might have generated further

data or gained other,insights regarding learning proficiency. It is

suggested, therefore,.that you review the
.

prestated criteria to determine
.

the following: .

a. Whether the }evel of proficiency is still accpta6le or ,should
. i

.

'be increased or decreased;
11,--

b. Whether the criterion mealuret:or test items are valid

measurement of achievement of -the objective to indicate mastery;

c. Whether the present method'Of evaluation is still suitable or

whether alternate methods'of evaluation with the disadvantaged

"population might yield the data required for evaluation;

,d. WhetheradditionalAtems'must-be added or existing items

deleted or changed so 'that the evaluation instrument or activity

measures all aspects.of mastery.

Your expertise and your probleftidentifIcation analysis statements

will be the basis for these judgments.
. .%

If changes are required, make them at this point.

In the second columnof Form I -2, _"Criterion Statement," list the

conditions of evaluation.

In the third coluin of Form 1-2; write in the items and instructions

given'to the student in'the testing condition.

4%, If questions on a final exam are used for evaluation, include ,..

only those items which measure this objective.

b. If a ynit test is to be used, the tett, might be stapled to

the form:

.0, 1 44 -

-144=
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ills
. .

c. If evaluation is performance of psychomo or activTes,-

list the instructions: given the:studepe,r-
. . .,

STEP 3. Analvia of Leaminp RequiftememtA to ,144h4eve9 Objectiveo% \

Reference: SAFE manual, pages 201-219, Taxonomies-Handout, and

. 4,, .pages 145;146. \ .

Using Form J-2, analyse the lead -tip content (cognitive),

. (psychomotor), behavior (affective) required for achievement of the

T.P.O.
.

Those groups who used course contentoutlines for identifying

mastery skills will have a start,onthis*step,.. The subtopics- on ttie oat?
.

lines .might represent
.

lead-up knowledge/skills. Haviever,.you might .

e expanded to, give you all therequired-
.

T.P.O.

reference. is the .disidVantaged,. learner.

1. Identify first what level in -the taxonomy represents mastery.
. .

2% Analyse from the learner's entry laver and, from what- the .learner
.

,

v ,
needs to know and do to build allelereentsof Mastery.

*Entry level refers to what they .have mastered- from previous ' .,- ----.

determine whether these should,

data for learning related to -t

. In doing this analysis,

.

1learning sequences or courses. -. -= -4' ,- .

,.. . . .-,

3. -Refer to the taxonomies to deterfoine what, lead-up." activities and
..,

r-----

levels the learner must achieve- on' a cont.irni ,m2from simple-Jo mplex.

tikeY
Remember-do not lea0e out: arnint els.

-,thly must learn and 4tti4the mastefy level before

4y must - analyse; do: riot expect

filOrg^ n irea 11 , .somprehensii`m
. : a%

-and application .anrthen, expect them to denalyse. They

must also have learning:04erie6e in° anacypl...ng or :

must.learnhooi to analyse:.. °
4

uation:. .e.
- t . o

to give learn-

The, columns on Form J-2 will give yo pas,
4,

STEP. 4Refe:::::i:zeS:=7:::17;:;;9: c
mm es c

a. Using,Form K-2, organize' the leaniiirg-teqrements front the
, , ,

Cognitive/risychomotor/Aff ective*Atalyits,,(form .172, 3) 'into -

the. actual learning step sequencel'eafner ;411.1:rerform to '

achieVe the objectiie .0

4 .

.:Ins

t

,a`

-345- t"
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1

e: ThiA might be it,t the 'olden you fixated in the anaty644

on your might want to 6ikedate devena /mutt activitie4".

OA comptehentsion'activitAza be6Ae apptication (icon

exampte.).
. .

Enter sequehce in the left column of Form K-2.

b. As y9u aresequencing the learning steps,.determine the response

desired from the learner and whether this will be evaluated.
-

_Enter these-I n the second column of Form K-2.

STEP 5. MethodgiediaAnaty624.

Reference: SAFE manual, papes 305 -329.

a. .Using the'Decision-Making Model on page 312, SAFE manual,

.,_perform a method/media anilysiseiri each learning step or a

' 'sequence of learning steps to determine the requirements based

on the nature of the learning activities. TIlis analysis can

be performed quickly once you practice using the Decision-Making
4r

Mbdel.
. .

.

b. In Column 3, Form K-2, list the methods/media alternatives which

on be 9sed for the 'earning step or a sequence of steps.

The alternatives might be those which yousknoorabout now. You

might also wish to in'vestigate,others which available in

the Medial Center or which are commercially available--both of

which can be screened to determine if they meet the requirements

for YOUr population. ,Another possibility is that the Media'

Center might develop soIething, if nothing exists to meet your

requiremeRts.

440

4

p

r

. /
.

. In the last column, indicate your recommended selection, or

fihaV selection can be made during the management planning, step.
4

0
sA

rir

. 1
1

1 4 6 \1
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Curriculum

Course/Unit Title

...

.

ACM. SIZE evi X le

TERMINAL LEARNING REQUIREMENTS

co .

FORM 112
Curriculum Analyst

Date

Terminal Performance Objectives Criteriob Statement

:0

Criterion Measure

. No.

-

It

, . . .

Th,

. t!

. ,

or

.

,..

8 1

: . .

1

t

. ,.

I

.

. ,.

4

No.

%I

op"

C

.

-- 1

A.

I
No.

e

Ns

P.,

*

a

be

4

4

..,

.. f

V

*

148
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Course/Uniii

T.P.0

Level of Mastery:
4

r
ACTUAL, SIZE WI X 14°

COGNITIVE/PSYCHOMOTOR/AFFECTIk ANALYSIS
FOR,

OBJECTIVE.TERMINAL PERFORMANCE OB ..,

4.t A

FORM J-2
r

wP.

Refer to: -TaxonomiesSAFE Manual,-pps. 143-46
Handouts on Taxonomies

RECALL
(Memory)

COMPRENENSIOM
(Explanation)

APPLICATION
(Apply to simulated

or re41 situation) ,

ANALYSIS
(Break down into parts)

,

SYNTHESIS

(Full together elements/
solve problems) .

EVALUATION
(Make judgments)

.

.

.

.

$

$-A

CO
II.

. ..

.

.

.
$

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

.s

.

.

.

....\

.

..

.

.

.

.
-..

t

C.

..

.

_
.

,

.

.
.

.

.

c

.

,

,

.

.

e

.

4

-.

.

.

.

'

4

'

.

._.

.

.

4
...

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

e

. .

-
....0,

..

.

-

.

.

.

. .

,

a

/

.

...

$

0

,

\

.

41

,

.

.

.
.

.

s.

.

s

.

.

.
.

I

.

..

.

$

.

..,

.
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.

,

,

I

.
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.
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.
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Course/Unit:

T.P.O. S .

4.

ACTUAL SIZE 81/2" X 14"

LEARNING SEQUENCE

r

1

AS

t

FORM K-2
1.

,

LEARNING STEPS

4,

RESPONSE/EVALUATION ALTERNATE METHODS/MEDIA METHOD/MEDIA SELECTION

h

14 #

%.,

...."

.0

......"./..

.

%

1.

.

.
, t

.

*
ea

s

I

I ..

.
1

.

I
1

/

C.. '

.a.

.

.

/

r

.

.

. :

1

..,

..,

.

4.

v

a.

I. .

I

i

1
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Curriculum Nursing 1 and 2

Course/Unit Title Vital _Signs

I

TERMINAL LEARNING REOIREMENTS .

FORM 1-2
Curriculum Analyst

Date

Terminal Performance Objectives

No. 4.0

8y the end of the unit of study, the student Will
be able se locate and count the pedal pulse.

V

Criterion Statement

No. 4.0

Be ableLto)locate and count the pedal pulse
90% of the tide.

Criterion Measure

t

4

M

4

r

No.4.0

In the classroom setting, you will be required
to locate and confirm with your insthsctor,
your own pedal pulse and the pedal pulse of
three of your peers. es

4'

154
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Course /Unit: Nursing 1and 2

T.P.0 f 4

Level of Mastery: ,ilimaiiatio;

COGNITIVE/PSYCHOMOTOR/AFFECTIVE ANALYSIS
FOR

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE

k

FORA J-e.

Refer to: Tixonomiei-.SAFE Mantral,ipps. 143-46
Handouts on Taxonomies

, RECALL
(Memory)

,

COMPREHENSION
(Explanation)

. ,

APPLICATION. .

(Apply to simulated
or real situation)

.

.

ANALYSIS
(Break down into parts)

-

.

SYNTHESIS
(Pull together elements/
solve problems)

EVALUATION -

(Make judgments) -

.

4.:.1.1 Joe) to take

a pulse.

4.1.1.2 Identify the
pedal pulse area.

4.2.1.1' Physiologi-
cal and struCtural
differences result-
ing from factors

such as weight, `-
size, sex, and
physical state of

vessel.

r
4.2.1.2 Palpate
above, below and to

the sides. of the
area where the
eedal pulse is
usually found and
utilize various
degrees of pressure

compensate for
the above variables.

4.3.11 The vessel

is small and. easily

obliterated with
pressure.

. ..

..

. .

4.1.1 Identify.the
anatomical area,

.

.

4.2.1 Explain how
anatomical strut
tures differ from
person to person
and require adjust-
ment ferthose -

differences.

,

'

A

.

.

1.4.1 ,Ilow excessive

pressure on a
delicate tissue
structure may ,

interrupt or oblit-
,
crate the beat of a
small vessel.

.

4.1 Locate the genera)
anatomical area:

4.2 Adjust for differences
in location of pedal
pulse from individual
to individual.

.

.

.
0 -

, .

.

4,1

1

4.3 Apply pressure
gently so as not to
obliterate the beat of
the pedal pulse.

..,

.
-...

.

.

-

.4,,

/

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

"-%,

.

.

.

.

.

.ie

.

.

-

.

.

.

.

.

/

.

.

.

.

,

;

-

_

.

e

+

.

4.

. '..1Alk(
*.---

/
, --r.

Y=

,

)7. .2".

4

..,

_

f

.

...

.

,.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

4

.

.

,

.

.

4

4
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Course/Unit: Nursing 1 and 2

T.P.O # 4 tContinuatit.

Lewei of Mastery: Azoltiation

COGNITIVE/PSYCHOMOTOR/AFFECTIVE ANALYSIS
FOR

' TERMINAL. PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE '

FORM J-2

Refer to: Taxonomies--SAFE Manual, pps. 143-46
Handouts on Taxonomies

'RECALL

(Mabry)
COMPREHENSION
(Explanation)

APPLICATION
(Appl/ to simulated -
or real situation),4

ANALYSIS
(Break down into parts)

SYNTHESIS
(Pull together elements/
solve problems)

EVALUATION
(rake Judgments)
.

1.4.1.1 The depth,
size, location,
and physical state
of the vessel ask s
'capture of every
beat difficult,

i
1 .

.

.
,

.

.

-

4 .

A

I

.

4.4%1 Why it is
difficult to
.achieve counting of
the pedal pulse to
100% of accuracy.

e
..

.

.

.

.

0 '

I

.

.

4.4 Count the pedal pulst\
if possible.

. I

*

. .

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

,

.

.
J

.

.

.

.r

,

.

.

.

.

'.,,,

.

.

.

,

0

,

4

..-

.

t

'

r

.

-

,,:...

,

.

.

.r.

.

4

.

,

_

.

.

.

.

0

.

t

.

4

.

4

.

.4

.

.

.

.

r

.
..

.

.

4
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Course/Unit: lwrsing 1 and 2

T.P4rf- a

/0.

LEARNING 'SEQUENCE.
FORM

-

LEARNING MPS .RESPONSE/EVALUATION ALTERNATE NETROOS/MEDLA MEMO/MEDIA SELECTION'

Vn

6,

4,0

I.

Following the completion
of the comprehensionportion
of instruction, students
must pass a written test
covering all items included
in recall and comprehension.

See criterion measure for
.test followidg application
portion of instruction.

4..00

;

A

?e'

L

F

4

.

': k !!'"'Z
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Curriculum Nursino I and 2

Course/Unit Title_ The MursintiProcess

TERMINAL LEARNING REQUIREMENTS

FORM I-2
Curriculum Analyst

Oate

Terminal Performance Objectives Criterion Statement

110. 5
AP

the end of the unit, the student will
be able to apply the nursing process at a
beginning level.

10-

1 No. 5

The student will demonstrate, in.writing,
the ability to systematically identify

.143 patient's...Actual or potential problems,

make a plan to solve them, initiate the
plan ad evaluate the results.

O

0

4

No.

Criterion Measure

5

You will be assigned a patient. You will
document the five steps of the nursing process
as you care for the patient. .Your written
results are to be presented to your instructor
for approval. You will be'required to perform
this exercise three times with three septrate
patients.'

Ow
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Course/Unit: The Nursi otess

I.P.0 f S -

,Level of Mastery:

COGNITIVE /PSYCHOMOTOR /AFFECTIVE ANALYSIS
F

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE -

mm I

FORM J-2
2.:

Refer to: Taxonomies- -SAFE Manual, pos. 143-46
Handouts on Taxonomies

RECALL
(HeMbry)

.

COMPREHENSION
(Explanation)

.

'APPLICATION
(Apply to simulated
or real situation)

ANALYSIS
(Break down into parts)

' SYNTHESIS
(Pull together elements/
solve problems)

EVALUATION
(Make judgments) ,

.

Be able to rocall the
parts ofthe nursing
process:

Gathering_ Information

Explain:

T: All parts of the
nursing process.

.
.

sic human
**

2 -Ba
needs.

3. Now a solid bane
in biologIcal

and sociological
sciences. a
knowledge oft
human growth and.
development. and
knowledge of
basic pathp-

. physiology and
psychopathology
are crucial to
L40 nursing
process.

. .

, 0 _
.

.

.

-

.

.

-.*,
, . .

.

.,

. %

Utilize a systemotic
approach..

.

Identify a patient's
actual br potential

.17 -

nroblem(s).
.

Make plans to solve the
problem(0.

.
.

Initiate a plan.
. .

.

Evaluate the results.

. .'

-

, .

.
-

-- *

m
.

_

.
.

. . , .,...
.

44. .

.
.

.
. ,.

.
:

,,

. 4, 't i:- ..
''''1A....*t:*1 ::_.._ ',..'4,...._

1. Atsign priority to
problems idedtified.

. N.
I

.

2: Develop a rational scheme
'or guide..

.4% .
.

3. Consider alternate
* solutions. .

. -.

4. Differentiate.probtems
that can be resolved by:

Nursing intervention
Patient himself
Referred to others cer

the health team.-

.

\s, .

,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

,

'

__

Selection and implimehtation
of: .

0.

4. Nursing actions;

' dependent
independent

2. Safe nursing techniques..

3. Protection from clinger.

injury. risk. .

; Teaching and counseling,

S. Delegating nursing'
actionseto others:

-

. .

.
.

. .

.

.

. .

.

.

.

..
.

.
.

Determinittion whether

the goals. immediate.
inteemedfate, or long
range, We been
realized or whether
new problems have
emerged.

The impact of the
change, if any.

.

Has plan been
effective or should
be modified or
expanded?

,. ,

Should alternate
solution be
implemented?

.

#

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

it-

.

.

.

1: Sources
2. 'Techniques
3.,- What is appro-

priate infonmakial

Asset ssment'
''

I. Physical :'

2. Emotional-
3. Identifying norms

and potential
needs.

:

Intervention /Plan

1. Determine goals
Consider solution

3. Select a solution
-

Intervene/Implement

1. Putting plan =to

work .

.
Evaluation . .

*. -.
...__.

b Has. change ,.
ocsurred? .

2.. Would an aIiernabk
solution hav
worked or worked
better? .....

A. Any new:Piebiems?

.

4.

4m

1

. ....

,.ir..... . 4 ,.
s: . .: .

.

..'

td4
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Course/Unit: The Nursing Process

I

LEARNING STEPS /

As- derived on Form 3-2.

4

dir

165
. - .

.

LEARNING SEQUENCE

RE$PONSE/EVALUATION ALTERNATE NETHODS/REolA

1. Following recall. the studen Methods:

mhst achieve 100% of all
required mastery on a paper I. Theory.(Skills)

and pencil test.

2.. Comprehension through
Evaluation tested by
Criterion Measure stated on
Form 1-2.

-

-:- .

... ..:. .

l .--'-'..- ..'"
, c7 .

. .ii ..-tz-' 2.1 Repeat applicatIon of ithedrif ir
,_--. -_-........ ...7::...:-41..,..:.........n.2..._......-": until masXererilii

.-.,.. ,..,,
.

IF

: :71. '2.2 Assistant clinical instructors.
.. :.,.. , mustbm a R.N. ,

..

.

1.1 Repeat unit until mastered.'

1.2 Redesign/beef up .simulafid
situations tQ more closely:
reflect actual situations.

1.3 lncreated Ofttice time through;

1.3.1 Teacher assistants
'1.3.2 Utilhe sedond year studen

to tutor in the skills
lab (for gay) 0

42, "4-Caborator3 (Clieffsall

.`7"- ,

.
Z

z'. J. ..-rz:
. .

: '' :''=- r
:A i27 - 4... 7.

:"..,
.Lt -

-7

4 :-- -- -4r--

OM

Madia4 P . .
.

I. Keep skills lab open for sturfeas dell
(includisig\afternoon and evening).

O

s

.

FORK K-2

METHOD/MEDIA SELECTION

1
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Curriculum Nursing 1 and 2

Course/Unit Title Isolation
TERMINAL LEARNING REQUIREMENTS .

FORM 12
Curriculum Analyst

gate

Termiial Performance Objectives Criterion Statement Criterion Measure

No.6

.

By the end of -ibednit, the student will
.
be akle.

to kr:w an4 apply the facts and ptiocipals of
isolation and demonstrate the ability to practt5
correct isolation technique for the safety of
patients, visitors, staff and self. .

167

-

O

No. 6

.-

jly the end of the unit of itudy, the student

will demonstrate strict isolation procellipo
to 100% of accuracy.

. .

...

owe

4

N.;

.11

I.

. -

No.6 .7
Given materials in a'simulated situation,
you will be required to demonstrate correct,
gowning and masking,, putting on and removing;

' correct entry and exit from the room;
double-bag materialsforiremoval from the
room; cleaning or dispesing of food tray
for any isolation situation.

O r

.7

7

16E
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4
Course/Unit: Miming 1 and 2 - Isolation

T.P.01 A
"Levol.of Mastery: Application

COGNITIVE/PSYCHOMOTOR/AFFECTIVi ANALYSI
FOR.

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE Refer to:

FORMA-2

. .

Taxonomies -SAFE Manual. pps. 143-46
Handouts'on Taxonomies

.

W ALL
(Memory)

.

COMPREHENSION
(Explanation)

APPLIOATION ''

(Apply to simulated
or.real situation)

,

-

NAALYSIS
(Break down Omto parts)

. .

--

SYNTHESIS-
(Pull togethei. eltments/

solve problems)
.

a' EVALUATION
(Matte judgments)(Ma

.

Understand toe
nature of patho-
genic organisms.

tnow the Z.major
purpOses of.
isolation

.

List the S
categories that.the

- Center for Disease
Control in Atlanta.
Ga has suggested,
as)a modificatign
of isolation
technique.

.

Identify how a roan
is prepared for '
eeteial.e00

identify points of
Instruction on
isolation for
patients, family t

and visitors

Identify causes
and etfeits of

sensory deprivation

,

.

.

.

:Illness ak lowered.
resistance.

' V
The roblem of .

hose 1 acquired
infect ns. '

.

The mediums which
d4fferent organisms
survive, multiply .
and produce
Infections. °

Solutians.anti-
septics. anti-
bacterials. etc..
that are effective
against specific
organismi.

Technique of hoed
scrubbing that
effectively reduces
bacteria_

. -

The purpose of

medical asepsis.
.

.

Tdchniques used to
minimize spread of
pathogenic '

organisms.

, -
.

.

.

Demonstrate:

Correct gown and masking
-- putting on and '

renmoing;
.

Correct entry and exit °
from an isolation room;

,
. -,

Appropriate double-
bagging of material* for
removal from room,

. .

Correctly cleaning'oe
disposing of food-tray:-

4.

. .
' 4* . -- .

.

.

.

. ,

.
.

#
- s .
-

...- .

.

.

a
.

. .

.

-
,

.

, .

. yy

..,. .

. ..

' .

.

"
.

.

. -

(

\ ,

, "
.

.

.

.
. -..

.
.

0e
., . I 4'

'

.
.

. .
.

. ,

.

\ :-

.

_

.

.

,

. ,

.

.

:

.

.

.
.

.1

,., .

-

,,

- :..
.

.

.
-

.

. %

.
. ,

.

°

.

.

.

,

e
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.
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.
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. Registered Nursing
.

Course/Unit; Isolation; The Nursing Process; Vital Signs

T.P.O. I

m.
LEARNING STEPS

LEARNING SEQUENCE

p

.RESPONSE /EVALUATION ALZERNATE MEIHODS/MEOIA,

Ai derived'on Form J-2.

r

1. The student must demonstrate
100% mastery on a paper and '

pencil test of 11.1 the.itens
in the Recall column.

,

2. All items identified in the
columns Comprehension through
Evaluation will be tested by

4 Criterion Measu're stated on

Form 1.2. sr

.44

Methods;

T. Theory (Skills)

' \4

1.1 Repeat unit until mastered
(continual access to cassettes, A-V
tapes, equipment, etc., presently
available).

- 1.2 Redesign/beef up simulated
situations to more closely reflect,
actual situations.'

1.3 Increased #Factice time through:
1.1A Teacher assistants
1.3. Utilize-second yearstudent

t tutor in the skills lab (for

PV). ,

J..

2. Laboratory (Clinical)

2.1 Repeat application of.theor
watil mastered.

2.2 Assistant cliniciiiistructors,
must be a R.N. ---A

Media;

1. Keep skills lab open, with instructor
available, for students daily (including
afternoon and evening).

2. Intense .efforts should be made to.

locate medil which portrays, as
realistically as possible, a wide range
of physiEal and Ootional,behaviorbehavior a

person who is ill.

. '4 1

FORM K-2

.

METHOD/MEDIA SELECTION

Committee determined that all"
alternatives shared a common
priority.

Please also refer to the
Committee's General
Recommendakinyfor further
explanation df the methods/
media identified.

172
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., .

THE FINAL STEP TAKEN BY THE TEAM IS TO PULL TOGETHER ALL .

THEIR FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS I NTO ON DOCUMENT. I 11 IS
DOCUMENT. IN CgMB INV' I ON NI TH THE METHODSMED IA ALTERNATIVES

6 . I DENT I F I ED I N STEP. q 41 I LL BE THE BAM FOR SPEt I F1'C- PROGRAM--
'1-1ANG ES TO BE IMPIMPLEMENTED IN PHASE 11! OF THE NES EARCH AND
DESIGN PROJECT. IN COMBINATION W I TH THE OTHER PORT IONS OF
THE PROJECT. I. g . . C M/MEL! NS AND L1U !DANCE. MANAGEMENT PLANS.
EVALUATION AND AUDIT SYSTEMS. THE CURRICULUM DESIGN RECOM-
MENDATIONS SHOULD ELIMINATE nit HURDLES TO SUCCESS BEING EN-
COUNTERED BY DISADVANTAGED ANIVOR HAND I CAPPED VOCATIONAL . .

EDUCATION STUDENTS. 1F THEY DO NOT. THEY WI LL BE REANALYZED
AND REVISEDS ED UN.T I L THEY Da,

s

:1:,

RESEARCH AND DESIGN

PROJECT: MOBILITY

STEPSOF:CURRItULUM ANALYSIS

*STEP 5

STEP 5:

1

.
DEFINE SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS OF'. PR AWCOUR
CHANGE TO- ELIMINATE THE _IDENTIFIED PR. LEN AND
PRODUCE THE REQUIRED MASTERY

4 I

46.

.1

.

: .444

t 17?/
-163-

t
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RESEARCH-AND OES401 PROJECT
REGISTERcD NURSING

General Recommendations

I. Characteristics of Nursing Ski s Lab
tP

.

The solution to most of the priority theory and practice problems -

encountered by nursing students are tied to the more effective use of the
NursinglSkills Lab. There are, however; some basic problems within the
existing Skills Lab which must be solved before Uoecific.changes can be
implemented. .These problems include: .

. .

a.. Severe space.limitationi that limitcthe number of students that can
..

use the Lab;
b. Environmental problems that make working and studying in the Lab

ik.
uncomfortable;

c. Limited media and equipment available in the Lab, insufficient for f
student demand.; .6 %

d. Much of the media is stored away 6othe Skillslab, thereby away
. from student access and instructor support; .

..

e: The hours that the Lab is available do not Correspond to demands of
all students; '

. .

f. insufficient access to qualified instructors for clarification of
problems when they occur in the Skirls Lab due to existing student- ,

1teacher ratio.
. -

It is the recommendation of the Committee, therefore, that a festructuring
of the Nursing Lab.rake place which includes:

to)
a..-Re1ocation or xpinsion of the existing-Nursing Skills Lab ti? provide

for suffici space to be cesponsiye to student demands for: o'
,

1. Structured simulation ., .
,

2. Individualized media use
3. . Space for practice

'
4. Access to peek and insteuctors for clarifi9otion;

. b. The addition or improvement of temperature controli thAt Juke the
Nursing Skills Lab a comfortable environment in which 'to work land
'study; oild.

c. The consolidation Of. all existingmeihods/media specific to the Nursing
- Program and housing them in -the Nursing Skill's Lab; "

d. The ex0ahsion of available media to realistically portray as wide ah
.

array orpatient behavior and problems , possible;,

e. The erasion of the individualized'eqtlipment (cassettes, films,
<,carouselt, etc.) in the Nursing Skills Lab to meet student demand;.

:' 4f. Pitgxpansion of'Nursing Skills Lab hdirs to allow the Lab ;o stay
open ay and evening.hours, therebytakiq it available to tudents

\.........-

0
with varying schedules;

. ,g. The rescheduling of existing staff der the addition of new staff to
. cover the expanded, Nursing Skirs Lab schedule.

.

1
res

_ .

165= 174
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Research and'Oesign Project4 Registered NOrsin
General Recommendations-(Continued).

Otpecific recommendations for the optimal physical' ayout of a NursingSkills
Lab mere obtained from the entire Registered Nursing fhculty on or about
late June 1972 .

`N

II. Academic Workload

Overall academic load is too great (total number of units being carried
in a semester).

. It is the recommendation of th Committee that disadvantaged students be
counseled to complete all Pursing and remedial courses prior to
seeking admission to the. Registered Nursing Program. This would provide
the studgat with an exposure to the types and difficulty of courses.
the3P must master to be a Registered Nurse without taking one of ire
limited spaces in the Registered Nursing Program. It would also
increase the probability of their success°when and if, they qualify for
the Registered Nursing Program by reducing the semester workload they
would carry over the two years and summer session.

.. .

III. .Course Change .
Changes that have occurred in the nursing field.have decreased the
relevance of principles acquired In a chemistry course. It is recommended'
that mar of a Physic in Nursing course would be more relevant and
should re the chemAtry'requirement.

. ,

i" Critical e of mastery should include such concepts as ineludd'd in
attachment A. al content-and method/Media should be determined

c by Nursing facet consensus.

IV. SpeciA Services

Nursir1 students have difficulty dealihg, with the realities of pain,
dying and other emotional aspects in nursing. -Contributing factors
inclu lack of experience in this area, personal negative experiefice
in on of the areas, student -stress- in the clinical setting.

Prese y there are no specific support services in the psychologiCal
counseli a to allow the student to work through the realities of
these issues unique to nursing.

It is the recommendation of the Committee, therefore, that Alpsychological
Counseling service be initiated and, tailored for continuous mailability.'
for nursing students encountering problems with these and other related
psychologic adjustments specific to nursing. See attachment B, Form J-12 for

Committee's lysis of some of the critical issues to be dressed.

V. Basic Math Skills

Nursing students demonstrate diffidUlty in mathematical com utations0
required for the safe administration of medications.

-166- .,.
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Research and Design Project, Registered Nursing
General Recommendations (Continued)

. .

It is a-recommendation of the Committee 'that a basic math course be
designed that addresses itself to increasing skills in converting
decimals to fractions, percent or ratio and vice versa and ability to
solve word sltiallairril5lems.

VI. Allied Courses
. ,is.

.

.
. .

.
.

Students have difficulty in transferring key concepts.of-acid-base and
f/Uid and electrolyte balance of the body from the chemistry and ..

psychology courses. *.

It is the recommendation of the Committee that a library of methods and
media specific to key concepts of acid -base and fluid and electrolyte
balance be created and housed -in the Nursing Skills,Lab. This would allow -

students continuous access to these reinforcers where a nursing instructor
is available for-guidance and clarification. -

.
, e''

This recommendation should be conside'combination with general
recommendation #3 specific to the of a Physics in Nursing course.

See attached Forms I-2:and J-2 specific to homeostasis for Committee's
analysis of some of the critical issues to be addressed. (attachment C)

VII. Staffing °
Ar

1. The present demand upon existing Registered Nursing ficulty timepre-
cludes satisfying the increased need for individualized attention required
by the disadvantaged student in both the Nursinl7Skills Lab and the
clinical lab.

It is the .recommendation of the Committee,lherefore, that additional'
person(s) be added to the Registered Nursing faculty -to slraff the.Nursing
Skills Lab and assist in instriiction.in the clinical setting.

4.
%

2., It is the finding of this 'committee thaVinority disadvantaged-'students:

'
a. have unique social and psythotogical problems which they bring with
them dr acquire due to their life e eriences;

b. have a special need for role mo els as-a source of motivation an*
ptide;

c. have a need to see the college's 2commitment to ethnic representation
on the Registered Nursing Faculty.

Presently, Spring 1978, the R

fa u y members, one of wh

istered Nu sing program-has six full time
from a m nority group. It is the recommendation

oT thit 'committee, therefore, tIat the a dition of any new staff member(s)
for the Registered Nursing program be not only a qualified/R111%tered Nurse
but frdm an ethnic minority not presently represented on the facplty.

167
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-Resiirch and Design Project, Registered Nursing
General .Recommendations (Coptinued)

VIII. Applicant PreparatiOn

t
S

Analysis-of why disadv4ntaged students have difficulty tn being
acceptid-into-the faistered Nursing Program reveals deficiences in
ability to master Usk mathematics and successfully pais the. science
courses.

c

4. ,

..4,r ;11

It is the reconimendation of ttie Committee that; he students be counseled
As early as posObleln the educational process. t is the, feeling of
the Committee that counseling as early as thesixth gradeis not
unrealistic. 1

-

. p
6 I , ..'::

V. -A poor understanding df the skills, knoWledg Snd.basic
.

realities
of the Registered Nursing profession has contributed to'students dropping
out of. the Nursing program.

. .

0

. :
_ 1

It is, the recommendatfon of the Committee that an orientation package
similar to -th# uSp YtjuWant Tole a Nurse" package prepared by this .

Committee be hiagdatcify reading_by all career.applicants considering a I'.

Registered Nutilingeareer. (See attachment D.)

C.

a
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CONTENTS.t
NURSINVAND THE SCIENCE OF PHYSICS

1. The Natdre of Science

MEASUREMENT IN PHYSICS AND NURSING
2. 'Measurements and Accuracy
3. Forces -- 'Concurrent and Non-

% concurrent.

MOTION IR PHYSICS AND NURSING
. 4.. Types of Motion -- Speed,

Velocity; and Acceleration
5. Gravity--Center of Gravity and

Specific Gravity

ENERGY IN PHYSICS AND NURSING
6.. Work, Energy., and Power
7. Principles of Machines,

friction, and Simple Machines

\MOCECOL S IN PHYSICS AND NURSING
8. The Framework of Matter

PRESSURE. IN PHYSICS AND NURSING
9. FluidsPressure in Liquids

10. FluidsPressure in Gases
11. Subatmospheric Pressure and'

Clilical
.

Aptlications
..

.

, .
. .

1

ATTACHMENT A
S

1 :

HEAT IN. PHYSICS ANDAURSING
12. The Nature and-Measurement of Heat

--13. 'Effects of-Heat
14. Heat Transfer ,

WAVE ENERGY IN PHYSICS AND NURSING
11. .Peribdic Motion _

The .Ph sits of'So
17. The Nature andle,Aurement of Ligh
18. The Physics of Vision' .

yund and Hearing

ELECTRICITY IN PHYSICS'AND NURSING
19. Magnetism--a Force of Nature
20. ElectrcityElectrostatics and

Electrodynamics
21. Electronics and Nursing c

22: EioelectOcity,.Electrodiagnosis,
and Electrotherapy.:*.

NUCLEAR PHYSICS IN NURSING 0

23. Atomic Structure. and NU61ear
Radiation

414. Quantum' Physics and the Lasers

Y..

469- 1 78'

ti .

N .

4.
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Course/Unit:

T.P.0

Level of Mastery:

41'

'

COGNITIVE /PSYCHOMOTOR /AFFECTIVE ANALYSTS
0 FOR,

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE

)

FORM J
a.

.°.

Referto: Taxonomies - -SAFE Manual. pps. 143-46

Handouts -on Taxonomies

.

RECAN.
(Memory)

/
. .

COMPREHENSION
.

(Explaqation)

.

APPtICATION °

(Apply to simulated
or real situatliilow

,

ANALYSIS

(Break down into parts)
. .

..-- SYNTHESIS
/

(Pull together elements/
solve pnelems)

.

EVALUATION
(Make judgments)

T 1

I., Be able t ^.

recall:

-Exploration of .

-theiF own attitudes,
of painor0eath and
dying. '

t$0.

-

..
-

. .

Personal experience;
wittpain, dying,
and death

Cultural differences
of dying.

The meaning of pain.

.

The steps of the
grieving process
(dental, ang r,

*bargOn4n
pression, a
ante). $

Moral issues- -life
maintaining/life
sustaining.

.

. Be able to recognize
that:

The dying individual
goes through a
grieving process.

Pain is a physical
response toa
physical or .

emotional problem.

-

Dying is a process
that most humans,
must accept.

.

Pain is exhausting
_and debilitating.

,

Death follows life.

Oeath occurs at all
ages. Ado.,

Guilt 0Cfamily''
members (hesitant to
reprimand/disci-
pline).

.

Psychologica
aspects.

. .
It

.0

.

o
Scientific principles:

.Death is a possibility for
any individual at any ties
even in the absence of-
illness.

.

.

.
"
. . .

.

Oeath can result from any
illness or 'diagnostic

measure and can.be most-
readily understood than
loath occurring,in,the
absence of illness.

Death can be sudden.
b -.

Death can be prolonged.

.
Pain can de allevilted.

.

a,

.

.
t .

. .

.
. ..-

. .

'.

,

. .

.

1

=

(Able zO determine:
_

.
. ,. , .

,That'all living things have.a
life cycle:
- - _ __ __ _ _
That our culture encourages a

.
denial of death.

That the relative; require ,

support. " l'
.

That nursing intervention is
an appropriate role.

. I . ,

That it s a patient's vighi
to'know that he is dying.

What comfort measures to con-
sider: physical; emotional,
family 'involvement, .

spiritual. .

.
-

That the patient has a rigbt
(toso die.

.

,

.

Ir.
.

.' 4
n

.
. ...

.

. ? .1,

.. .

Talk ing with the patient
about death.

.

Answering the patient's
questions.

_..1_ _ ._ __

Spiritual assistance..
.

Allowing the patiipt to
make decisions.

.

Not avoiding the patient.

Intolve family:

Support family. .

,

Health team conference's,

.

Alleviation of pain.
0

Decisions - die at home?

./.

,

--

. -

.

.

- .

.

'

.

.

Did patient verbalize?

-,
Was acceptance of death
evident?

.

.

ReKtion,of fray. ,..
.

Reaction if nursing
staff. t

.

Was pain decreased or ;

absents
.

Were cultural aspects
respected? ,

..

Were team conferences4
effective? .

4, ,

.
r

'

. s

'

- .
.

I
...,

. . -4
.

3
. CI :

1111

. .
1w. m

. we
,

. :0,.

-

,_.:

-

.

. $

%

0
. .
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= Emrriculum Nursing -

Course/Unit:title'. Hootasis.

Terminal Performance Objectives

Ho. .

fritheend orthe-unit; the student will be able
toljscuss the acid base and flti4d and electrolyte

-- oallnce a:they r4late-to internal human
homeostasis.' .1 0

:4
V' ti

. -
-._ i

. - 4

- ..

I-,

e

V.

C,

-

(

.

181

1 k ,

;

41

4

TERMINAL LEARNING REQUIREMENTS

Criterion Statement

. .No.

100% understanding:

Requirements of cells for 02, nutrients and
.electrolytes;

Protess,emaintainitg dynamic equilibrium;

Know how essential body functlbningt is
- maintained;

. .

Sensitivity of cells to changesin ph.

ia4 body flui4slace replaced.

Tersd: apiohs,callons, diffusion, perfusio
q . buffer, dehydration, hyponatreMia,

hyperkalemia.

How body replaces electrolytes.

. .

V.

t 4

$

V11.41

FORM I-2
.CurrItulum

)
Analyst

Date`

;I#

. No.

Demonst ate, in writing, the following:

ffrnormal blood ph;
the major buffers in the circulatory

how
t

how acids are eliminated from the system; .

how bases,areIllifinated from the system;-
the maim' acid and base;
differentiating alkalosis and acidosis;
the body's compensatdry mechanisAm;
role of hormoneloAd'cns;
role of the digestive system;
understanding the process of rgspifation;
normal exchange of holy fluids;
normal" fluid intake and loss.

4."

4

I
1

4

1842.
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4irse/Unii:

T.1.4

Level of Mastery:

ft

'1.'

r

a*. .
4

COGNITIVE /PSYCHOMOTOR /AFFECTIVE ANALYSIS*

4%6 FOR
TERMINAL Ill!ERF9RMANCE 00JECTIVE .

1

.
.

FORM J-2

.

Refer ton Taxonnmfts--SAFE Manual.44ps. 143-46
Nandodts on Taxonomies

s. .

.

Ail - f -...
. .

.

RECALL COMA
.

EHENSJON APPLICATION' . ANALYSIS -- SYNTHESIS.
.
EVALUATION

(Memory) (Explanation) (Apply to,simulated (Break down into parts) (Pull together elements/ . (Make judgments)

.
or.real situation) 2 ' . ': solve problems) .

.

- .
.

.
.. .

Be able to,recall: Recognize6that: 'I Scientifieprinciples: OetermiKe:
.

, Study lab reports. ' Is able to: _ .
. .

I. 4.

What
,

What is meant by iody fluids are How substances move in Symptoms associated with: RecogniteChanges in Interpret laboratory .

'0.1iCia=baie balance.- essential to: life. ancrout of-body cells.
... . .

. . behavior:"-- reports.
. , Electrolyte. imbalance:

,._

A I

w

'The meaning df phi Electrolyte he- \ Role of diet.
balances are-threats.

- Maintenance of homeostasis. Suspect behavior chtnges :.

GI 41.,
.

. are due To altered .
, 1

Body fluids by to life. ' Factors influencing Cardilt electrolytes' °Oh.%
name.' retention and lost of , CNS 4

a

,Symptomsassociated fluid and electrolytes. Respiration
!

. . .

Meaningoerhomeo. Oith imbalances

!

alancesare' Mulculo-slcqletal
. .

, 0
- 1: .

,-stakis. z . observable. The role of Aspiration ..
.

Now ill!!! gh is ,/ -

. . In maintaining blood ph: ' OehydrnXion
a

' .

:
.

.

Ialtered. ", J.
4se--

. 16 The role of the kidney in Alterations in p02' , -'
,

.

.

,.., maintaining blood ph.
''. , .
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,

Nursing is an occupation in which one workt with and cares for

people. ,Nursiing is for the person who has patieng and tolerance, good

judgment and reasoning, good interpersonal relationships; is capable of

making decisions; accepts responsibility for his/her own actrons;"and
(

has a sense of humoil, Nursing is a career-that..6rings job 'satisfaction

tAlitose who understand. what the profession is all about before eciding

to become a nurse.

ItHAT IS NURSING?

3 '

t

_ATACNIiNT D

.

If you found yourself favorably described,in this questionnaire; .

it is highly likely that za could be a success as a registered nurse.

o

4

0

01

b

4 r
0 1,
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SO VOLI WANT TO .8E A *REGISTERED NIJR,SE

. . :Wanting to be a registered nurse as been the desire of thousands

Ks

Y
.

4 .

. , of men 8nd women before you yourself eached the same decision. Among-these.

ensed in 'the field of nursinglthere-

eded. .A survey in schools of Ibrting

fact. A survey of employers .

.that's nursing license does not ma e all nurses desirable employees.

d ntified as the major reason for nursing

cceeding in the career they.ghose. -

40

o

many individuals hoping, to become li

have been hundredsigho have not suc
?

will show the last statement tobe

No single factor ha beefs

students or licensed nu

er,Careful,examinatioi, Bowe er, rp

to
t

faiiure.

.Have you ever asked a nur

eals a va ty of Teasons which,contribute

.
4

e, a teacher or a bnsdalbr just what

nursing is all a ut? Cljarrces are you would get as many different answers

as people you a* Perhaps you can discov

world of pursing is all abou . Ask yourself

might assist you in deciding I./nether nursing

er for yourself what the real

'the following qu'estions. They

is a career suitable to%your

desires and your-capabiliti

1. Do l'havegood study:h bits?

s." t.

All nursing proeip
Self-discipline, :pfrs
are characteristics t
of 'nursing.

2. Haye I taken science/

P

. , . .

ace great demands on the time-of thestudent.4
stence and the, Wilityto study independently,
at also seem to play a major role in the-st-adl\ .

. .

courses?

. . %It

While Studying nurs ng, the student ..needs tt-vskmanylearnings obtained
in other codrset.s h as biology, physiology anechetiStry.

. ..
. =

.
...---.

3. Do I like 9cience.)ourses? b
If you haven't enjoyed science courses to bate you might be dis-
appointed-to lea that nursing is big on SCIENCE- and small on art,
Nursing is'consi ered a science and an art.

,....

.

. -

,4.. Do I read and w ite.with significant ease? Is my spelling nbt too
i

sh b6y?
4

.
.

,

. I
. ,

. .

G,od reading, and writing are a must. Nursesmust not only read.Whai"
doctors and others. involved in,tteating people' have written; but they,

-176-
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must interpret the instructions correctly. The nursecis arso involved

.

.
.ct

'in writing; daily record keeping of all things done for each.patient,is
) a legal requirement. .

//7

5. t.lo I have the-following mathematical skills.? , -
0.7 4)

You must have basic arithMetic ills and be dble to interprelword
problems. You must be able to wo k with the metric system as well as
the English system. NOrsesare xpected to figure drug dosages to be
given in many ways including drugs given a vein. Accuracy is a
must-.a life may depend upon a proper calculation.

$ ° . ,
-

6. Do I know that nurses must continue attending classes even after they, -
have graduated? . -

.
,

The registere6d.nurse must attend classes, lectures, seminars, etc. in
order to keep a license. It is called Continuing Education and is

---requ-i-red by law. Proof of ContinuiwEducation-must be submitted every
two years when renewing the nursing license.

7 Am I generally well-organized?

The nurse who is a poor organizer often has difficulty in knowing what
to de first. The nurse who doesn't have it all together is franIsly
a me s! Who suffers? The patients and the other members of the health
team.

8. Do I use drugs and/or alcohol to excess? Do I have a record as a felon?

The law is clear in.this regard. The nurse can he disciplined by the
Board of Nursing, including the lost of his/her license in regard to
these matters.

9. 06 I have eY physical problems tkat could prevent me from securing
and/or holtinga job as a nurse?

I. ,

Limiting physical' deforiiies?
Blindness and deafness to a I'miting degree?

.4olor blindness?
dbesity?

,

.

Chronic back problem?

10. ,AM I perpetually. tardy? \Absent frequently
ti

"Punc46ality and being dependable are traits rated very high by mployirs,
Absenteeism has been Cause for dismissal ;as a nursing student an' also

.41 has been the .reason for the loss of a job:.

, 1 . (

.11. Now is my safety record? .7
.

Nprset take. care of the very young, the unconscious, the aged, the in-
.

. competent, the confused and otherS. The .nurse is responsible for the
safety and welfare of all of thse patient's as'yell as visitors to the
hospital or health institution. ,.

:,
.....

V 1

4 s
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12. Would Idescribe-mysilf as a leader or a follower,?

Nurses are ired to oilqpize plans for one shift in a designated
area.of the hospital. The nurse makes assignments for other personnel 1--

andenerilly directs activities associated with taking care of the
sick. Presently employers expect all"registered nurses to be leaders;

'13. How wellkdo,I function when I have three urgent things to do at once?
Carr I decide quickly which to do first or do I fall apart?

/A 4cle is often confronted several urgent- situationsn-a patiegt
is hemorrhaging, Another patient has stopped - breathing, a visitor has
fainted. The nurse must decide quickly which situation requires
.his/her attention 8nd hoW the remaining situations should be handled.

"14. Am I honestand ethical? How would I view thefollowing:

. Leaving work after,seviChciJiantiGiniii in eight 'hours on my
tiine card?

2. Concealing the fast of an error in the treatment of a patient?
3. Revealing information'about the patient to.individuals

connected with the care of thatient?
14

4. Helping yourself to hospitals plies and food?
5.,,Using known contaminated materials when'a situation calls for

sterile supplies? \
15. Fromwhat point'of view do I see people? ,

.

(

The nurse views the patient's behavior from 'several angles:

110. What physical Potaems cause. the betiaviOn
2." Is there aneemotional problem?
3. What social and tutural factors influence a.patient's behavior? -

16. qo I get along with all types of people?

If you answer 121, except- . . . a word of caution: thi Aupsing world
is full of except . . .

17. Do I acceptcriticism withOtt anger? DO I consider all criticism'a
"put-down"? Am I able to criticize myself?

-There ,pre many.things to be learned in nursing in a very short period
of time. ,In nursing "corrections" seemto be the rule of the day; but
it is by the "corrections" thAt the nursing student learns and grows.

18. Am I observant?

15?
Observing pats is is a major responsibility of the nurse., "Seeing" is
one way of o erving and perhaps the easitift. But nurses are 'also held
accountable for using the sense of touch, as well as machines to measure
some things that may be happening inside the patient. '

g

OP
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19. How well 'do I do in teachingothersp) .

Nurses are'expected'to teach` patients and their relatives as well as
other 'health persorinel .

20. Do I consider the last position as less than honorable? Can I tolerate
to serve and serve and serve and not be served?

The world of-tile sick can be pictured as a totem-pole. The figdre at
the top is the. atient. The patient never relinquishes his position
that structure-- e number 1!

t.-

The figure at the bottom of the pole?' That figure represents the
registered nurse; that ftgures position.is.also permanent. ?

4
.

21. Do I do things Well with my hands ^(knit, sew, work on my car), or am
I always-liall thumbs"?

The nursing full of bandages, machines, tubes and tubings that
----, enter the body.and other such things that cause the patient to be 1

distrustful of nurses who are not gentle or are clums.yor appear not1to* ....-,.,

. know what they are doing. :', ',

.

22. To Communicate--What does that term mean? . . .

t .

Communication Includes all our* actions which send a messageao another ;

person. 14 is also how we ourselves read a message being sent to us.
In our experiences we have receive4 messages by the spoken or written
word, by a smile, a shrug of the shoulders, a wrinkle of the nose, -
crying, gestures, etc; The list seems endless. In the world of the
patient, the nurse cannot depend solely on the spoken word or the usual.
non-verbal cluesi.. .

. 1 Y
4 Now Aloes .it differ in the world of the sick? A few examples . . .

0 ,
*,

1. An unconscious patient moans - -what does it mean?
2. A baby cries--is it hurting? hupgry? angry? does it have a

brain injury? .

3. A patient has perspiration across the forehead--does he perspire

4. A patient sighs frequentlytired? bored? not enough oxygen to
erily? is he in pain? undet stress?

the brain?. :
. . e

. . 23. What is my definition of cleanliness?

No

The-nurse is always alert to cleanlines5.in several ways. One is soil--
---7that-vhfch-wt tail see. The other is bacteria, invisible .to the eye.

.The4iu-tse needs to understind the nature of germs which constantly pose
'a threat to patient, employees and others. ' .

#

i2 . How do-.1 react physically to the various 4astes..of.the human body ?s
What might be my reaction to having to- cleanse and bathe patients who
are soiled 6y ody wastes?

1)\
< 1-

IV

hk;
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25. Am I considering nursing becausiK .
4

(

It is a *pie seivice? For the pay? Or for status? -4,11

, Jr

26.' do I consider nursing as a five-day week,. Monday through Friday
plisition? What will be my reaction-if my employer asks the to work
3 p.m. to 11 p.m..or 11 p.m. to 7 a.m.? To.work Christmas or other
holidays? To work onmy bfrthday? ,

.

\.-.

27. Do I accept responsibility for my own actions? -,..

_

In nursing the law holds you responsible for what you have done or
should have done.

,

1

.9 ,...
.

28. How amCIat making judgments? Do my parents or others frequently
remark that I "just don't think" or "use my head"?

,..). .-
\

..

29'. Do
y

I consider myself, capable of putting out as much as the next ...

person at ,work? .

.00' A
Employers often evaluftl a nurse on whether assignments are cothpleAd
in an expected lengthrof time.. r

. °
.

30. Am I curious abbut the how and Axiv of things?
,

.

Nurses are required to not. only know how to do things but must under

Apt

war it is being done. In addition,the nurse must know both the
Apected good outcome 0 a treatment or action and the possibleharm

1 that could result.' . . - ;
,

. t. . De : .0

31.. Do I accept rulei as necessary guides?
,

'
,

Rules in
i

the health fieldtare designed toprotect the walfave and
safety of patients, visitors-and employees. Employers expe4 nurses
to abide by guidelines set by government agencies and by the "rules"
the employer sets down for running a business. (Tikiag are of .,the .

sick s a; big business.)
.
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REGISTERED *NURSING CAREER .

;
Rey, sisters and brothers (yes brothers too), do you want to give some
meaningful/service to the community through an exciting career? Have you

ti ,thought of being e registered nur.te? Yo can do it.- Check out the

f

following information.

fo'QUALIFY AS A REGISTERED NURSE:

1; You must be willing to work with the sick, the infiri, and the
general medical. staff. Your attitude must be posItive,_both with
patients and medical, staff.

2. You must complete a. courte of stay as outlinedby.the Board of
Nursing.

3. You must pass the California licensing examination given by the
Board of Nursing: 1

4. You should be. in good physical health, with no back ailments or any
other disabilities. Many employers of nurses. have strict weight
requirements.

AS A REGISTERED NURSE:

1. You will sUpervise andatrain other nurstngrpersonnel; and also give"
gulOance to patients in health and.safetif.

.

.

.

2. You will be expected to read dOctors'
wrifelegibly ithe medical charts,
and peflorm treatments as ordered by

3. Yqp,must pay strict attention to all
standards, and bed care.

orders, etc. accurately and
and safely administer medicines
the doctor.

rules Oit saiety,"health

6 .

liddimutt have basic arithmetic skills and be. able td interpret
word problein.,

5. You will be expected to b e clean and neat at all times, as well
as proMpf.

6. You must be observant enough to detect symptoms,.illness, reaction
to treatment,:behavioral and general physical condition of patientse

A

-. 7. You cannot have a,history of drug abuse (alcohol included) or a
criminal recckd.

. 8. You will be requiivd'bj 'cpntinue.schooling Iven after
graduation.in order to keep your licente.

/ C
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